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Wednesday, 27 May 1992

THE PRESIDENT (lion Clive Griffiths) rook the Chair at 2.30 pm., and read prayers.

MOTION -ABORIGINAL LEGAL SERVICE
Order to Deposit Documnems with Clerk by 25 August 1992

HON EJ. CHARLTON (Agricultural) [2.33 pm]: I move -

That for the purpose of ascertaining whether grounds exist to proceed to an inquiry
relating to the funding of programs and support services for Aboriginal persons in the
State, the Aboriginal Legal Service is hereby ordered to deposit with the Clerk by or
on 25 August 1992 all or any documents in its possession or under its control relating
to -
(a) Copy of executive committee meeting minutes for the years 1990, 1991 and

1992.
(b) Financial statements including annual reports for 1990, 1991 and 1992.
(c) Funding to the Aboriginal Legal Service in 1990, 1991 and 1992 including

specific grats for specific purposes.
(d) Copy of executive officers contrc of employment and any other associated

details.
(e) Details of terms of office and election procedures for executive committee.
(f) The criteria for selecting staff including field officers, procedures for

employment and appointment, staff qualifications, experience and previous
employment history, staff responsibilities.

(g) Salaries of all executive cornmittee, management and staff for 1990, 1991 and
1992. These salaries to specify each particular staff and management position
including any funding allocated by the Aboriginal Legal Service to any person
for any other purpose and specific details of senior executive and any
associated costs.

(h) All travel costs and expenses by executive committee staff and including
details of senior executive and any associated costs for 1990, 1991 and 1992.

(i) All executive committee and annual general meeting venues and costs
incurred.

() All executive committee and ACM dates and method of determining meeting
places. Procedures for determining those attending those meetings including
costs or assistance to attend.

(k) The number of Aboriginals represented by the Aboriginal Legal Service in
1990, 1991 and 1992.

(1) Administration instructions or guidelines used in determining where the
Aboriginal Legal Service may provide legal representation.

(mn) Details of complaints received for non-attendance of Aboriginal Legal Service
field officers in court, prisons and detention centres.

(n) Details of written complaints of Aboriginal Legal Service operations and staff
performance including complaints to the Equal Opportunity Commission.

(o) Funding allocations by Aboriginal Legal Service for private legal
representation including briefing budget.

(p) Cost of operating Aboriginal LUgA Service offices in country areas of
Western Australia.

(q) Names of Aboriginal Legal Service lawyers and their current salaries.



(r) Financial receipts received by each of these lawyers for service to non-
Aboriginals.

(s) Where persons are represented by Aboriginal Legal Service lawyers, the
number who are represented by Aboriginal Legal Service lawyers, field
officers or others for the years 1990, 1991 and 1992.

(t) Copy of the constitution.
(u) The cost of the Gallant report and the Curtin University study report.

Members will recall that on 18 March in the Address-in-Reply debate I commented upon
problems with the operations of some people in the Aboriginal Legal Service in Geraldton.
My comments concerned a series of letters that had been written by Geraldton solicitors to
two successive Ministers for Aboriginal Affairs in Canberra seeking the basis upon which an
Aboriginal Legal Service lawyer in Geraldton was operating by providing a service not only
for Aboriginal people but also for non-Aboriginal people. At the same time this lawyer had
been unable to represent Aboriginal people because of constraints on his time. Following my
comments, Hon Fred McKenzie is reported in Hansard on 1 April as relaying to the
Parliament a response from the Geraldton based Aboriginal Legal Service officer,
Mr Malone, defending his position in a number of areas. I do not intend to rehash all of what
I had to say, or what IHon Fred McKenzie had to say, or to repeat Mr Malone's comments,
but I will pick out some important points. Hon Fred McKenzie read Mr Malone's letter in
which he accused Mr Duncan Arm strong, a Geraldton solicitor, of overcharging, which is a
very serious accusation. Hon Fred McKenzie advised members that Mr Malone stated that
Mr Armstrong had lost a client's case. The client was fined $300, costs were $16 and he was
disqualified for driving for three months as a result of a drink driving charge in which a
passenger was injured. Mr Malone's letter stated that Mr Armstrong had charged $4 447.58
for his services. During the same debate members acknowledged that this was a typical
example of a solicitor's takcing advantage of a situation and overcharging. Mr Malone's
letter raised matters relating to the operations of another Geraldton based firm. of solicitors,
George Giudice Law Chambers. Mr Malone has stated that he continues to break the Legal
Aid Commission Act by charging its clients up to $70 to fill out a legal aid application,
which Mr Malone also states is clearly illegal. Those members who recall Hon Fred
McKenzie's contribution that day will remember that a list of accusations were made against
those lawyers to whom I referred in my comments in the same debate on the Address-in-
Reply. They questioned the operations of Mr Malone's office and accused him of
conducting a private practice within offices of the Aboriginal Legal Service. I too tried to
discover what was happening in the operations of the Aboriginal Legal Service in this State
and as a result of the publicity on the matter I have been inundated by approaches from
people, almost all Aboriginal, who have said that they welcomed my bringing this matter into
the open through Parliament. They also stated that thdigs were not well within the
Aboriginal Legal Service.
I am not conducting a witch-hunt against the ALS. There are 78 federally funded Aboriginal
organisations in Australia, in addition to social security and other financial assistance
programs available to the wider community. I am not calling for a reduction in the money
available for services catering for Aboriginal people. However, we would all prefer that
when those taxpayers' funds are allocated, not only to organisations which provide assistance
specifically to Aboriginal people but also to other organisations in Australia - money
collected from people by State or Federal Governments which is taken to a central point and
distributed - the money be directed to programs that operate for the good of those people at
whom it is aimed. I am also currently examining the practices of a number of other
organisations.
A disturbing feature of the history of this nation is that Aboriginal people have not
mnaxirnised the potential they can offer to this nation and themselves. Only last week the
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs visited Kalgoorlie and spoke to a number of Aboriginal
people living at Nanny Goat Hill in absolute squalor. Of course, we heard die usual response
that facilities were needed for those people so that they did not have to live in that manner.
Everyone acknowledges and supports any move to get those people out of that situation.
However, the problem will1 not be solved by providing more money, building more houses
and setting up more Aboriginal service outlets; the solution is to educate people so they
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know how to look after themselves. It will not happen by the Minister putting her arm
round someone and experiencing a wann inner feeling while discussing and sympathising
with the terrible things that occurred in the past and saying that things will be better in the
future. The National Party believes that these people must be given the opportunity to
develop their own lives and to maximise that peat wealth of talent they can offer to the rest
of society. They will not do that by becoming involved in the current activities.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I interrupt the member to reassure members that the film footage
being taken does not include sound.
Hon HiJ. CHARLTON: I have moved this motion because comments have been made to me
by certain Aboriginal people. There is a need for the people of Western Australia,
particularly Aboriginal people, to know what is going on within the 78 different
organisations. just as there is a responsibility for other organisations governed and operated
within this State to reveal how the money is being spent. That is no different from asking the
Government to explain what happened to the money which is the subject of the inquiry by
the present Royal Commission. People want to know the answers.
Recently, people have been reluctant to reveal how the $1.3 billion was being spent on
Aboriginal affairs and that concern is incorporated in this motion. In a moment I will
address the matters contained in the motion which require the Aboriginal Legal Service to
provide information on how it operates to the Clerk of this House. I refer to the contents of a
letter written to the editor of The Geraldron Guardian on 9 April 1992. It is a response by
the Law Society of Western Australia to the comments made by Mr Malone. As a result of
the debate in this Parliament, the Law Society's Executive Director, Mr Peter Fitzpatrick,
went to Geraldton and interviewed the solicitors involved in the matter. This letter was
written by Mr Fitzpatrick following his visit, and states -

The Law Society of Western Australia with the consent of the lawyers concerned
recently intervened in an unfontunate dispute between Mr Terry Malone of the
Aboriginal Legal Service and other members of the local legal fraternity.
I can now advise that the dispute has been resolved to the satisfaction of all parties.
Unfortunately, the dispute appeared to escalate when it became the focus of
parliamentary and media attention and some public statements were made by the
parties which they now regret.
My purpose in writing to you is to explain to the Geraldton community that this
dispute has now been resolved without acrimony and to set the record straight on
some of the issues that were raised when the dispute became a matter of public
attention.
I should say front the outset that the Law Society has always had the greatest respect
for the practitioners involved in this dispute and is well aware of the quality and cost
effectiveness of the legal services that they provide to the Geraldton community. At
the same time, the debate has been helpful in identifying and resolving a number of
issues and points of contention that now need to be clarified.
(a) An agreement has been reached between the Aboriginal Legal Service and the

Law Society on the extent of legal representation dfat is to be provided by a
qualified lawyer for Aboriginal people charged with offences before the
courts_

(b) Due to increasing pressures in his practice for Aboriginal people, Mr Malone
wil no longer accept private clients including legal aid assignments, subject
to appropriate increment in his Aboriginal Legal Service salary.

That is the question that these solicitors have been asking of two successive Federal
Ministers for Aboriginal Affairs for three years and they could not recive an answer as to
why he was doing it. However, even though they have not received an answer, Mr Malone
has agreed that he will no longer accept private clients including legal aid assignments. To
continue -

(c) Practitioners representing the Northern Region Law Society wish to make it
clear that at no time during the debate did they accuse Mr Malone of
neglecting his clients, nor did they at any stage cast doubts on the quality of
his professional work for Aboriginal people.
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(d) Mr Malone withdraws his allegations of illegal conduct and breaches of die
Legal Aid Commission Act by George Guidice Law Chambers relating to the
filling out of legal aid application forms. The Law Society has found nothing
to support these allegations.

(e) Mr Malone also reneact his criticism of Mr Duncan Armstrong of Messrs
Altorfer and Stow in relation to a particular account rendered by his firm for
an Aboriginal Legal Service case on 31 st October 1989. The Law Society has
subsequently established that there was no overcharging in relation to this
account. It became a very complex case involving a number of adjournments
and the hourly rate charged by Mr Armstrong was considered to be very
reasonable.

(f) Mr Malone retracts his comments that any members of the Geraldton legal
fraternity have been motivated by greed, professional jealousy or political
purposes whilst pursuing their concerns.

I am personally very pleased that die practitioners concerned are willing to settle their
differences and put the matters of dispute behind them.
I know that the people of Geraldton will continue to benefit from the advice and
service that they receive from a very dedicated group of legal practitioners.

It was essential that I read that letter to the House. For the benefit of interested members the
position reached was that 1, on behalf of those members, had related how for thre years they
had sought to find out how a lawyer employed by the Aboriginal Legal Service could, at the
same time, operate a private business. The two Federal Ministers and the Aboriginal Legal
Service refused to answer this question. I suggest that if they had nothing to hide all they
had to do was tell the people what was going on. Every individual in this State has a right to
know the answer to this very simple question. As a consequence of that, Hon Fred
McKenzie, as he acknowledged, was simply responding to the correspondence he received
and advised the House of the accusations by Mr Malone. Those accusations have since been
withdrawn.
My motion requires the Aboriginal Legal Service to table a number of records so that
members in this House can be fully informed of the operations of the Aboriginal Legal
Service. My motion is not an accusation that the Aboriginal Legal Service is not doing its
job and it is not an accusation that any person within the Aboriginal Legal Service is
misrepresenting his responsibilities. In view of the fact that the Federal Ministers for
Aboriginal Affairs and a host of other people run for cover every time they are asked how
taxpayers' money is being spent by Aboriginal orgainisations, including the Aboriginal Legal
Service my motion provides an opportunity for the Aboriginal Legal Service -

Hon Fred McKenzie: Is not it a Federal matter rather than a State matter?
Hon ELJ CHARLTON: It is very much a State matter. The Aboriginal Legal Service in this
State is operated by Western Australians; it is the Aboriginal people of this State who seek its
assistance in representing them; and it is some Western Australian people who are very
unhappy with the way in which the Aboriginal Legal Service operates.
Hon Fred McKenzie: It is funded by the Commonwealth.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It is funded by the Commonwealth Government but that does not
mean that Western Australians cannot be informed about how an organisation funded by the
Federal Government operates in this State. My motion will ensure that members in this place
are made aware of the funding allocated to an organisation in this State; funding which is to
be spent on people in this State for the benefit of people in this State. We should get away
from the mentality that because an organisation is funded by Canberra it is untouchable. If
we do not, we will have people in organisations believing that they can operate as they please
and without respective accountability.
Hon Fred McKenzie: Will you name the people who have complained to you?
ion E.J. CHARLTON: No, I will not. I have discussed this matter with Mr Rob Riley and
Catherine Crawford from the Aboriginal Legal Service. I appreciate the fact that they
contacted me and I acknowledged that I should have contacted them at an earlier stage and
we discussed the reasons why that did not happen. I advised them that I was proceeding with
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my motion. I acknowledged to them that it is obviously time consuming to present the
records referred to in the motion to the Clerk of the Parliament. However, while we have
people in this State who believe they are not being given a fair go on a whole range of issues
it is necessary that we have access to these records. I pointed out to Mr Riley yesterday that I
will not name anyone in this place because I have not accused anyone of doing anything.
However, my motion provides an opportunity for the Aboriginal Legal Service to table the
documents and if, as a consequence of that, there are unanswered questions they will be
taken up with the Aboriginal Legal Service.

Hon Mark Nevill: This is nothing but a fishing expedition.
Hon LiJ. CHARLTON. The member may call it what he likes. If people arm frightened that
something will come out of my motion, so be it. Members opposite want to compare an
organisation which is funded from donations with a Government organisation which is
funded by taxpayers' money and which makes an executive decision to distribute the money
to another group of people. The very people who are supposed to be assisted by this
organisation are unhappy about the way in which the funds are being distributed and,
therefore, it is up to someone to ensure we get some answers.
Hon Mark Nevill: You will be burning crosses next.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON- The member should take care that he is not on one of them.
I reiterate that the purpose of this motion is to provide an opportunity for those people who
believe that the Aboriginal Legal Service, or any other service, is not providing a fair go
through the prevailing democratic system to do something other than standing in this place
and naming people or accusing them of misappropriation, mismanagement, or a whole range
of other things. It seeks the provision of information on the basic, fundamental principles on
which the organisation operates to the Clerk of the Legislative Council so that members can
decide whether they wish to take further action. It is fair to say that some other organisations
have had a great deal more criticism levelled at them than has the Aboriginal Legal Service
but have not been taken to task.
Hon Mark Nevill: Let us start with the whistieblowers.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Absolutely. That is a voluntary organisation. I hope that the
Government has not been handing money to that organisation, as it did to Western Women
and a whole range of other groups and people and then tried to convince us it was not
associated with them.
Hon Mark Nevill: You agrarian socialists have one foot in each camp.
Hon E.i. CHARLTON: The concept of the motion is based on the operation of a number of
bodies that constitute the Aboriginal Legal Service. I do not intend to mention those bodies
individually. My motion is constructed on a requirement that certain documents be deposited
with the Clerk. Paragraph (a) of the motion stipulates that a copy of the minutes of executive
committee meetings for the years 1990 to 1992 should be supplied. Members will notice that
I have requested information for those three years in relation to a whole range of statistics,
The reason for requiring the minutes of executive committee meetings to be lodged with the
Clerk is that people have said to me that decisions have been made which were not recorded
in those minutes and which should have been acted upon. When those minutes =r made
available parties both inside the Aboriginal Legal Service and outside it who have complaints
to make will have access to the facts in the same way as people have access to anything sald
in this House and the decisions made in it because they are recorded.
Paragraph (b) of the motion relates to the production of financial statements including annual
reports for the period from 1990 to 1992, which are already available, and paragraph (c)
requires the production of information related to funding of the Aboriginal Legal Service in
the period from 1990 to 1992. including specific grants for specific purposes.
Hon Tom Helm: Why do you want the annual reports if they arm already available?
Hon Mark Nevill: Can I ask a serious question?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Were the others not serious?
Hon Mark Nevill: If these documents are tabled they will be available to all members of the
public. Is that what you want?
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Hon ELJ CHARLTON: Yes.
Hon Mark Nevill: They could be placed in the possession of the Clerk without being made
public and the member could still find out what he wants to find out.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON. There is nothing wrong with that. However, this involves
taxpayers' money. Let us get things out in the open. A Bill was in this place last night
related to the declaration of financial donations to democratic organisations.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I ask the honourable members who are interjecting to read the
motion under discussion and to not interject or seek to gain information by entering into
discussions.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Paragraph (d) of the motion refers to production of a copy of
executive officers' contracts of employment and associated details. Questions have been
raised about this matter by a number of people who tell me they cannot get answers to their
questions. The list goes on. I do not believe any benefit will be gained by going through the
whole list outlined in my motion and the reasons for including those points in the motion. If
any member who speaks during the debate wishes to know the specific reason for any point
in the motion I will be more than willing to respond.
We have a group of Aboriginal people in Australia who have much to offer. Many of them
are being restricted in their ability to contribute to their own wellbeing and the wellbeing of
their society because non-Aboriginal people in this nation are obsessed with playing with
taxpayers' funds to make it appear that they are the white knights of the nation who are
putting in place a whole series of programs and organisauions of great benefit to Aboriginal
people. It goes without saying that the National Party opposes the operation of the
Aboriginal Legal Service in its own right. The National Party believes that the Aboriginal
Legal Service, like many of the organisations set up specifically to serve the Aboriginal
people, does not do what those well intentioned people intended it to do; in other words, it
does not benefit the Aboriginal people or aid their progress but simply sets them up to be
criticised. by others in the community and, more importantly, by other Aboriginal people.
I found out last weekend that no-one is more critical of Aboriginal funded organisations than
Aboriginal people. The Aboriginal Legal Service would be far better to have its expertise
and professionalism that is required to service and assist Aboriginal people with legal
representation incorporated into the Legal Aid Commission of WA. I am not caking anything
away from the requirement to have that special background assistance available to
Aboriginal people, but instead of setting up a totally separate administrative organisation,
people who have special talents to offer should be funded through increased funding to the
Legal Aid Commission. I know that not everybody agrees with that comment.
Hon Mark Nevill: This motion will not allow a balanced picture of what is happening
around the State - not that I wish Hon Eric Chariton to widen its scope.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The motion demonstrates what is wrong. The Aboriginal Legal
Service does not operate throughout the State, merely in a number of areas around the State.
Does Hon Mark Nevill wish to see an Aboriginal Legal Service lawyer in every regional
centre which has an Aboriginal population to be serviced?
Hon Mark Nevifl: There should be more.
Hon ELJ CHARLTON: There you are, Mr President, Hon Mark Nevill suggests there should
be more and more representatives.
ion Mark Nevill: There is one in Kalgoorlie and he is stretched to the limit.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Of course he is. Members opposite, and the wider community,
believe chat because a few people have been appointed and are funded by the Federal
Government every Aboriginal person automatically receives legal representation. That does
not happen at all. Everyone in the Aboriginal Legs] Service knows that does not happen, but
the public believe it does because a separate structure has been set up. If the staff of the
Aboriginal Legal Service were made part of the Legal Aid Commission or were allocated
specifically to assist Aboriginal people through the operations of private legal
representatives, that would be an attempt to ensure that every Aboriginal person had access
to the high level of legal representation that they deserve.
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At the moment a few groups of Aboriginal Legal Service people are located in various
centres around the State, which makes it impossible for them to do the job. AUl this system
has done is to pit Aborigine against Aborigine and non-Aborigine against Aborigine. It beats
me how some people can sit idly by and smile when someone attempts to do something
positive rather than just getting a warm feeling about what has been done for Aboriginal
people.
We make no apology for saying that we would like to see the day when funding is made
available within an overall structure such as the Legal Aid Commission for people who
represent Aborigines. If the Legal Aid Commission is not structured in such a way as to
ensure that that will happen, let us fix it and make it that way. It seems that every time we
rind a vehicle that is not good enough to do the job we set up another one. If someone's car
does not start in the morning, does he go out and buy another? Of course not. That cannot
happen in real life, with the funding restrictions placed on so many organisations; yet we
seem to give these people a feeling that they amc doing a great job. The Government sets up
organisations and allocates funds, as it did with the Aboriginal Medical Servce and some
other corporations around the State. Everyone acknowledges that those people have made a
contribution, but would it not be better if they were part of the total community? No-one can
look me straight in the eye and honestly say that all of the 78 or so organisations that have
been set up to assist Aboriginal people have brought Aboriginal people together, or have
brought the wider community and Aboriginal people together. Never before has there been
such dissension and division between people, certainly in recent times. If this motion does
something to highlight the issue and to bring home to members and the community as a
whole that we had better have a bit of accountability as to how Governments make decisions,
allocate funds and manage those operations, it should be received in a positive way.
I reiterate that this motion is about getting the records and documentation to demonstrate the
job the Aboriginal Legal Service is doing, and to put out the fires which have been lit and
which are having petrol poured on them day after day by people in the Aboriginal
community who are totally dissatisfied. I commend the motion to the House.
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorey General) [3.18 pmJ: Iloppose the
motion and I urge the House to reject it. The motion is thoroughly bad in principle and in
practice, if passed, would impose burdens on the Aboriginal Legal Service which are not
only unfair and unreasonable but also totally unjustified and positively oppressive. How
extreme the motion is in the extent of its demand for information is reflected in the fact that
it provides fully thre months for a response to be providedi. One thing is sure, in spite of
what else might remain uncertain after Hon Eric Chariton's recent comments; that is, that all
of that time, and no doubt more, could well be required by the sort of demands he is asking
us to impose on that service. What good use might be made of all this information is totally
obscure. On the other hand, it is very clear that the work involved in collating the demanded
material is of a nature and extent which would seriously divert the time and energies of the
senior staff of the service, and those people arc already stretched to the limit in trying to meet
the enormous need for their services.
I have already said that the purpose of the motion is left very obscure by its terms, and that is
despite the preamble to the motion which purports to address that question. The preamble
indicates that it is "for the purpose of ascertaining whether grounds exist to proceed to an
inquiry relating to the funding of programs and support services for Aboriginal persons in the
State". That is gobbledegook and totally incomprehensible in the context of the motion!
This motion is not directed to consideration of whether an inquiry should be initiated; this
motion, in itself, is an inquiry which would be of a highly burdensome and intrusive nature.
This raises a question: How is that justified? Certainly it is not justified by the terms of the
motion, and the purported justification by Mr Charlton during his three quarters of an hour
speech could not justify it to the remotest extent. The longer his speech went, the clearer it
became that he had no basis for the attack on the whole Aboriginal Legal Service which this
motion constitutes.
It is obvious from Hon Eric Charlton's comments that he is fixed ont a single issue and,
indeed, a single legal practitioner. He is pursuing that practitioner with something which
could only be fairly described as an obsession. I have not followed the Oeraldton
practitioner issue, and I am not fully aware of the position; therefore, I do not propose to
comment on that matter in particular. However, I can reasonably suggest that no matter how
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justified or unjustified Mr Charlton's vendetta may be against a lawyer in Geraldton, that
does not justify a sideswipe at the whole Aboriginal Legal Service throughout the State.
Mr Charlton pleads, in apparent sincerity, that "this is not a witch-bunt". The strength of that
assertion was quickly weakened by his later statement that the Aboriginal Legal Service
should not be allowed to continue to exist. He claims that the motion is not a witch-hunt
because 78 Aboriginal funding measures operate in this country and he has the other 77 in
his sights as well. That is how the member indicates that he does not have a witch-hunt in
mind regarding the ALS!
I urge members to keep this issue in context. Try as one may to extract a genuine and
generalised basis for criticisms of the ALS from Mr Charlton's comments, it cannot be done.
At best, all members will be able to do is extract from his comments criticisms expressed and
implied regarding the activities of a single practitioner. On the face of it, even that is unfair.
However, let us accept that a single practitioner has encouraged this aggro from Mr Charlton,
and that Mr Charlton wants to pursue the matter. The least we might do is to keep
Ms Chariton's complaints against that single practitioner, or the single ALS office in
Geraldton. in perspective and with due regard to all the work done by the ALS throughout
the State.
I refer to the Aboriginal Legal Service annual report for 1990-91, which is the latest report
available. Pages I11 to 13 - if members are interested in looking at the references - contains
each name of the 71 staff of the Aboriginal Legal Service at the time this report was
prepared. We have only heard about one of them today. Page 16 of the report contains a
striking reference to the number of matters with which the ALS dealt. This is demonstrated
by the statistics: "The ALS provided assistance in 25 444 separate matters in the nine month
period from January to September 1991. That equates to 2 827 separate matters dealt with
every month." Therefore, this is a large organisation engaged in intensive work. Also, by
reference to an appendix to the report, we see that the organisation is entrusted with a budget
of $3.5 million from the Commonwealth. That indicates the nature of the organisation under
discussion. How would we understand how this organisation could receive a budget like that
after hearing what Mr Charlton has had to say either within the motion or in his comments
about the motion?
As Hon Fred McKenzie indicated by way of interjection, the AI.S is a private organisation
which is an incorporated association under a State Act. The ALS is not funded by the State
but by the Commonwealth. Accordingly, it is properly responsible and accountable to the
Commonwealth, and nothing raises any doubts that it has met its obligations in that respect in
full. The service is specifically accountable through the Expenditure Review Committee and
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission to the Federal Parliament. It is
currently subject to a funding review covering all Aboriginal legal services around Australia,
and the final report of that review is expected by the end of June.
Undoubtedly, this House has the power to demand the specified material from the ALS. and,
for that matter, to impose similar burdens on any individual or private organisation in the
State. Mr Charlton seems to be saying that he has a minimum of another 77 organisations to
which he might apply the type of measure he is asking us to support today. We have that
power, but it does not mean that the power should be exercised, especially in the uniquely
extreme form of this motion. Theme is no justification in this case; therefore, we should have
none of this motion and I urge the House to reject it.
HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [3.28 pm]: This motion should be rejected out
of hand, as Hon Joe Berinson urged us to do. Sometimes I wonder whether Hon Eric
Charlton was frightened as a small child by an Aboriginal trade unionist. Listening to his
speeches in this place, he seems to think that everything wrong in this State or country is
caused by Aborigines or trade unionists.
Hon E.J. Charlton: And poms.
Hon TOM HELM: Very rarely does the member blame poms, the Vietnamese or people
from South East Asia; he generally refers to Aborigines or trade unionists. Having read his
motion, one which does neither him nor this Chamber any good, I wonder what sort of
psychiatric treatment the member should undergo.
I wonder whether Hon Joe Berinson noted that in Hon Eric Charlton's explanation of why
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the motion should be supported he talked about the concerns of Western Australians. He
said that some Western Australians were dissatisfied with the services they received from the
Aboriginal Legal Service. The member indicated the items which needed urgent attention,
most of which are on the public record anyway. The member believes that if this inquiry
took place, Western Australians could feel satisfied that the Aboriginal Legal Service was
doing its job.
Only two of the items in the motion relate specifically to Western Australia. If the House
agrees to the motion it will be dealing with documentation which concerns the Federal
funding of the Aboriginal Legal Service.
Hon P.O. Pendal: It is all taxpayers' funding.
Hon TOM HELM: That is fine, If members of this House have time to examine the
documentation related to this federally funded organis ation, they will not be doing their job.
[Debate adjourned, pursuant to Standing Order No 195.1

ELECTORAL AMENDMENT (POLITICAL FINANCE) BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 26 May.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [3.31 pm]: I note
this Government's hypocrisy of introducing this Bill and thereby trying to take the high
moral ground on political donations. Without doubt, the current Royal Commission has
identified that the Australian Labor Parry has benefited by many millions of dollars from
political donations since it took office in 1983. From documentation on the expenditure of
the State political parties during the 1983 election it is clear that the ALP, prior to that
election, was set on a course which would ensure it was adequately funded to maintain the
huge advertising campaign it waged for that election. That continued after the Labor Party
was elected in 1983; that applied also in 1986 and, without question, again during the 1989
election campaign. On many occasions between 1983 and 1989 members of the Liberal
Party asked about the source of those funds. From time to time, the then Premier,
Brian Burke, offered various hints about where the funds were generated from, insomuch as
an analysis of the various Government deals involving a favoured few high powered
businessmen in Perth would provide some inkling about the sources of some of the
donations. However, even though both the Liberal and National Parties applied tremendous
pressure in this House and another place in order to identify the sources of the funding and
the Government links with those high flying business people, the Government was not
prepared to admit to any act of impropriety over the donations and the various deals. It was
not until the Royal Commission was formally established in Western Australia that the
opportunity arose of understanding just where some of the funding camne from. Although
various admissions and denials were made in response to investigations by the Royal
Commission, only recently has the Opposition been able to establish how much money the
ALP received from its corporate sponsors - its mates in business - during the period 1 referred
to earlier.
Hon P.O. Pendal: That is, if you can make them respectable with such a nice name.
Hon GEORGE CASH: In his contribution to the debate last night Hon Phillip Pendal alluded
to some of the amounts of money revealed by the Royal Commission. On the front page of
last Saturday's The West Australian under the headline "High-fliers gave $6m to the ALP" is
a breakdown of the $6 million identified by the Royal Commission as part of the donations to
the Australia Labor Party since the early 1980s. According to this item, the main benefactors
of the Labor Parry appear to be Alan Bond, whose company reputedly gave $2.043 million
between 1982 and 1983, $930 000 of which was given in the year leading up to the 1989
State election. Lang Hancock is credited with giving nearly $1 million to the Western
Australia Labor Party in the 1980s, of which $400 000 alone was given in 1985. Laurie
Conneli is said to have given $640 000, including $250 000 pledged at a lunch attended by
the then Prime Minister, Mr Hawke, a handful of Western Australian millionaires, the then
Premier of this State, of course, and his brother, the former member for Perth, Mr Terry
Burke. Mr John Roberts from Multiplex is mentioned in the article, although I am not able
to ascertain his alleged donation. However, I understand that at the luncheon attended by
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Mr Hawke, MrT Terry Burke, Brian Burke and others, Mr Roberts may have donated up to
$200 000. Among dhe list of well known Perth identities purported to have given money to
the Labor Party was the Burswood Resort Casino king, Dallas Dempster, who is said to have
given $400 000 to the ALP in 1985 and a further $95 000 in 1987. Brian Coppin, the well
known Perth businessman, is sixth on the list of having given the Australia Labor Party
approximately $365 000. Yosse Goldberg - members will recall he made $16 million by first
buying Fremandle Gas and Coke Co Ltd and then selling it to the State Energy Commission
of Western Australia - is said to have given $300 000 to the State Labor Party following the
sale of that company. Other donors of large amounts of money on this list include Warren
Anderson, who is said to have given $150 000; Kevin Parry. $150 000, half of which
members will recall was contributed by the Government Employers State Superannuation
Board; Vince Yovich, $125 000; and Dennis Cullity, $75 000.
I raise this matter to make it very clear to the Parliament that the Australian Labor Party -
currently the State Government - has introduced this Bill, in my view, to do no more than to
provide window dressing for its stand on political donations. It is the Australian Labor Party
which has made the art of political donations one of its strongest features during the past 10
years.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! There is too much audible conversation in the
Chamber.
Hon GEORGE CASH: On a close reading of die Bill it is clear that there are substantial
loopholes that will allow interested persons to drive a truck through it. It is said that one can
bypass the provisions of die Bill by the use of trusts or of interstate or overseas funding
arrangements. The Government is well aware of the opportunity to drive a truck through
those loopholes. There is no doubt that it is keen to exploit the loopholes in the mun-up to the
next election. It is also fair to say that of all the political parties which may be
disadvantaged, the Liberal Party and the National Party will be disadvantaged to a greater
degree than the current Government; that is, the Australian Labor Party. I remind members
that the Australian Labor Party relies on the trade union movement for a large part of its
donations. The Liberal Party and the National Party do not have that trade union movement
as a basis of financial support and rely on smaller donations, and indeed where possible, on
the corporate sector. I qualify that by saying that the Liberal Party does not rely on the
corporate sector in die way the Labor Party has relied on the corporate sector over the last 10
years. That is, the Liberal Party has not relied un just a few key organisations, often referred
to as die rich and powerful in this State, and certainly has not been in the business of
arranging special deals with its donors so that those donors will continue to contribute funds
to an election campaign.
if this Bill is agreed to in its present form it is likely to frighten off smaller donors to all
political parties. I do not think that is necessarily a good thing. I acknowledge that some
amendments have been made to the Bill in another place, and that the threshold for any one
donation to a candidate has been increased from $200 to $1 500. However, I maintain that
this Bill will frighten off donors. In light of the evidence presented to the Royal Commission
into WA Inc, which is continuing, it is clear that, having discussed die matter with potential
political donors to the Liberal Party, they believe that a donation to any political party at this
stage would be considered a tainted donation. Many people in this community will not make
political donations in the run-up to the next election because they do not want anybody to be
able to point the finger at them and argue that the donation was made only for some sort of
political favour.
In analysing the State Government's Bill it is important to recognise the effect of this
legislation on the recently passed Federal legislation - the Political Broadcasts and Political
Disclosures Act 1991 - and to see how all the legislation sits with the requirement to publish
donations. Even though the Federal Act was passed in only 1991, it is already evident that a
bureaucratic burden is being imposed on the Australian Electoral Commissioner because of
the need to scrutinise various submissions regarding donations to political parties and
political branches.

Sitting snispended from 3.4S to 4.00 pm
Hon GEORGE CASH: Prior to the suspension. I referred to the Federal legislation, which
was passed in 1991 but came into effect in January this year. Even though that legislation
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has only recently come into effect, the Federal Government is already reviewing its
provisions. The Government believes it will place an unreasonable bureaucratic burden on
the Australian Electoral Commission as a result of the requirement for the commission to
consider all the submissions put to it by donors to political parties. It is interesting that the
Federal Government should be so determined to pass its political disclosures legislation but
then be so keen to immediately review it. One questions whether the Government was aware
of the impact this legislation would have or whether it was - as I believe this State legislation
is - nothing more than window dressing which enables the Government to go to the
community and indicate that it is dinkum about the disclosure of political donations. It is not
necessary for me to emphasise my earlier comment that during the 1980s the State branches
and division of the Australian Labor Party worked political donations in favour of the ALP in
such a way as to reduce them to a very fine art. Part of that involved payments to the former
member for Perth, Mr Terry Burke, of more than 25 per cent commission on various
donations he was able to raise for the party.
I am sure there will be many more contributions to debate on this legislation. I want to distil
my comments into the following passage: This legislation contains too many loopholes in
respect of disclosure provisions. Those loopholes are aimed at encouraging donors to bypass
the legislation and that, in itself, may have been in the minds of Government members when
framing the legislation. It will enable enemy lists to be produced, thus fuelling the fires of
political extortion. It will also enable intimidation of people whose names are published as
donors to particular political groups, and it will obviously afford some groups in the
community the opportunity to exact reprisals on political donors seen as enemies of one or
other political party. Ihe legislation in its present form will encourage the proliferation of
front groups, and there is no doubt in my mind that various legal and accounting firmns in
Perth have already worked out the loopholes in this Bill.
Hon P.O. Pendal: If they have not, I am sure the Labor Party has.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Phillip Pendal takes the words out of my mouth. If the leading
firms of lawyers and accountants in this State have not already worked out the loopholes in
this legislation, they should apply to the State branch of the ALP because theme is no doubt
that it already knows, and has absolutely categorised and reduced to writing, the loopholes
allowed to be created in the provisions of this Bill.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Are you able to name one yourself'?
Hon GEORGE CASH: No, I thought I would ask the Attorney General later in order to save
myself time. I am quite sure that the Attorney General, in his capacity as the leading legal
adviser to the ALP, and particularly as one of its leading legal advisers over the past 10 years
in respect of various business dealings, would be able to assist me. I am quite sure that the
Attorney General had a hand in seeing that the necessary loopholes were inherent in the Bill.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You had four propositions in that comment and every one is wrong.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not want to raise the subject of the Attorney General's position
in relation to the dealings of this Government over the past 10 years.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You were referring to the Australian Labor Party.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am also referring to Hon J.M. Berinson as an individual and as
Attorney General.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Anyway, you are wrong on all four counts. Let us hear something right.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I will say something right for the Attorney General; that is, his
advice with respect to the Government's business dealings over the past 10 years.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Go on, you have not finished the sentence.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Attorney Genera] acknowledges by nodding his bead that be
gave the Government advice on many occasions on deals the Government went into. I refer
in particular to the State Government Insurance Commission deal. He knew about that deal
involving the purchase by the Government of shares worth multi-millions of dollars in Bell
Group Ltd, because it has been raised in this House previously. No doubt that will be the
subject of further comment in this House at a later date.
I return to the Bill before the House and repeat that if I were looking for loopholes and
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wanted to save myself some time, I would ask the Attorney General to point out those
loopholes to me because he would know as much as anyone about the loopholes in this Hill.
It is clear to me that the provisions of the Bill will enable collectors to operate outside this
State, to raise funds and to channel them into a State political organisation. Of course, the
Australian Labor Party has also reduced that to a fine art. It will be possible for funds to be
sent to a political organisation and not be identified-, that is, to make anonymous donations.
At the moment, I do not see any provision in the Bill that will be able to overcome that
problem. It will be possible - and I am sure the Australian Labor Party has worked it out - to
organise $500 a head dinners, because given that there will be a $1 500 limit on donations
before it is necessary to disclose them, it will not be difficult for the Australian Labor Party
to invite various business identities from around the town to attend a $500 a head dinner. It
is interesting that the Australian labor Party would not only raise considerable money at a
$500 a head dinner, but would also, as I am sure it has done in the past, be able to organise a
list of those people who did not attend that dinner so that the necessary action could be taken
against them.
Any person who does not believe that the Government is in the business of singling out
people who do not make donations has only to read in the newspaper articles just after the
1986 State election and again after the 1989 Stat election the comments of individuals who
claimed that they were heavied by the Government to make donations. One could go on and
on and indicate the obvious loopholes that would occur if this legislation were passed in its
present form. The legislation is no more than window dressing; and that is exactly what the
Government intends it to be.
An important matter that is raised when political donations come before the House is the
question of public funding. Hon Phil Pendal. in his contribution last night, referred to public
funding, and although I acknowledge that at the moment it is not the State Liberal Party's
policy to endorse the concept of public funding. I believe as an individual and as a member
of the Liberal Party that it is a matter that the Liberal Party will have to address in the future.
Many papers have been presented in recent years on the issue of the public funding of
political campaigns in Australia. Members would be aware that public funding came into
operation in New South Wales in 1979 under the then State Labor Government headed by
Premier Nevill Wran. It has been continued during the term of the current Liberal
Government headed by Premier Nick Greiner. Therefore, it is not as though public funding
is a matter that the Liberal Party in some parts of Australia is not prepared to accept.
I refer in particular to a paper that was presented to the Australasian Study of Parliament
Group Annual Meeting held in Hobart in September 1990, entitled 'Financing Elections in
Australia: Reflections on a Decade of Public Funding and (Non) Disclosure". The paper
was presented by Dr E.A. Chaples. who is a member of the Department of Government and
Public Administration at the University of Sydney. The paper is a lengthy document, and I
will refer only to that part of it which refers to public funding and acknowledges some of the
benefits and disbenefits that occur when public funding is enforced.
The paper states, under the heading 'The Federal Funding Law", that -

..the most important features of the national legislation are:
1. a formula for providing funds after an election to registered parties and

candidates who achieve 4 percent of the formal vote in a given electorate.
The formula for elections at which both House and Senate seats are contested
provides twice as much for a House vote as a Senate vote. The amounts per
vote are adjusted for cost-price index increases and were set at 91.223 cents
per House vote and 45.611 cents per Senate vote for the 1990 national
election.

2. Public funds are provided for receipted electioneering expenses incurred since
the last election.

Ihe paper includes a table marked Table One, and I will seek later to have that table
incorporated in Hansard. The paper continues -

As Table One indicates, over $141,000 of entitlements have not yet been
granted for the 1990 election.

3. All funds for all candidates who run as endorsed candidates of a registered
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political party for either House of Parliament are paid to the state or territory
branches of that party. Unlike the New South Wales law, no constituency
funds are provided for local candidates or organisations unless those
candidates run as non-Party Independents.

4. Candidates who do not run as endorsed candidates of a registered political
party can register as individual candidates and receive their payment directly
if they should qualify. In 1987, 19 Independent candidates for the House of
Representatives exceeded the 4 percent threshold provided in the legislation
and received a total of $76,158 in public funds; in 1990 the total was 22
candidates who (to date) have received $128,658.

5. The funding legislation is administered by the Australian Electoral
Commission, a group of three which is chaired by a judge and also includes
the Electoral Commissioner and the Permanent Head of the Australian Public
Service.

6. Disclosure of certain expenditures during the campaign proper and of all
private donations to candidates and parties for election purposes is required by
the Act. In addition, the disclosure of names of donors of $1,000 or more to
parties and $200 or more to individual candidates for electoral purposes is
required. Anonymous gifts are illegal. Thbe naming of donors, however, has
been controversial since the legislation was introduced, and has not really
worked except as a voluntary provision, largely because of the two loopholes
discussed below.

7. Two major loopholes in the law requiring disclosure of private donations exist
in both the New South Wales and national legislation. Parties are allowed to
set up front organisations to launder gifts and mask the identity of donors. In
addition, gifts to parties for administrative purposes rather than campaign
purposes are exempt from the reporting provisions of the legislation. The
effect of these loopholes has been to make disclosure provisions a fague, at
least as the provisions apply to naming contributors, and the problems
involved with these loopholes will be discussed later in this paper.

The public funding aspects of the legislation have provided the major parties with a
substantial injection of funds for national campaigns. Over $7,800,000 was
distributed to eligible parties and candidates in 1984, over $10,302,000 was
distributed in 1987 and almost $12,852,000 has so far been distributed in 1990. Over
91 percent of the public funds in 1984, over 92 percent in 1987 and 86 percent in
1990 were distributed to the major national parties, the Australian Labor Party and
the Liberal and National Party Coalition.
The remaining funds are distributed to minor parties and to the few Independent
candidates for the House of Representatives, who attain the 4 percent vote threshold.
The biggest recipients outside the major parties have been the Australian Democrats,
who obtained 6 percent of the public funding entitlement in 1984, 7 percent in 1987
and I11 percent in 1990. Thecir large increase in funds in 1990 is due to their
substantially increased presence in the House of Representatives contests.

I need quote no further. Public funding is a matter of fact on the national scene and it
increased dramatically between the time of the 1984 and the 1990 elections. It is an issue
that will need to be addressed by all State parties in Western Australia in the near future.
To give some indication of the dramatic increase in public funding that has occurred
nationally in recent years, I seek leave of the House to incorporate four tables in Hansard.
The tables indicate public funding provided to public candidates for the elections 1984, 1987
and 1990; the reported election expenditure for parties and candidates in the same elections;
the declared gifts to political parties and candidates in those years; and the percentage of
election spending on electronic media by major Australian parties for those years.
[The following material was incorporated by leave of the House.]
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Table One
Public Funting Provided to Eligible Parties and Candidates, National Elections of

1984, 1987 and 1990

Party

Australian Labor Party
Liberal Parry
National Party1

Australian Democrats
Other parties and independents 3

Total
Notes:

3,665
2,59Y

83~
46'
234

7,8Di

Total Funding paid by AEC9
1984 1987

),264 4.759,4 15 5,
1,283 3,495,840 4,
9,292 1,221,785 1,
,621 710,125 1.

6,318 115,2864
5,778 10,302,451 12,

1. Includes funds for Country Liberal Party in the Northern Territory.
2. $141,571 of legal entitlements had still not been approved on 11I September, 1990 for

the March 1990 election.
3. Includes payment to 10 Independent candidates in House electorates in 1984, 19 in

1987 and 22 in 1990.
4. Includes a late payment of $4,485.80 to the South Australian NDP granted after the

publication of the AEC report on the 1987 election.
Table Two

Reported Election Expenditure for Parties and Candidates, Australian National Elections of
1984, 1987 and 1990

Party

Australian Labor Party
Liberal Party
NationalPat
Australian Democrats
Other parties and candidates
Notes:
1.
2.

1984

4,700,420
4,798,619
2,731,129

469,528
796,750

Claimed total expenditure
1987 1990

10,601,833 14,598,612
6,206,094 11,862,872
3,758,166 3,402,608

574,270 1,134,066
709,097 427,7742

includes expenditure of the Country-liberal Party in the Northern Territory.
The expenditure figures for minor parties and Independents were very incomplete as
of I11 September 1990, and will increase considerably when the final totals for these
groups become available.

Party
Australian LaborI
Liberal Party

Table Three
Declared Gifts1 to Political Parties and Candidates

Australian National Elections of 1984, 1987 and 1990
Total reported election gifts

1984 1987 1990

,am 1,156,210
1,483,793

5,208,167
4,067,180

3,912,383
4.219,026

1990

300,869
612,261
178,939
469,505
290,370
851,944
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National Party2  1,157,186 2.093,824 2,233,830
Australian Democrats 182,407 115,270 70,023
Notes:
1. Covens the period since last election for parties and candidates except new parties,

and the period since declared candidacy for new candidates. New parties covered
since period of their registration.

2. Includes gifts to the Country Liberal Party in the Northern Territory.
Table Four

Percentage of Election Spending on Elecjtronic Media
by Major Australian Parties

Federal Elections of 1984, 1987 and 1990
Percentage of Reported Expenditure on Radio/'Television

Party 1984 1987 1990
Australian Labor Party 46% 50% 57%
Liberal Party 47% 43% 43%
National Party 49% 53% 50%
Australian Democrats 8% 37% 31%
Notes:
1. From state and territory returns on expenditure as provided by law to the Australian

Electoral Commission. Individual candidate returns and minor parties not included in
this table.

Hon 1.M. Berinson: I obviously have not seen those tables yet, but am I right in believing
chat after some initial differences the current public funding of all parties was agreed by all
parties?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes, the Attorney General is substantially correct in that statement.
All parties have differed to some degree in the manner in which public funding has been
applied in national elections. An analysis of public funding in New South Wales since 1979
indicates a shift in both parties' positions on public funding. That shift appears to be relevant
to the position of the party at the time of the election. For instance, in 1979 that State's
Labor Government was an advocate of public funding but its Liberal Party Opposition
opposed it and stated its objections at the time to the manner in which public money was to
be handled. After public funding was introduced the Liberal Party in New South Wales
changed its position. It is interesting that the GIreiner Liberal Government was elected to
office in 1986 and various articles that have been published since indicate the Labor Party
there believes there should be some minor adjustments to the manner in which public
funding of elections is handled. Therefore, the position of political parties is very much
dependent on whether they are in Government or in Opposition at the time any changes are
made.
It is not because the Liberal Party is in Opposition in this State that it opposes the Bill in its
current form. It is basically because we do not believe that the Bill is designed to capture all
those people, groups, and general organisations that the Labor Government has said in its
various Press releases will be captured This Bill is nothing more than window dressing by a
Government that has refined dhe handling of political donations into one of the finest art
forms that this country has ever seen. I refer to the headline in last Saturday's The West
Australian declaring that to date the Royal Commission has been able to identify an amount
in excess of $6 million in donations that had flowed to the Australian Labor Party while in
Government, predominately paid by what has been referred to as a "high flying group" or the
"four on the floor group" in Western Australia.
As indicated by Hon Phillip Pendal, the Liberal Party does not accept the Bill in its present
form and intends to vote against it. The Liberal Party also intends to move a series of
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amendments to the Bill at the Comm-ittee stage if the Bill is read a second time. It will be
interesting to analyse the Government's response to those amendments, because the
amendments are designed to tighten up the provisions of the Bill. The moving of the various
amendments will allow us to test whether the Government is dinkumn about the disclosure of
political donations and whether this Bill is no mom than Mnother political charade.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [4.27 pm]: It is said that cream rises to the top.
Hon Mark Nevill: And so do other things.
Hon PETER FOSS: That is correct. I notice that awkward questions to the Premier also rise
to the top. A couple of my questions to the Premier have worked their way inexorably to the
top of the list without any possibility of their being answered by the Premier. I raise that
matter in this context because it is particularly relevant to what I consider to be part of the
abuse by this Government of the electoral process. We are dealing with the purity of the
electoral process and the purity of government -

Hon J.M. Berinson: We are dealing with political financing actually.
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes, but why? Is it purely because of the fun of dealing with political
financing? I know some examples have arisen of people misusing money given to them for
political purposes. Perhaps we should deal with that matter at the same time. Perhaps I
should contemplate an amendment dealing with the problems of people such as Mr Burke
who are given money for political purposes and then use it for stamps and other such things.
We are dealing with political financing because we hope to improve the purity of the
political process. If we are not able to do that, I do not know why the Government has
brought on the legislation at all. I should say that I do know why the legislation has been
brought on. It is one of the Government's usual political stunts; it is not because the
Government has any real interest in good government. The Bill should be about the puity of
the political process; in particular it should be about the abuse of government that can occur
when substantial political donations are made and for which the donors may look for some
recompense. That is the sort of conclusion that people automatically leap to. It is the
conclusion most normal people in Western Australia have leapt to following revelations of
the huge donations made to the leader's fund during the time that Mr Burke was in power. It
strains the imagination that those people did not see some benefit to themselves that would
flow from the Government as a result of their making those donations.
Through this legislation we are seeking to prevent the abuse of the political process by the
use of money. That can occur in more than one way. The Bill deals with donations made
voluntarily by people towards political campaigns. However, I wish to draw attention to the
fact that it omits to deal with two other forms of donation that are not voluntary. The first
involuntary donation by the public is the use of Government funds to fund the Government
in its wish to be ft-elected. Perhaps the most blatant example we saw of that is the money
that was spent on Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd. It is quite clear that the millions of
dollars which have gone out of the coffers of the State and which have crippled its ability to
deal with health, education, welfare and police were spent with the single purpose of
concealing from the public of Western Australia that this Government had made a complete
hash of the Rothwells rescue, In order to hide the loss of its money and to prevent that
reality becoming known to the people of Western Australia this Government spent hundreds
of millions of dollars of taxpayers' funds in concealing from the public its role in Rothwells.
It came out that the Government was secretly transferring funds from areas such as the State
Government Insurance Office and the Government Employees Superannuation Board to
support its own political campaigns.
Hon Derrick Tonmlinson: It received political donations for the favour.
Hon PETER FOSS: That is another point. That money was used for political purposes by
this Government. It was used when Hon Joe Berinson was Minister for Budget
Managemnent I hope that Mr Berinson protested strongly against the use of that money. I
would have thought it would be appropriate for a Minister for Budget Management who saw
such a disgraceful and criminal waste of Government funds to resign. I do not know how
Hon Joe Berinson, as Attorney General and a man who has some principles, could stay in a
Cabinet which so foully abused the trust of the people of Western Australia and used our
money to get back into Government
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Hon P.G. Pendal: Hear, hear!
Hon PETER FOSS: The Government is not only concerned with large amounts but also
small amounts - if one could call $75 000 a small amount. Evidence to the Royal
Commission has revealed that $75 000 of GESB hinds was put into the leader's account. In
April I asked dhe Premier a fairly simple, straightforward question. Question on notice
No 250 asks -

(1) Is the Premier aware of the evidence in the Royal Commission that the
Government Superannuation Board contributed $75 000 to the Leadership
Fund for the Australian Labor Party election campaign?

(2) Will the Government -

(a) take immediate action to prevent dissipation of the fund; and
(b) commence action to recover from dhe Leadership Fund the apparent

improperly paid donation?
(3) Was any part of the Leadership Fund used in the recent Ashburton by

election?
(4) Will the Premier give an undertaking not to use any of the Leadership Fund

until the Royal Commission Report has been made -

(a) because of this alleged illegal donation; and
(b) because other donations to the Leadership Fund may have been improperly

and illegally obtained?
The Premier's answer to that question is two months of silence. We know there has been
impropriety.

Point of Order
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Only yesterday we were talking about the comfort of members in
this Chamber. I do not have a hearing problem and I find the noise level in the Chamber is
bringing on a headache. Would the member kindly reduce the volume of his speech?
The PRESIDENT: That is not a point of order.

Debate Resumed
Hon PETER FOSS: The Government may be able to argue that it did not collude in the
paying of that $75 000 into the leadership fund, but it cannot argue that it has known for two
months that that money went into the leadership fund and that it has apparently done nothing
to get the money back, or even to secure that money.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: They spent it.
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon Derrick Tomilinson has suggested the Government has spent it, and
that is quite possible. The fact remains that we are talking about an abuse of the political
process and about political donations. Will anything in this legislation stop the Government
from putting Government funds into political parties? Do members see any action by this
Government to recover money which is at threat of being dissipated? Do members see
anything being done by this Government to stop something which is patently wrong? The
GESB did not have the authority to make political donations. It is not authorised under its
Act to do that. Knowing this, the Government has not only done nothing but also the
Premier will not even answer my questions. The Premier will not answer my question about
whether she is going to do anything. Yet the Government had the time to bring up this Bill,
which is supposedly intended to deal with these very matters. This Government's actions
and words are slightly different. Its actions are to pocket the money and mouth platitudes; it
puts forward Bills but does not take action when plain abuse of our money has been shown.
If I cannot get the answer from the Premier - she finds it far too embarrnssing to answer that
question - will Hon Joe Berinson advise whether the Government has any real commitment
to prevent the abuse of political donations? Will the Government do anything to recover the
$75 000 plainly misappropriated and put into Labor Party funds prior to the last election?
Those matters relate to involuntary funds and I will deal with other funds involuntarily given
by the Government later.
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I am curious about another matter. On 8 April I asked question on notice No 220 of the
Premier. Again, the Premier is silent. I asked the question because I noted many functions
were being held in Parliament House to which large numbers of people were invited. These
functions appeared to be quite clearly part of a campaign by the Government to get itself re-
elected. I wanted to know whether any Government funds in addition to the funds
appropriated to the Parliament were being spent on those functions.
Hon P.C. Pendal: Surely they wouldn't do that?
Hon PETER FOSS: If that were the case I would expect an immediate denial.
Hon T.G. Butler: Fancy interjecting on a member of your own party.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am very grateful for Hon Phillip Pendal's interjection because it is
exactly the question one should ask. Surely an ethical Government would not be spending
money trying to get re-elected, it would not be holding campaign meetings and buttering up
constituents at the cost of the people of Western Australia. I thought an instant denial would
have occurred, but since 8 April I have heard not a word. I suggest that if the Government
were not using Government funds for its campaigning I could expect a quick answer to that
question. Did we get a quick answer? No, we did not. Answers to two questions I asked are
outstanding: one concerns that $75 000 and the other concerns functions at Parliament
House. That is not the end of it. I refer members to the Advance Western Australia Fair. I
happened to be one of the few members who went to the fair.
Hon T.G. Butler: Wasn't it impressive?
Hon PETER FOSS: I saw an invitation to members of Parliament to speak on a soapbox and
to harangue a crowd while being interjected upon by Angry Anderson who had been flown
over from the Eastern States at great expense. Unfortunately, I was the only member of
Parliament from either side of the House who accepted the invitation, which was something
of an embarrassment. I took the advantage to decry the waste of money being spent on the
Advance WA Fair. As I walked around that fair it was quite plain that it was a huge talkfest
to try to get the Government re-elected- The Government spent nearly $1 million on a great
big event to publicise how lovely it is. One of the wonderful things at the fair which were
provided for the Western Australian public were helium balloons. They were provided by
the Women's Advisory Council in women's colours of pink and a particular shade of
peacock green. The council was paying somebody $20 an hour to blow up helium balloons.
I know about that because I heard the conversation of two women as I passed them; one said
to the other, 'Would you like to take over my job? It's pretty boring. I'm getting paid $20
an hour to blow up balloons. You could have that and no-one would know the difference."
That was an immense waste of money. Although, it was probably not a waste of money for
the ALP because it was an opportunity for it to spread a fuzzy warm feeling among people.
It was not costing the Labor Party any money, but it was costing us the money.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Bread and circuses.
Hon PETER FOSS: Panemn et circenses. Members may recall the seniors advertising
campaign which occurred during the last election campaign. Under the Westminster
tradition, during election campaigns a Government should consider itself as the caretaker
Government; that is, it does not as a Government announce any new measures or advertise
the things is does. It must treat Government as something which it is holding in trust while
waiting for the election to take place. However, the Government was advertising a wonderful
new program for seniors. It was plainly ALP propaganda yet it was being put out and paid
for by the Government. Hon Phillip Pendal drew attention to this and suddenly the campaign
stopped. However, an identical advertisement was later released and it had the ALP name on
it and was paid for by the ALP. The Opposition has since tried to find out whether the ALP
properly reimbursed the enormous cost for setting up that advertisement; but, it has not
received a satisfactory answer to date.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Perhaps they paid stamp duty on it.
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes. The fact is that this Government is blatant in its misuse of
Government money in trying to get itself re-elected. The seniors campaign was a classic
example of that- The Government wil do anything, unless someone stops it. Even in the
case of the seniors campaign the Government blatantly took the advertisements, changed the
names and continued to run them as part of the ALP's campaign. It managed to pay for that
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campaign from the millions of dollars it had blackmailed out of people by saying that if those
people did not do the right thing by the Government they would not receive any more
Government contracts, but if they did do the right thing the Government would make sure
they were looked after.
Hon T.G. Butler: That is an outrageous claim.
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon Tom Butler knows that it is not outrageous. That is one of the
practices I want stopped. The next example is the Ashburton by-election campaign. One
could hardly move in Ashburton during that campaign for Government Ministers.
Hon Mark Nevill: I didn't see you there.
Hon PETER FOSS: I was there.
Hon Mark Nevill: You were at Roebor:.
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes.
Hon T.G. Butler: Was Roeboume full of Government Ministers?
Hon PETER FOSS: I was not only at Roebourne. The Kingair was overworked as it flitted
around the electorate of Ashburton. Why was there a sudden interest by Government
Ministers in Ashburton? It seemed awfully convenient that while Government inisters
were there they were able to get in a bit of campaigning for the ALP. The Premier was asked
why so many Ministers were flying to the Ashburton district in the Kingair and why so much
Government money was being spent on campaigning at Ashburton. Her reply was that
because there was a by-election people wanted to ask questions, so they invited the Ministers
to Ashburton. Come on, Dr Lawrence! What does she take us for?
Hon N.F. Moore: Then they took up the Government funded lunch.
Hon PETER FOSS: Everything was funded by the Government. Could she not see that was
an abuse of Government money? Could she not see that to use the Government's power to
shift all the people to the Ashburton electorate so they could flood the place and campaign on
behalf of the ALP was wrong? Government members know perfectly well that it was
disgraceful, but they do not have the moral fibre to recognise it.
Government members inteujected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Doug Wean): Order!
Hon P.G. Pendal: She is as bad as Burke ever was.
Hon T.G. Butler inteijected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Members should know that when I call order the
interjections should stop. I ask that Hon Peter Foss direct his comments to the Chair and that
all members listen to the speech. The President often says that members do not have to like
what is being said but they must listen to it.
Hon PETER FOSS: The ALP knows perfectly well that the use of Government funds to
flood Ashburton with Government Ministers and members was improper. I do not care if the
Premier says she was invited up there, I know, and I hope the public know, that that is an
improper use of Government funds. Those Government people should have known, and the
Bill should be amended so that the Government is prevented from committing that abuse. If
Government members do not know when they are acting improperly, this Parliament must
tell them when they are acting improperly. In fact, I propose that this Bill be amended to
insert a new part 6A. Firstly, the amendment would prevent the Government from
advertising new or modified services during what is the prescribed period. The prescribed
period is one of three things: Either commencing from three and a half years after the last
election and ending on the night of the poll; or, if it is before that time, commencing on the
time of the issue of writs for a general election; or, in the case of a by-election, commencing
at the time writs are issued for a by-election. During that prescribed period Government
members should not advertise services or any policy or party to which the Government
belongs, If Governments cannot behave properly and use Government funds in a proper way
they must be told by the Parliament what is proper.
Mnother of these amendments would not allow a member of the Goverrnent to travel at the
expense of the State within an electorate in which an election or by-election was being held,
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except to the extent that such travel would, without the exercise of any discretion or granting
of any commission by the Government, be available to any member of the Parliament. In
other words, that would put us on the well known level playing field. Government members
would not be able to use all of the money available to them to fly wherever they liked. We
will see whether the Government is keen on having its wings clipped in this fashion.
Furthermiore, the amendments would require members to keep a list of air travel, particularly
their charter air travel. Therefore, during the period of an election campaign the Kingair
would stay on the ground. Also, the many people in the Government who were parachuted
in to Ashburton during the election campaign - the ALP stooges - would also be grounded
during that time.
Hon T.G. Butler: Could you put a member using his electorate allowance in that category?
Hon PETER FOSS: I do not know what Hon Tom Butler means by that. If he can
distinguish between the money in his account which is his electorate allowance and the
money which is his money, he is doing very well. All of my money goes into my cheque
account and I spend it.
Hon P.O. Pendal: If that is what you do Mr Butler we willI not pass judgment.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon T.G. Butler interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon P.H. Lockyer. He is the local member, what are you talking about?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon T.C. Butler: I am not suggesting anything.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I have called for order four times. Members should
not hold discussions across the Chamber. Do it outside.
Hon PETER FOSS: If the member wants to use any of the money that is paid to him,
whether it is for electorate or imprest purposes, he should do that by all means. However, the
Opposition wants to make certain that the Government is not spending the money which is
an appropriation of this Parliament for the peace, order and good government of Western
Australia for the benefit of the ALP. That is the difference.
The Government does not seem to understand that money is given to its members which they
are entitled to disburse, but that money is given to the Government which must be used for
the good of Western Australia and not for the good of the ALP. The Government seems to
take the old General Motors Holden motto, 'What is good for GMH is good for the United
States". The Government seems to think that what is good for the ALP is good for Western
Australia- It has been blatantly shown that what is good for the ALP is absolutely damaging
to both Australia and Western Australia.
I will now speak to another form of involuntary contribution; that is, the money given by the
unions to the Labor Parry. We are all aware of the standover tactics which are used to get
people to join unions in the first instance. We are also aware of the tactics which are used by
unions to ensure they get the result they want - they ask who are the people in favour of a
position and who are the scabs against it. All too often that is the way the unions operate. I
intend to move an amendment which will ensure -

Hon Sam Piantadosi: You don't know what you are bloody well talking about.
Withdrawal of Remark

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Doug Wenn): Order! I ask Hon Sam Piantadosi to
withdraw that comment.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI:- What part would you, Mr Deputy President, like me to
withdraw?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: The last part of the comment made by the member is
unparliamentary and I ask him to withdraw it.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I withdraw the word "bloody".
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Debate Resumed
Hon PETER FOSS: I intend to move an amendment to make certain that if a donation is
made by a union it is a voluntary donation. The amendment I propose provides for a secret
ballot of members of unions to determine whether they wish to donate to a political party,
and this ballot can last for a period of five years. Of course, another ballot can be held if they
wish to change it.
Hon Fred McKenzie: Are you going to do the same thing with the shareholders of
companies?
Hon PETER FOSS: I am very glad Hon Fred McKenzie raised that because there is a world
of difference between the situation of shareholders of companies and members of unions.
The big difference about being a shareholder of a company is that a person voluntarily
chooses to be a shareholder. Normally he has to be persuaded to put in his money and the
company is accountable for what it does with that money. Unfortunately, with unions many
people are involved because unionism is compulsory. That has occurred either because
Labor has succeeded in making it that way or because of the blackmail and intimidation that
union officials use to force people to join unions.
Several members inteijected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: No ticker, no start.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Members ame starring to behave like the members of
Federal Parliament. I called order three or four times before members took any notice of me.
Just because I am in the Chair, and not the President, does not mean that members can get
away with the interruptions they are trying to create. Like the President I am also in a
position to give members an unexpected holiday. I ask that interjections cease. I have about
seven minutes left in this Chair and I do not want to take the action I have foreshadowed. I
ask members to cease all inteijections or I wili take that action.
Hon PETER FOSS: As Hon Derrick Tomnlinson has kindly pointed out, there is a well
known phrase, "No ticket, no start". I would find it very hard to describe that sort of
behaviour as being other than intimidation or blackmnail to force people to join unions. That
phrase can be seen on most building sixes throughout the city. If members do not believe me
I suggest they walk down St George's Terrace now because they will see those signs. The
effect of no ticket, no start is that people are blackmailed into joining unions because they are
told if they do not join they will not be able to work. If members opposite call that a
voluntary contribution of funds they have a dissimilar attitude to mine. Furthermore, the
practice of blackmail and intimidation does not finish with causing people to join unions, it
carries through to the way the union movement is run. It was that sort of bully boy attitude
which was taken up by the Burke Government when it was dealing with people in Western
Australia. In fact, that was how it managed to get donations for the leader's account; the
same unionist attitude to bully boy tactics caused people to cough up their money. One of
the witnesses 10 the Royal Commission indicated that that was the distinct feeling he had
after being asked to subscribe $250 000 to the Labor Parry. That is the sort of involuntary
donation I am referring to.
In view of the fact thai we have clear evidence of the involuntary joining of unions and the
involuntary subscription of funds once a person is in the union, the only way political parties
should be entitled to money from unions is after there has been a secret ballot. I propose that
ballot should require at least a 75 per cent approval and that unionists be allowed to decide to
which of the political parties they wish their money to be donated, including Independents.
T'he independents should be entitled to shame equally in that amount provided, in the case of
the Legislative Assembly, they gain 10 per cent of the formal vote or, in the case of the
Legislative Council, they gain 20 per cent of a quota.
I hope members have seen the way in which this Governiment has systematically abused the
power of Government so it can promote itself at elections. It has systematically abused its
power to conceal its incorrect behaviour, it has systematically used Government as if it were
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a tool of the ALP's to be drilled, whenever necessary, to serving the ALP's purposes. It has
filled the Public Service with parachuted public servants. There would hardly be a member
of the Labor Party whose principal job was not to promote the ALP. The Government has
filled the Public Service with people who do not provide any service to the people of
Western Australia; their job is to go around saying nice things to the public and to make
people feel comfortable about the Labor Parry.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Joining the ALP has become one of the ways of getting into the
Public Service.
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes, that is how some people have got themselves a job.
I have shown how this Premier has avoided answering questions which deal with
accountability in respect of the spending of public money. She has been silent when I have
asked her about the $75 000 which was misappropriated by the Government Employees
Superannuation Board and whether Government moneys have been spent in the Parliament
House dining room. I have also shown how this Government has consistently abused its
power in office.
I urge members to support the amendments I will move during the Committee stage because
I believe that if they are passed we may very well have some cleaning up of the corruption in
Government and the political process.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Fred McKenzie.

EDUCATION AMENDMENT BILL
Jmzroducdion and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Hon Kay Hallahan (Minister for Education), and read a first
time.

Second Reading
HON KAY HALLAHAN (East Metropolitan - Minister for Education) [4.58 pm): I
move -

T7hat the Bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of the amendment Bill is to correct an anomaly in the section of the Education
Act dealing with assistance to non-Government schools. Based on advice from the Crown
Law Department, the definition of a non-Government school in section 9A needs to be
extended to make it clear that the term includes a preschool centre conducted by such a
school. Since the inception of the low interest loan scheme in 1988, the Government's
intention has been that assistance through this program should be available to preschool
centres attached to non-Government schools on the basis that these facilities are an integral
part of the schools. This corresponds with the position in the Government sector, where
preprimary centres are regarded as an integral part of the school. The proposed amendment
to section 9A will enable loans to be pranted under the scheme for the benefit of preschool
centres conducted by non-Government schools, as well as the primary and secondary
components of these schools. Prior to receiving the advice from the Crown Law Department
on the need to amend section 9A, a number of schools had been granted loans under the
scheme to assist with the provision of a preschool centre. The Bill therefore includes
provision to validate those loans.
The Bill also includes minor amendments to update or correct unrelated sections of the Act
to reflect current practice. The Bill provides for the repeal of section 37B. This section
validated bonds entered into by student teachers prior to 1952 where the students concerned
were under 21 years of age - then the age of majority. In view of the time that has elapsed,
these arrangements would have come to an end many years ago. Similarly, the definition of
the term "Teachers' College" in section 3 is deleted. This term, which was used in section
3713, is no longer current.
A further amendment involves a correction to the penalty in the second schedule to the Act
from $10 to $100 to bring it into line with the corresponding reference to the penalty in
section 3 1, to which the schedule applies. The penalty may be imposed on a householder on
conviction for failing to provide information, or wilfully providing false information in an
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educational census. Such a census may be undertaken under section 31 to determine the
number of children below school leaving age in a particular area. I commend the Bill to the
House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Derrick Tomlinson.

[Questions without notice taken.]

LIBRARY BOARD OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA AMENDMENT BILL
Introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Hon P.G. Pendal, and read a first time.
Second Reading

HON P.G. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) [5.33 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
Ten months have now passed since the Royal Commission began to uncover an alarming
pattern of interference to, or destruction of, public records in Western Australia. In the wake
of those revelations, the Opposition in this House introduced a Bill in September last year
which was designed to make the unauthorised shredding of Government documents a
criminal offence. The Government in this House chose to, firstly, ignore and then oppose the
Opposition Bill to amend the Library Board of Western Australia Act 1951. The
Government ignored my Bill until I pressed for it to be dealt with. When the Government
eventually - after two months - decided to respond, it did so in the negative by seeking to
defeat the Bill. The Opposition is not satisfied with this response and therefore moves today
to reintroduce the Bill.
When the Minister dealing with the matter in this place responded to the Opposition Bill in
November last year she did so with the explanation that the Library and Informacion Service
of Western Australia was -

.. developing a very comprehensive position paper which will go out for public
comment, probably in the new year.

I do not know whether this has happened. What I do know is that six months later we still
have no law in place to protect public records against any Minister who decides to shred
documents in his possession. I was appalled that on 13 November the Minister in this House
chose to misunderstand my Bill. She claimed the real need was to focus on the whole
question of better management of public records rather than on penalties. That is nonsense.
No amount of "better management" will protect public records against a Minister who
chooses to get rid of such records. I am at a loss to know why the Government cannot
support this Bill as an interim measure. If the LISWA paper later produces better solutions,
well and good. However, in the meantime we will at least have protected public records
against unauthorised destruction by any Minister. While the Minister uses her delaying
tactics, we are leaving records unprotected.
This Bill has several objectives: Firstly, it aims to widen the definition of what constitutes a
public office so that in future it will include the office of a Minister of the Crown. Secondly,
the Bill redefines what we mean by a public record. Thirdly, the Bill seeks to create a new
office called the independent keeper of public records. The Opposition envisages this role
will be carried out by the Library Board of Western Australia itself. Fourthly, the Bill will
give the Library Board by virtue of its appointment as independent keeper, the power to
report directly to Parliament where it becomes aware that a Minister fails to properly take
care of public records in his or her care. Thus the Library Board will be something akin to
the office of Auditor General. This provision should also appeal to all members of
Parliament who believe that Parliament itself should assert its authority over Ministers of the
Crown, especially those who have allegedly felt ft-ee in the past to destroy public records.
Fifthly, the Bill will create an offence to cover any person who destroys or disposes of any
public records or damages, defaces or interferes with the integrity of any public records. A
penalty of $10 000 will apply.
I remind members that on 27 July last year, the counsel assisting the Royal Commission,
Brian Martin QC, was reported as having said the integrity of Government files on the
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Burswood Casino had obviously been interfered with. He went on to say that a couple of
documents had clearly been torn to remove Trmarks written on them. Mr Martin was
describing the instruction of the then Premier, Mr Burke, that his staff remove yellow
stickers with inappropriate remarks from fles before he retired as Premier. This doctoring or
cleansing of the files was not apparently restricted to casino tiles but went across the board.
According to Mr Martin there is now no way of knowing what the notes which had been
interfered with said. Mr Martin also said it was clear that much was lacking in the approach
to record keeping and to ensuring the integrity of files. It is important to realise the reference
to the actions of the ex-Premier is not the whole extent of the concerns. In the same Royal
Commission we have had the spectre of a police report containing a serious allegation
against a Labor Government Minister most likely having been deliberately destroyed or lost
to avoid a political scandal. Mr Martin said it did not appear likely that the report had
disappeared accidentally. In more recent times fresh allegadions have been made of a Public
Service Commission report on the Western Women group having been doctored to allegedly
accommodate the Government's political agenda. Once again, fears arise over the integrity
of the original public documents.
As a result of all this, the passing of this Bill is now a matter of urgency. The Civil Service
Association journal has given widespread coverage to the fears of the eminent historian,
Professor Leslie Marchant. Despite his view that existing legislation is inadequate and needs
upgrading and amendment, his concerns have been swept aside by the Government. The
Western Australian Branch of the Records Management Association of Australia, as the
professional body with the closest interest in these matters, is most anxious that changes
should occur.
The matter is urgent. I ask the Government to put the issue above politics and support the
urgent passage of this legislation. I commend the Bill to the House.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Muriel Patterson): The question is that the Bill be agreed
to.
Question put and passed.
Hon George Cash: Madam Deputy President, I was about to rise.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: There seems to be some confusion. I will put the question
again.
Hon Garry Kelly: Is the question that the Bill be read a second time? If so, I will move that
the debate be adjourned to the next sitting of the House.
Hon Peter Foss: No. The question was resolved
Hon Garry Kelly: The Deputy President did not call the result.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: The question is that the Bill be now read a second time.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I move -

That the second reading be made an Order of the Day of the day for the next day of
sitting.

Point of Order
Hon PETER FOSS: Madam Deputy President, you put the question and you declared a
result; that is the end of it. You cannot now put the question again; it has been passed
Hon Mark Nevill: Madam Deputy President, you did not declare the vote.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I did. Standing Orders have been suspended to enable Bills to
pass in one sitting. Thie question for the second reading was put and passed. The Bill will
now be read a second time.

Motion Reswned
Bill read a second time.

As to Committee
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Parliamentary Secretary) [5.43 pmj: I
move -
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That the Committee stage of this Bill be made an Order of the Day for the next day of
sitting.

Division
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (1 1)
Hon 3M. Berinson Hon Kay Hullahan Hon Sam Piantadosi
Hon T.G. Butler Hon Tonm Helm Hon Doug Wenn
Hon Cheryl Davenport Hon B.L. Jones Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon Graham Edwards Hon Mark Mcviii (Teller)

Noes (13)
Hon J.N. Caidweil Hon Peter Foes Hon E.G. Pike
Hon George Cash Ron P.11. Lockyer Hon Derrick Tcmnson
Hon E.J. Charliton Hon N.F. Moore Hon Margaret McAleer
Hon Reg Davies Hon Muriel Patterson (Teller)
Hon Max Evans Hon P.O. Ptndal

Par
Hon Kimi Chance Hon DJ. Wordsworth
Hon Gainy Kelly Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon Tom Stephens Hon Murray Montgomery
Hon John Halden Hon Barry House

Question thus negatived.
Committee

The Chairman of Committees (Hion Garry Kelly) in the Chair; Hon P.G. Piendal in charge of
the Bill.
Clause 1: Short title -
Hon J.M. BERINSON: It is clear that what happened over the preceding few minutes was a
mistake in respect of the procedures applying to this Bill. Hon Phillip Pendal will
acknowledge. I anm sure, that I agreed at short notice to have this Bill brought on at this stage
and nobody was in any doubt that the fuller consideration of it would be left in the normal
course of events to a later sitting. We are now in a position in which we are apparently being
seriously asked to deal with a Bill that was introduced only five minutes ago, which Bill the
responsible Minister has not seen, and which puts the responsible Minister into a position of
not even being aware of Hon Phillip Pendal's comments in support of his Bill. We know
what the numbers are in this Chamber, and we know the Opposition could engage in this sort
of manoeuvre any time it likes. It has one more member on its side and it could ride
roughshod over the orderly procedures and practice in this Chamber. However, it does not
do so on other occasions, and [ cannot believe it would make an exception in this case.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: The proper procedures were observed.
Hon ROG. Pendal: If you sit down, I will make sonme remarks -

The CHAIRMAN: Order! Hon Phillip PNdal will come to order.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I amn quite happy to make way, as those in other circles would say,
for Hon Phillip Pendal but there is no question of anyone needing to get me off the hook.
The question is whether the Opposition will behave in a responsible or irresponsible way. I
anm confident that it will act in a responsible way.
Hon. P.G. PENDAL: The Leader of the House is accurate in his opening comment to the
effect that no-one expected the Bill to proceed beyond its introduction and the second
reading speech by the Opposition, just as no-one expected there to be no-one on the
Government front bench when the question was put, with the result that the matter went
through.
Hon J.M. Berinson: The Parliamentary Secretary was here.
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Hon P.G. PENDAt: Then he must have been asleep.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! The present situaadon is highly unusual but, nevertheless, we are
dealing with clause I, the short title of the Bill, The remarks of the speakers in the debate
should be confined to that subject, which can be fairly broad. If we want to go over recent
history or allow breathing space, I suggest that someone - presumably Hon Phillip Pendal,
who has the call - report progress and seek leave to sit again.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I will do that but not before the Committee understands a few things. I
will suggest a way to get the Government off the hook in a couple of minutes. However,
when the Minister leaves the Chamber during the introuction of an Opposition Bill, that
shows contempt for the procedures of this Parliament.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I understand the sensitivities of members as a result of what has
happened in the immediate past. The House divided and we are now in Committee. We are
constrained to debating the Bill in accordance with the Standing Orders relating to the
Committee process.

Point of Order
Hon PETER FOSS: Although I appreciate your ruling, Mr Chairman, the Leader of the
House has already raised the issue and, in fairness, Hon Phillip Pendal should be able to
reply to those comments. Alternatively, the Leader of the House should have been stopped
when he transgressed.
The CHAIRMAN: There is no point of order. I ask Hon Phillip Pendal to draw his
extraneous remarks to a very quick conclusion.

Debate Resumed
Hlon P.G. PENDAL: It will be quick, Mr Chairman, consistent with the Committee's
understanding the degree of contempt with which the Government held the Opposition in its
attempt to introduce good legislation into this Parliament. We are aware that debate on
clause I of any Bill is generally of a wide ranging nature. In view of your comments,
Mr Chairman, I will not push the matter beyond saying that the very least an Opposition is
entitled to when it introduces a Bill is the presence of the person on the other side of the
Chamber who will be responsible for that Bill on behalf of the Government. I accept entirely
that the Minister for Education cannot be expected to know the contents of the Bill and to
make a reasonable response when the second reading goes through in such a hurry. I wish to
bring home to the Minister and the front bench of the Government that perhaps the days that
they can desert the Government bench entirely have come to an end. People on this side of
dhe Chamber are entitled to some consideration. The Government does not own Parliament;
Parliament is in charge of its own destiny and this Parliament exists principally to legislate.
The Opposition desires to introduce good legislation and we now see the Government paying
the price for the contempt it demonstrates for the Legislative Council. Having made my
point, I think it is sensible for the Opposition not to add a further mistake to the mistake
already made by the Government, and I shall therefore move to report progress.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again, on motion by Hon P.C. Pendal.

STANDING COMMITTFEE ON LEGISLATION - LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS
BILL

Subcommittee Members Appointmens - Neviti, Hon Mark and Stretch, Hon WA'.
HON GARRY KELLY (South Metropolitan) (5.57 pm]:, I move, without notice -

That Hon Mark Nevill and Hon W.N. Stretch be appointed as members of the
subcommittee of the Standing Committee on Legislation dealing with the Limited
Partnerships Bill 1992.

HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) (5.58 pm]:
Although the Opposition is more than happy to support any motion which aims to expand the
committee system and to enable legislation to be dealt with in an expeditious way, the very
least that could be expected is for the Opposition to be invited to participate in such an
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anrangernent. Hon W.N. Stretch has not yet advised me that he is preparedzto participate.
Hon Kay Hallahan: That is your problem.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I do no: want another debacle, similar to that which arose because
the Minister was not in the Chamber.
Hon Kay Hallahan: Any time you like.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Next time, someone might not save die Minister's bacon.
Hon Kay Hallahan: Don't chink that you would have got out of ic looking too good.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It has now been explained to me by one of my members that during
my absence from the House Hon Bill Stretch made his position clear on this matter.
Accordingly, the Opposition will support the motion.
Question put and passed.

Sitting suspended from 6 .00 to 7230pm

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN LAND AUTHORITY DELL 1991
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 26 May.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [7.30 pm]: I differ a little from some other
members of my party in my attitude to this Bill because I would prefer not to have an
authority at all. Much of the intent of the Bill could be carried out without creating yet
another Government quango. There are ample opportunities in other areas of Government
endeavour to see how this can be done. We need to have some body which can enter into the
various legal transactions that are required and which can also hold the land chat is envisaged
to be held and deal: with under the terms of the Bill. My attitude to this Bill is coloured by
the fact that I see this authority as having a narrower ambit than does the Government I
agree entirely with members of my party in that we regard the Government's attitude cowards
this Bill and the role of the authority as being far too wide and too much like the Western
Australian Development Corporation and some of the ocher entrepreneurial bodies chat were
set up by the Government during the dreadful last decade. One of the reasons that I would
prefer to see the Minister set up as a corporate body to hold and to deal with the land is that
by using the Minister as a corporate body we would be far less likely to end up with the
attitude that seems to have developed in so many corporate bodies chat they have to justify
themselves and get into higher value added areas in order to earn more revenue.
We do not regard the authority as a body which is intended to be self-funding and necessarily
a profitable organisation. We regard it as being principally an organisation which will
address the social needs of the people of Western Australia. In looking after and addressing
the social needs, we obviously wish the authority to carry out its work in a commercially
sensible way. We wish it not to waste its money but to use ordinary commercial sensibilities
in the way in which it operates. We do not regard the authority as engaging in
entrepreneurial activity. In fact, we would have some horror about the concept of the
authority being entrepreneurial and seeking to enter the area of land development, in which
we believe private interests are better equipped to engage. In fact, it is positively dangerous
for Government to try to be involved in chat area. If one takes the attitude, as we do, chat the
purpose of this authority is purely to carry out certain social needs, then the whole concept of
the people who should run it is changed significantly. Therefore, I prefer that we merely set
up a legal entity which is capable of holding land and doing various other things, and where
the Minister is constituted a corporate body under the Bill. However, that is not the basis on
which my party wishes to deal with the Bill. Accordingly, I mention that in passing only
because I believe that is dhe appropriate way to deal with this matter. The Opposition will
support the. idea of the authority, but with significant amendments to the Bill.
I have considerable difficulty with the way in which this authority will be set up. We have
been discussing for I do not know how long the fact that if we set up a quango or a statutory
authority, the people who run that authority should have a duty of accountability which is
greater than the duty of accountability that is imposed on directors in the private sector. The
report of the Bunt Commission on Accountability stated that the people who subscribe their
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money to a statutory authority such as this are the taxpayers of the State and, therefore, they
have no choice about whether to subscribe their money. Therefore, the accountability
required of the directors of such an authority must be greater than the accountability required
of directors in the private sector. A Standing Committee of this House also recommended
that the Government implement a Bill that I introiduced three years ago. Ilhe Auditor General
similarly recommended that that legislation be brought forward, and we had a written
undertalking from the Leader of the House thac the Government would consider introducing
that legislation.
However, we still see legislation introduced in this House where the duties imposed on
directors of Government authorities are not only less but are considerably less than the duties
imposed on directors in private enterprise. Why do Government draftsmen continue to offer
legislation in that form? I cannot understand why the Government has not introduced the
legislation that it has undertaken to introduce. Even if I could understand that, I cannot
understand how the Government can contunuc- to serve up to this House, contrary to the spirit
of the undertaking given by the Leader or the House, legislation which does not impose on
those people duties which are at least as severe, if not more severe, as the duties that are
imposed on directors in the private sector.
I refer in particular to the provisions in schedule 1, pant B, which deals with the duties of
directors. Clause 3 states that the directors are at all times required to act honestly in the
performance of their functions. It does not state that they are required to act diligently or
skilfully. We do not want honest bunglers on the boards of Government authorities. We
want people who are not only honest but also diligent and skilful, otherwise we do not want
them at all, If they are not honest, skilful and diligent and if the intent is only that they be
honest, I do not want this authority. The only basis upon which we should accept the
introduction of another statutory authority is if we impose on the directors of that authority a
standard of care in respect of their duties which is no less than the standard of care which
applies to directors in the private sector. That must be embedded in the Bill before it can be
acceptable.
The second problem that must be raised is the fact that the lesson of the Western Australian
Development Corporation and WA Inc obviously has not been learnt. Clause 15 addresses
the functions of the authority. I can understand the tendency when drafting to give the
broadest terms so that nothing is left out, but subclause (1)(b) to hold and deal with land and
plan, undertake, provide for, promote and co-ordinate the development of land is limited only
by paragraph (a) in that it promotes the provision of land for the social and economic needs
of the State. What sort of limitation is contained in paragraph (b) when the provisions of
paragraph (a) are so broad and refer to the social and economic needs of the State? This
should be an authority purely for the social needs of the State and we should definitely define
those needs. The way that should be stated is that the social needs are to provide homes for
people who could otherwise not afford a home, to provide subdivided land at dhe lower end
of the market to provide a competitive element and not take it Over completely which has
happened at the moment because they are competing on an unequal basis. I can understand
the role of holding super lots for disposal as part of a land bank and the provision of
subdivided land in remote areas which no-one else is prepared to do, as being part of a social
needs of the State. That is part of the social needs of the State. Beyond that the Bill should
not go. If' we made that limitation on the social needs, the rest of it would be far more
acceptable, because we would be taking out that extraordinarily broad power, It would be
just as broad as the WADC in respect of the development of land.
Another function is to continue the development of the Ioondalup Centre. The Opposition
believes that the Joondalup Centre and ILDA provisions are put in because they would give a
sufficiently large amount of money to the Government to play with again. We are always
suspicious of any amalgamation of Government departments because we saw what happened
with the amalgamation of the State Government Insurance Office and the Motor Vehicle
Insurance Trust Although that case was put up as being for the purpose of making them
more efficient we know it was to allow the Government to get its hands on a large amount of
money - die reserves of the MVIT - which quickly dissipated, most of it being given to
Holmes a Court to ensure he did not have an impoverished retirement. So, it is unconvincing
to be told that these bodies are seeking to be more efficient. When they are trying to be more
efficient they usually spend large amounts of money.
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The Joondalup Development Corporation should be allowed to work itself out. The
Industrial Lands Development Authority has only recently been the subject of a raid on
money by the Government when the Government forced it to buy land which was unsuitable.
That has been die subject of a report by the Auditor General. We have not debated that
matter and we should. In this case, the Government is having another go at ILDA when only
a month or so ago we had a report from the Auditor General pointing out how the
Government once again had tried to take money from the honey pot by forcing assets into
JIDA, which it did not want or need, and forcing the conclusion of settlement when legal
documentation was not there, in an attempt to balance the Government's Budget We should
not agree to allow the Government to get its hands on this money. ILDA has done a good
job; it should continue its work. It is a separate function. It has worked well and should
continue. It should be allowed to keep its money, not have it drawn off into the general
honey pot.
Siniilarly, the powers are restricted by the performance of the authority's functions. The
functions are so broadly stated that they do not limit the authority. If the functions were
limited the powers would be considerably better. Other speakers have developed the reasons
we do not like the powers given to the Western Australian Land Authority. We will need to
reduce them. Again, the power to rake land seems extraordinarily broad if the authority is to
have functions as broad as intended. The authority would be the all-time developer because
it could go out and take any suitable land. The idea of having a single land developer in this
State to go around and compulsorily resume land seems an alarmiing concept.
Another matter about which I am concerned is that the authority will be allowed to
incorporate other bodies. Members will recall that this was a matter that came under
considerable criticism by the Burt Commission on Accountability. Why should this
authority set up further corporate bodies? I can see how it may be necessary if we were to
get involved in entrepreneurial activities and not stick to the social needs. If we are to stick
to social needs there is no justification. If we are not, it seems an alarming development that
the authority should be entitled to float off the other companies, especially when we saw how
the situation got out of control in the WA Inc days. We have made some amendments to the
Financial Administration and Audit Act since then which have made a tremendous difference
to the way in which the accounting of subsidiaries is carried out. However, it is still not
sufficient to ensure proper control. I am opposed to the idea of having floated one
corporation, we should see others being floated after that. Similarly, the Minister being able
to give directions is an area which needs to be clarified I have indicated at another time the
way those directions should be qualified.
I have no problem with part 4 of the Bill, which allows the authority to make a sale
conditional. I have a problem with the guarantees by the Treasurer. Again, this is a matter
which has been constantly raised in this Parliament; and again it was a matter specifically
raised in the Burt Commission on Accountability. In thnt report, the commission pointed out
that the power to give guarantees in these circumstances is the same as spending Government
money. The ability to spend Government money should not be given without an
appropriation of Parliament; yet rime and time again the guarantees are served up without
any attempt to solve the problem. I have raised with the Leader of the House the possibility
that at the same time as the Budget is brought down for the appropriation of actual funds, we
should consider a Budget for guarantees. The Leader of the House appeared to be somewhat
receptive to the idea but nothing has happened. We are the Opposition and it seems to be left
to the Opposition to suggest what moves should be made to implement the recommendations
of the Burt Commission on Accountability. Hardly anything has been done since that report
was brought down that has not derived from the Opposition. The Opposition made the
financial Administration and Audit Act work properly; it told the Government about the
problems in its firs[ amendment. The Opposition raised the question of the duties of
directors. It kept asking what the Government was doing about the recommendations of the
Burt Commission on Accountability. When the Opposition suggests an idea the Government
says that it is a good idea but does nothing about it.
Hon John Halden interjected.
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon John Halden would make a very good Opposition member.
Hon John Halden: It won't happen in my lifetime!
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Hon PETER FOSS: The Government listens to our criticisms and does not get around to
doing anything. The Government is mean: to do things; it has the resources, the troupes of
lawyers, accountants, economists and goodness knows what else.
Hon John Halden: In all honesty, I appreciate your assistance, but the Opposition has the
numbers in this Chamber, which does influence the Government's thinking.
Hon PETER FOSS: If the Government introduced legislation on guarantees I am sure it
would find we would be receptive. It has not even tried. The Government keeps serving up
the same old formula and makes no attempt to deal with this question. The Burt Commission
on Accountability reported three years ago. What has the Government done to answer the
commission's quite trenchant criticisms where it said that power to guarantee is the same as
the power to spend money? The Government has done absolutely nothing. The Opposition
has come up with positive suggestions on how the Government can handle the matter, but the
Government has done nothing. The Government has no commitment to accountability. That
is something the Government trots out when it wants to impress the public, but it is not
something about which it is terribly keen as it might restrain its behaviour. Clause 34 must
include some recognition of a limitation on this power of guarantee. The Opposition has
given the Government the opportunity to deal with guarantees at a governmental level and
has put up some propositions so the Government could have a manageable system. I accept
that it is far better not to put the limitation in the individual Act, that it would be better to
have a procedure by which we deal with the Government's bringing down its Budget for
guarantees in the same way that it brings down the Budget for the expenditur of money.
That is administratively sensible. The Opposition does not run the administration of the
State; that is for the Government to do. The Opposition has given the Government an idea of
how that could be done but the Government has not taken it up. The Opposition is left with
having to amend individual Bills. The Parliamentary Secretary mnight say that it is
impractical, and probably it is. but the remedy is in the Government's hands, not ours.
Hon John Halden: We are pleased about that.
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon John Halden might no: be when he sees the amendments to the
guarantee provision.
Hon George Cash: Hon John Halden indicated he wanted to support good legislation, so we
will put him to the test.
Hon John Halden: Hon Peter Foss is not the only person who can bring forward good
legislation.
Hon Reg Davies: He has been the only person in the last three years.
Hon PETER FOSS: Anyone on this side of the House is capable of bringing forward good
legislation. I believe Hon Reg Davies has some legislation coming on later today.
Hon John Halden: Clearly he needs Hon Peter Foss' supporL Mr Foss has got the hint.
Hon PETER FOSS: Clause 49 relates to the transfer of assets, etc of WADC. Here we go
again! I cannot believe how this Government keeps trying to wipe out WADC without
providing a final accounting. An Act enabled the Government to liquidate the assets of
WADC just by amending its articles. Another Act tried to liquidate WADC, and here we go
again, with the Government trying to transfer all of WADC's property and liabilities to the
Western Australian Land Authority. This is unacceptable. WALA could acquire the assets
of WADC if they fitted within its purposes. Members must remember that WADC has some
liabilities and at some time it must show what has happened within WADC. We need a final
accounting from WADC so its proper value can be shown in the books if it is to be purchased
by WALA. If WADC can persuade WALA to buy its assets, WALA should be obliged to
pay a proper price, not an overrated price; then we will find out how much WADO has really
cost us. This is the Government's third attempt to slip WADC into another authority by Act
of Parliament; that is not on. The Government must account for WAD C, and if that means it
must flog its land to WALA then by all means it must do it. The Government cannot take the
land from WADC without a proper accounting firs: taking place. I see the Parliamemntary
Secretary shaking his head.
Hon John Halden: Hon Peter Foss and I must be reading a different clause.
Hon PETER FOSS: The clause says that by order published in the Government Gazette the
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property and liabilities of WADC will be allocated to WALA. The Government is able not
only to allocate the liabilities but also to flog the property; it is not just transferring the
liabilities, If the Government wishes to discount the value of the land by taking aver some
liabilities, so be it. As far as I am concerned, if WADC wished to dispose of its assets ic may
do so; and if in disposing of those assets some liabilities must be taken over, that would
discount the value of the land. It must be done on a proper commercial basis, and that is not
possible without clause 49. We should not distort the effect of WADC by disposing of it
under clause 49.
Hon John Halden: Wheat is the distortion?
Hon PETER FOSS: WADC still has not done a final accounting. The Opposition wants to
know, and has wanted to know for some considerable time, how much WADC has cost us.
WADC has been a disaster. Despite all the public relations exercises of Mr Burke in the
early days when he announced these imaginary profits that entrepreneurs were providing by
shifting land and selling it back to each other and deferring the payment of money and not
charging interest, eventually those profits will be shown as imaginary. WADC must disclose
to the people of Western Australia how much it has cost them. The Government has made
three attempts in this Parliament to make WADC disappear by legislative means so that it
would not be possible to see the proper state of affairs in WADC The Government is trying
to hide the property and liabilities of WADC in WALA.
Hon John Halden: As I understand that clause, the property, the assets and the liabilities
would be detailed, so what the member is asking for is already there.
Hon PETER FOSS: It does not detail the values. What is even more important is that the
valuation would be done by the Minister. We would not have a board - which has duties I
would expect - looking at the situation very carefuilly and being able to look at a piece of land
and decide whether it wants the land. I do not want the Government sticking any land into
WALA like it has stuck it into the Industrial Lands Development Authority. I want the board
to operate effectively so we have an arm's length transaction where the true value of land can
be determined. The Government is trying to pre-empt the board- the board will have no
choice in this. The Government will slip the land across and the Minister will determine the
profits and liabilities. That is not an arm's length transaction. There is no way that the true
value of the land will be achieved. The only way to obtain the true value of the land - I will
be interested to hear Hon Max Evans on this point - will be when a board of directors, which
knows its duties and knows what are the powers of the Western Australia Land Authority,
decides to buy that land. However, it will be their choice: they will decide how much to pay
for the land and which land will be sold. I do not want the Government fobbing off to
WALA the bad investments it had in the Western Australian Development Corporation. I do
not want the Minister saying that in his opinion this land is really good land, deciding how
much it is worth and identifying what are the liabilities and then the people finding out that
WALA has been sold a dud. That is what happened to the Industrial Lands Development
Authority only last year.
Hon John Halden: What are the examples you refer to? What was the parcel of land sold to
the Industrial Lands Development Authority?
Hon PETER FOSS: l am referring to the land mentioned in the Auditor General's report
tabled a month or so ago. The Auditor General pointed out in that repont that some land was
sold to ILDA by the Asset Management Taskforte. ILDA did not want that land because it
did not consider it appropriate. However, it was directed, against its wil to take that land
and pay for it even though the details had not been completed. In fact, it paid for the land
under circumstances where an ordinary person would have never paid for it; that is, at the
direction of a Minister. This legislation will provide another Minister with free reign to do
exactly the same thing with WADC landL The Auditor General found that the land sold to
ILDA caused it considerable losses. The Government syphoned money from ILDA to its
coffers. The Government took money from a statutory corporation and put it into the
Consolidated Revenue Fund. That is dishonest. That transaction could have been set aside
but it was not within the power ofiLDA to do so. Itis not lawful for aMinister to direct an
authority to do something that it is not authorised to do.
Hon John Halden: What would you do with the land that you are saying should not go to t
WA Land Authority? You said earlier that the authority ought to be able to purchase land
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and to make a decision to purchase land, but what would happen to the land under your
regime if it decides not to purchase land from existing bodies? Where would that land be
vested then?
Hon PETER FOSS: Exactly where it is now, in the WADO, and it would have to sell the
land. The Government continually tries to cover up the fact that the WADC has a lot of land
which it bought and will lose money on because it is no good. The Government is trying to
conceal the fact that it has lost money by continually shifting that land from one statutory
authority to another. Every time the Government moves that land it defers the evil day when
it will have to sell that land to somebody who will pay the true market value for it. Every
time the Government tries to slip it across without the true market value being paid for it, it
conceals the truth from the public of Western Australia. If the Government thinks it is
suitable land for WALA to purchase. WALA should be allowed to buy it. The Government
should let the independent directors decide if WALA needs the land and is prepared to pay
for it. Put it on the market and see what it is worth. If the Government is not prepared to
stand up to the market it should not try to pass dud land off to WALA to cover up the losses
incurred by WADC. The Government is Dying to hide from the public of Western Australia
the dreadful mistakes it has made. This is another case of the Government losing hundreds
of millions of dollars and trying to conceal it. Clause 49 of the Bill is another attempt at a
cover up.
Hon George Cash: It is called, "pass the parcel".
Hon PETER FOSS: It certainly is. The Government is doing what it did in the days of WA
Inc, except in those days the Government was trying to build artificial profits. Now, the
Government is trying to pass the parcel to hide the fact that it has lost money on land that is
of no use. Once again the Government will not face the market and allow the directors to
make up their own minds. The Government wants to leave it to the friendly Minister to
allocate the properties and liabilities. I cannot imagine how that will be done if the Auditor
General's report on LLDA is any message. The Government can do it; it can pass the land
across without passing the Bill. The only reason the Government wants it done in this way is
to cover up, once again -

Hon John Halden: The only reason in your mind, that is. Let us throw no barbs because I
am interested in what you are saying.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am not throwing barbs for the fun of it. The Government has not
learned its lesson.
Hon John Halden: What will happen to the land when WADC is inevitably dissolved?
Hon PETER FOSS: It will be sold. It will be realised and the Government will discover
how much it lost The Government must recognise that it set up WADC as a commercial
enterprise. It made a huge mistake and has lost money hand over fist. Fairly successfully it
has kept frm the public how much it has lost, but the WADO has dud land.
Hon John Halden: That is your interpretation.
Hon PETER FOSS: If the Government thinks it is good land it will have no problem
acquainting WALA, or someone else, of that fact and it will be keen to buy it. The
Government should sell the land to the highest bidder. However, the Government knows it
has dud land and will not do what private enterprise directors at times are prepared to do; that
is, rease the losses. People are happy to realise profits but they are not keen to realise the
losses.
Hon Tom Helm: I wonder why?
Hon PETER FOSS: Sometimes people are happy to do that. The Westpac Banking
Corporation has recognised that the time has come to realise its losses. Unfortunately, this
Government is not too good at doing that- If the land is dud and if the Government wants to
wind up WADC, it will have to quit the land. It may not quit it for very much and it may
lose significant amounts of money on it, but the losses exist irrespective of whether it realises
it-
Hon Tom Helm: What happens if the market changes?
Hon PETER FOSS: If the Government wishes it should hold up the liquidation of WADC to
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an appropriate rime before selling the dud land; however, it should not pass it off to WALA.
If it is good land it should be valued and sold to WALA if WALA is happy to buy it.
However, if it is dud land it should not be passed off to WALA. The Government should not
hide it and hope that it will be years before anybody finds out chat the land is no good,
because WALA will be able to hold it, it is out of the WADC and a nice job has been done in
the accounts. The Government understands the point the Opposition is making. The
Opposition does not agree with the Bill. All the Government is doing is once again trying to
duck out of admitting the losses that have been suffered by the WADC.
Earlier 1 mentioned the objections of the Opposition to part B of schedule 1 of the Bill. It
does not sufficiently deal with the duties of directors. The Opposition is opposed to the
incorporation of the Joondalup Development Corporation and the Industrial Lands
Development Authority in WALA. The Opposition also acknowledges the problem that has
arisen in Western Australia with Homneswesz going beyond its original social charter. It has
been doing that, as are so many other organisations, because it considers it is nicer to aim at
the higher end of the market. One meets a nicer type of client and makes more profit from
selling the land. It is much nicer being a high quality land developer than a low quality land
developer. Homeswest has been moving into trendy areas and is becoming a very significant
wheeler and dealer in homes instead of tryig to serve the market it should be serving.
Hon Reg Davies: Does that make for better quality homes in places like Balga?
Hon PETER FOSS: I do not know. fltere are some very good quality homes in Balga
already. However, it appears that Homeswest is building at places like Buckland Hill in
Mosman Park and that it would rather get out of certain areas and get into areas which are
more trendy and exciting.
Hon Reg Davies: Hoineswest will build rental accommodation.
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes. The Opposition would like to see Homeswesc dealing with people
who need its help as opposed to those who do not need its help. It is not the locality the
Opposition is concerned about; it is the market it is concerned about. I hope members do not
misunderstand that distinction. I do not mind where Homeswesc homes are built; it is the
market that Llomeswesr is aiming at which concerns me. The job of Homeswest is to provide
houses for people who cannot otherwise afford them. Ir is not Homeswesf's place to get
involved in subdivisions.
Hon John Halden: You are wrong again. You have a habit of generalising to the extreme.
Hon George Cash: Order!
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Doug Wenn): Order! The rules of this House do not
change because I am in the Chair. When I feel the place is becoming unruly I wil call for
order, not the members sitting in their places.
Hon PETER FOSS: The Opposition would like to see Homeswest keep to its charter to
provide social housing. Accordingly it proposes an amendment to the Housing Act to make
that clear and to take from Homeswest the land which does not fall within that social charter
and put it in to the Western Australian Land Authority, either for disposal or, if it falls within
WALA's charter, for it to keep. The Opposition does not believe the land should be
maintained by the State for any other reason.
One of the big problems with the housing industry in this State is that excessive intervention
in the market by Governments has been to such an extent that they have prevented the private
industry from participating and this is creating problems for Western Australia. With those
reservations and with the intent that amendments should be moved to the Bill, I support it.
HON REG DAVIES (North Metropolitan) 18. 13 pm]: It is always good to follow Hon
Peter Foss because one learns a lot from his speeches in this House. He has demonstrated
this evening that he has certainly grasped his Arts portfolio very well!
It is obvious that the negotiations on the Western Australan Land Authority Bill 1991 have
been drawn out In his second reading speech the Minister briefly outlined the purpose of the
Bill. Basically, it is designed to establish an Office of Land Services to facilitate a
coordinated and integrated program of urban development and land supply. The flagship of
the proposed new authority appears to be the Joondalup Development Corporation, with all
its expertise and revenue. Anybody with an understanding of urban planning would
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acknowledge that we cannot afford to allow the urban sprawl to continue in an ad hoc way
without its being checked and with little regard to proper planning for the future.
It must follow that the establishment of an Office of Land Services to provide land,
infrastructure and associated facilities to meet the social and economic needs of a community
is a positive step. One would have to accept that the Government has introduced this
legislation for altrutistic motives, If' that is the case, why have concerns been expressed from
various sectors of the community? The major concern is centred around accountability. T1he
Bill has already been amended in the other place and those amendments have gone a long
way towards satisfying the accountability requirement. However, I still question certain
aspects of the Bill. Hon Peter Foss touched on clause 22, which deals with delegation. This
clause allows the authority to delegate to any other person the performance of any of the
functions of the authority, other than the power of delegation. The reference in that sentence
to "any other person" surely leaves it open to manipulation or ronts further down the track. I
am not saying that is the intention of this clau.se. From events of the past we have learnt that
if a person who does not have good motives is involved certain problems could arise,
particularly when we are referring to public moneys.
Clause 23 also concerns me, although it has been amended by the Independents in the other
place. They have been diligent in ensuring that accountability is to the fore.
Hon John [-alden: Those amendments ame in line with the report of the Burt Commission on
Accountability.
Hon REG DAVIES: They are, but that was not the case in the original Bill. I am
emphasising that it was through the diligence of the Independents in the other place that this
clause has been wmended. I am sure that the amendments were embraced by all members in
that place. The clause was amended to include that the Minister's directions must be
published in the Government Gazette, laid before each House of Parliament and included in
the annual report of the authority. This is very admirable, but it does not serve any purpose
except to inform members. As I understand it, Ministers' directions have legislative effect
and there is no right to disallow, interfere or to amend them in any way. It merely says that
this is the direction the Minister has given and members have 14 days in which to consider it
and comment on it. One could also question why ministerial directions are necessary if
WALA is an independent authority.
Hon John ilalden: Perhaps the member's defiuiion of "independent" is a little different from
mine.
Hon REG DAVIES: It is an independent authority.
Hon John Halden: I don't know what you mean by "independent".
Hon REG DAVIES: Probably like many things it is not defined under the definitions clause.
Hon John Halden: The power of the Minister to direct is acknowledged.
Hon REQ DAVIES: It was acknowledged by the Burt Commission also and that is probably
the case with the East Perth Redevelopment Act. If it is an independent authority, why
should the Minister be directing it?
Hon Peter Foss spoke at length on clause 49, which deals with the transfer of the assets of the
Western Australian Development Corporation. This also presents a problem for me
inasmuch as the Minister shall by order allocate to the authority the property and liabilities of
the Western Australian Development Corporation related to residential land. Once again,
because an order is not subject to disallowance, the Minister is completely unfettered in his
or her actions. This concerns me. Because of that impediment, I will be seeking to amend
this clause during the Committee stage to include the Hepburn Heights land. Members will
be aware that an ongoing concern of mine and many thousands of residents of the northern
suburbs is that that land might be developed for housing. My point is that the Minister could
allow Hepburn Heights to be sold off by way of an order and be developed and the
Parliament would have no right to disallow that. I say that for information purposes only. I
will attempt to exclude the Hepburn Heights land from the legislation. If there is some
impediment to that, I give notice that in the near future I will introduce a private member's
Bill in an attempt to have that area declared an A class reserve consistent with what I have
done every year since I have been here.
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Hon John Halden: Is it your intention to have Hepburn Heights excluded from the provisions
of this Bitt?
Hon REG DAVIES: Yes; excluded from the provisions of clause 49. That may not be as
simple as one thinks. I was under the impression until just a little while ago that the Hepburn
Heights land was owned by LandCorp. which is an arm of the Western Australian
Development Corporation, but that may not be the case; it may be owned by the Crown. I
will look into that matter, or perhaps the Parliamentary Secretary will look into it for me.
The public debate on this matter has centred on the merits of excluding Homeswest from the
Western Australian Land Authority Bill. I understand that Homeswesr controls about 37 per
cent of all Government owned land. One would expect that that instrumentality would
therefore have been one of the first included in the Bill, particularly when one of the aims of
this Bill is to provide well planned and sensitively developed residential estates at reasonable
prices in a range of localities.
I was concerned about why Homeswesr should be allowed to operate independently of this
legislation, particularly when we had heard debates on whether the Joondalup Development
Corporation or the Industrial Lands Development Authority should be included in it. I
thought that Homeswest was an authority likely to be included in the legislation. I had
discussions today with officers from the Minister's department who gave me detailed reasons
why they consider it impossible to include Homeswest in this legislation at present. T'hey
gave two reasons why it should be included: Firstly, there would be one fewer Government
agency, and secondly, that it was time for a review of its operations anyway. They then gave
me the reasons why it should not be included under the Bill. I will not go into all of those
reasons, but I will mention a couple of them because after reading the document sent to me I
am convinced that now is certainly not the time to include Homeswest in this legislation if it
is to come into operation on I July.
I believe that the Government should consider including Homes west in this legislation.
However, one of the reasons against its inclusion is that it has a different role to that
projected for WALA, which is to be primarily a land developer. Homneswesc is also a
provider of rental housing finance to fiast home buyers through the Keystart home loan
scheme, and provides social programs involving land grants to community, church and minor
joint venture groups. The other reason is Homeswest's construction of houses and units, one
out of every nine of which is kept for rental purposes for needy members of the public. They
ane worthwhile roles played by Homneswest. The other problem is that Homeswest has about
1 000 employees, who would certainly swamp the 50 people involved at WALA if the two
were combined. Some people believe that the tight knit WALA organisation would comprise
a specialist team which would be broken down if it were included within the large
bureaucracy of Homeswest.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon REQ DAVIES: The Homeswest organisation would be included in the Bill as an entity.
Hon Peter Foss: It would not, because it is taking away Homeswest's land.
Hon REG DAVIES: They are selling land, particularly from the north west suburbs. One of
the major concerns chat has swayed me since last night is that Homneswesr land could not be
transferred to WALA as it is a requirement of the Commonwealth and State Housing
Agreement Act that it be used and owned by a housing authority; so a separate housing body
must remain to comply with the Commonwealth and State Housing Agreement Act.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Honk Doug Wenn): Order! I ask Hon Peter Foss to cease
interjecting as he has already made his input to the debate.
Hon REQ DAVIES: IJam seeking to rationalise the reason for my change of mind about why
Homeswest should not be included in this Bill. Hon Peter Foss tells me I have it wrong and I
am sure he will do his best to convince me of that later.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: He should do that while on his feet and nor by way of
interjection.
Hon REQ DAVIES: I hope he will, Mr Deputy President. Another issue that was strongly
06702-7
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canvassed was whether the Joondalup Development Corporation should be included in the
legislation. Originally many people in the Wannerco, Joondalup and Connolly areas of the
City of Wanneroo voiced concern because they perceived another Western Australian
Development Corporation type authority using all the funds from the IDC or redirecting
them to areas outside the northern suburbs. That caused them some grief. I am sure the
Premier was awart of this initial dissent and she moved fairly quickly to quell any Further
discontent. In fact, last Thursday I attended the Wannewoo City Council to hear the Premier
deliver a speech entitled "To Joondalup and Beyond - A Vision of Social, Environmental and
Economic Development". Other members of Parliament, including members of this place,
also attended the event, which was essentially a media event to sell this BUi to the public in
the northern suburbs and to the councillors. As well, I felt that it was possibly the first shot
in an election campaign. I do not condemn that, but it did not go unnoticed; so I suppose we
should all start thinking of an early election, about October.
Hon John Halden: It does not mailer when it is held, the result will be the same. You will be
sitting over there again with your mates.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! The election has nothing to do with this debate, which
is about the Western Australian Land Authority Bill.
Hon REG DAVIES: It was a little confusing, Mr Deputy President. I confused the two on
that day - that is, whether it was a speech to sell the Bill or the first shot in an election
campaign - because during her speech the Premier, on behalf of the Government, pledged
$ 10 million towards the cost of a regional sporting complex at Joondalup City and a further
$20 million over the next five years on a dollar for dollar basis with the City of Wanneroo for
civic and cultural facilities in Joondalup City.
It has been hard to decide whether the Joondalup Development Corporation should remain a
separate entity or be included under this Bill. I have had discussions with councillors and
staff of the City of Wannemoo and with residents of the area, and have concluded that the City
of Wanneroo will certainly be no worse off if JDC is included under the Bill. In fact, if one
were optimistic, one might think that it will probably be better off in the long term.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon John Halden: They could be far worse off without this Hill.
Hon REG DAVIES: They could be. It is difficult to try to assess that when one has limited
facilities, time and resources, but one tries to do one's best, particularly if one has a deciding
vote on issues in this place. I do not take that responsibility lightly, as members would be
well aware. As I have said on numerous occasions, and as I probably will continue to say
each time I have a tough decision to make, I like to make a considered decision and I believe
I have done that to the best of my ability on this occasion as well.
The City of Wannerco has had numerous discussions with the Government about the
development of the Joondalup Centre complex. Recently the council resolved to support this
Bill if certain assurances were given in the legislation. I understand that all of the assurances
have been given but they have not been included in the legislation. Probably they are things
that cannot really be put in law.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon REG DAVIES: I suppose one could try. I will not take the stance of disbelieving
everything the Government says and believing everything the Opposition says, or vice versa.
I cannot do that. I am sure there is some good on both sides.
Hon HIL. Jones: I don't know about that.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I make the point again to Hon Peter Foss that he has
had the opportunity of speaking in this debate and it is the tur of Hon Reg Davies, whom I
would like to hear uninterrupted. I ask Hon Peter Foss to cease interjecting.
Hon REG DAVIES: Originally one of the requests the City of Wanneroo, made to the
Minister for Lands was that the Western Australian Land Authority be based permanently in
Joondalup. I understand that the Minister and the Government have already undertaken that
the authority will be permanently based there, and that that has satisfied one of the City of
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Wanneroc's criteria for supporting the legislation. The council also asked that it be
represented on the authority board for 15 years by two councillors. This request was not
granted by the Government; however, it did allow one councillor on the board for 15 years.
Bearing in mind that this Bill is not just about the northern suburbs or Joondalup but about
the whole of Western Australia, if the Government had acceded to that request it could well
have received requests from the City of Stirling or the Shire of Daridaragan for the same
representation. At the end of the day the City of Wanneroo accepted that, and it will
probably be better off, as it had one representative on the JDC board. I understand that board
will wind down in the next one to 10 years, and the council will now have a representative on
the WALA board for 15 years.
The City of Wanneroo also wanted a guarantee of a financial commitment fronm the
Government. The Premier did this, I guess, in her commitment last Thursday and I
understand negotiations are continuing between the Government and the council in this
respect. However, I understand that the council's first priority is the sporting complex and
its second priority is a civic building to include council chambers, a library, etc. The
Government has given a grant of $20 million over five years which will assist with this
project. I am sure we would all agree that it is not the responsibility of Governments to
finance local government administration buildings, but this $20 million will go a long way in
assisting in that regard and I think moves are afoot now to assist with interest free loans over
certain periods.
Another of the City of Wanneroo's requests was that the proceeds from the sale of' the
Joondalup Golf Course go to the JDC as part of its general revenue staew. While, as in
previous years, the JDC will be required to contribute money to the Consoidated Revenue
Fund, the council is aware that the JOC is budgeting for works in excess of $70 million over
the next three years. I understand it has an ongoing agreement with a building company to
build a shopping complex there which is valued at about $44 million, so the JDC is
committed for $22 million towards that Funds will be going into the northern suburbs. The
areas of Wanneroo and Joondalup are the fastest growing areas in Western Ausmrlia, and it is
projected that the area will have some 400 000 residents in the next 10 years; that is a
massive growth.
Other aspects of the Bill cause me concern. One such concern is the resumption clauses. A
great deal of speculation has taken place about whether this authority should have the same
powers as -

Hon J.N. Caldwell: The East Perth Redevelopment Authority.
Hon REG DAVIES: Indeed, but I refer to the resumption powers of the Industrial Lands
Development Authority. I am concerned that clause 19 involves the compulsory taking of
land, and I have spoken to the Parliamentary Secretary - I must write that name down - about
my concerns in this area, especially regarding a definition of industrial purposes, which
should be included in this clause.
The Parliamentary Secretary has given an undertaking that during the Committee stage he
will introduce an amendment to this effect. I seek an undertaking from him that that will
occur.
Hon Graham Edwards: Many people recognise that he would make a good undertaker!
Hon John Halden:- You could probably vouch for it.
Hon REQ DAVIES: I have indicated to the Parliamentary Secretry what could be done to
clear up problems in that regard.
Although many problems in the Bill are minor, some of them are major, consequently, I
considered directing it to the Standing Committee on Legislation for thorough consideration.
However, it is similar to the East Perth Redevelopment Authority Act - which, I guess, I was
instrumental in passing last year - and many of the problems associated with that Act have
been recognised and solved in the Western Australian Land Authority Bill.
Part 1, headed Preliminary, and clause 3 outline the purposes of the Bill; however, the
fleeting definition refers to purposes of the Bill under the long title, but does not lay out
fully, word for word, the purposes of the legislation.
Hon John Halden: Do you mean the aims and objectives?
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Hon REQ DAVIES: Exactly. It must outline these in detail so that no-quesdions will arise
about the intent of the legislation.
Hon John Halden: Are you looking at moving that amendment?
Hon REG DAVIES: I am asking the Parliamentry Secretary to do so. I have outlined my
limited resources.
Hon John Halden: I accept than. As long as we are clear regarding who will make the
amendments.
Hon REG DAVIES: I reiterate that I consider this to be a detailed and complex piece of
legislation, and a great deal of consideration must be given to all its aspects. Although it
probably will not be a perfect Bill - that for which we aim in Parliament - it will satisfy its
purposes when the detail to which I have referred is incorporated through the introduction of
amendments.
Hon John Halden: I am not sure which clause you wanted the aims and objectives included
within.
Hon REQ DAVIES: It is part 1, Preliminary, and new clause 3. With those few words I
support the thrust of the Bill.
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan) [8.46 pmj: I shall attempt to introduce some
facts regarding money values - which is my normal way of considering legislation - in
discussing the Western Australian Land Authority Bill. Incidentally, I like the acronym
WALA, as it can be interpreted many ways!
T1he legislation seeks to reverse the situation at LandCorp because the authority is being
established to take over the Western Austraian Development Corporation's assets, and to
overcome that organisation's problems through an orderly and quick distribution of its assets.
The WADC is under liquidation, although this Chamber rejected a Bill to allow the WADC
liquidation Bill. Therefore, the Government wants to transfer those assets across to the
proposed land authority; I do not know how that will be finianced, but I will refer to that point
later.
in the old days the Urban Lands Council held cheap land for a long time, and this land was
transferred to the WADC to make a profit on its sale. Therefore., the profit was tranisferred
from the IJLC to the WADC; however, in this case, it is proposed that the WADC transfer
losses to the Western Australian Land Authority. In June 1991 the WADC had closing stock
of $54 million of land, in the previous year it had land to the value of $49 million. At that
stage the WADC was mainly developing land, so that was the cost of the development of
land bought some years earlier. Sales of land in 1990 raised $39 million, and in 1991 the
figure was $26 million.
The first trading year for LandCorp was 1987, from 1 January, and it had great success
because its land was bought at a low price. Unfortunately, I cannot cite the figures from the
Urban Lands Council because it took me the best part of 12 months to find the final accounts
of the ULC; the final annual report for 1986-87 has never been tabled in Parliament. The
Urban Lands Council had been operating for some 10 or 15 years, and it was established by
Federal funding to inject cheap land into the local market. However, this cheap land was
sold to the WADC for the loss of approximately one million dollars. I apologise that I
cannot provide the House with the exact figures, but the accounts were never made available
to the Parliament.
In indicating the reversal in situations, in the first six months of trading LandCorp made
$16 million-worth of sales, with a $5.4 million profit. This represents a 33 per cent net profit
which is quite unique in the first six months trading of an organisation, and could only be
achieved if the land were bought at a low price. In 1989-90 it made $43 million-worth of
sales with a net trading profit of $17 million, which represents an approximate 38 per cent
net profit. In 1990 it made a profit of $15 million on $40 million-worth of sales, which was a
net profit of about 40 per cent. In 1991 it made a $10 million profit on $26.7 million-worth
of sales. LandCorp and the WA Development Corporation did very well from the property
deals involving land transferred mainly from the Urban Land Council and the R & I Bank.
The position reflected the need by the Asset Management Taskforce for cash flow. Changes
have occurred since then. What will occur with this new agency? If a board is established
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before the Western Austraia Land Authority acquires any land, a: the end of the firs year a
qualified audit report may be produced which will be the seine as for the Industrial lands
Development Authority. I hope WALA has an independent board with enough backbone to
resist pressures from a Minister. I heard earlier someone quoting from the Bill and
explaining that die board can take directions from the Minister and those directions must
eventually be included in the annual report and tabled in the House.
I do not remember the ILDA ministerial direction being tabled in the House. Hon Peter Foss
quoted from the Pint General Report of the Auditor General for 1992 tabled in Parliament
very recendly. I am referring to this matter because I can see the same thing happening again
if no integrity is shown or control exercised by Ministers regarding land WALA may
acquire. The price of land may become very important because WALA may be forced to pay
too much for the land from WADC to wipe out its accumulated losses. It is safe to assume
the sale of Underwater World in Singapore will incur a big loss. That large asset was written
down by $1.5 million last year. I imagine it will incur a larger write-down this year. No
doubt a loss will be incurred by Underwater World in Hillarys. It is easy, in t world of
accounting, to sell assets from one friend to another. Years ago in Victoria, Stanley Korman
went to gaol for doing that. Perhaps people should always go to gaol for creating apparent
profits by distorting the balance sheet. In his case it was a public company, Stanhill
Corporation, and he wanted to make money from dhe shares. That is a slightly different
matter from the Government issues. It wants to make sure it is re-elected at the next election.
The Auditor General made an audit conclusion on the Industrial Lands Development
Authority as follows -

The Board of Industrial Lends Development Authority did not exercise proper control
over the purchase of properties through the Asset Management Taskforce when
following a ministerial direction ...
As part of my Office's audit process, correspondence relating to the purchase of land
for future industrial development was examined. This correspondence highlighted a
less than satisfactory state of affairs in relation to the purchase of a number of
properties at the direction of the then Minister for Economic Development.
The board minutes disclose an irregularity with the approvals given by the Board in
relation to properties acquired through the Asset Management Taskforce (AM]).

The Auditor General is saying that ILDA was directed to take over certain properties. That
was done because, as members may remember, the Asset Management Taskforce was
endeavouring to liberate as much land as possible in order to convert land into cash. Many
entrepreneurs are trying to do that these days; Janet Holmes a Court has a shortage of cash.
Their aim is to liquidate. assets to reduce debt This Governiment did not want to reduce debt;
it wanted to cash up to pay wages. It had a wonderful opportunity to sell land and include
the money in the Consolidated Revenue Fund under the Asset Management Taskforce or
special sales. I will not bore the House tonight with this matter because we have been
through it before. Long lists of answers to questions about sales made by the Asset
Management Taskforce of properties from various Government departments to other
Government departments have been provided to me and to Hon Derrick Tomlinson. It has
been a matter of moving something from one's left hand pocket to one's right hand pocket to
create a cash situation. From memory, in approximately three years about $150 million
changed ownership in that way. Last year it was $36 millon. It is revealed in the Auditor
General's report how desperate was the Deputy Premier to obtain money -

Audit Finding.
Lgad Pudc&SedundrMseiw al Dirction
In April 1990 the then Minister for Economic Development directed that ILDA
purchase a package of industrial properties owned by the State, at a cost of
$6.41 million. The sales were coordinated by the AMT as vendor. on behalf of the
Government. The properties included in the package were:
Kwinana Beach $2 3 10 000
North Frem antle $2 740 000
Welshpool $l 100 000
Bakers Hill $260 000
Total $6 4 10 000
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That refers to land held by the Crown, probably since the beginning of time. The question
has been asked: If land were bought with consolidated revenue funds, should die value of
dhe land be credited to CRF or should only the amount of the cost of that land be credited?
Most of the land referred to, particularly the North Fremantle land, has been owned by the
railways since the beginning of time. The first part of the railway was built over the bridge
at Fremantle. It has been there for the best part of 100 years. The Claremont Station opened
in 1896; the Fremantle Station opened well before that. Therefore it is very old land. The
profit from the sale of that $22.7 million deal was included in the Consolidated Revenue
Fund to pay wages, cleaning costs, etc. That is not a very prudent way to run finances in
one's home, let alone in Government. The Auditor General's report continues -

The Board has reservations about purchasing certain of the properties that did not
meet I1LDA's established criteria, and made a number of representations to the
Minister expressing its concerns. However, under considerable pressure frorn the
AMT for payment to be made prior to June 30, 1990, ILDA finalised payment on
June 11, 1990.
Revenue from these sales was crucial for the AMT to reach its target figure for the
1989-90 financial year and on April 18, 1990 the Deputy Premier, who was also
responsible for the AMT at the time, requested ILDA to proceed with the acquisition
of the properties identified in the package.

That is an indication of how the Deputy Premier was desperately trying to sell both railway
and 266 acres of Bakers Hill land to balance the books. If members ran their borne economy
in such a way that they would have to sell their house to pay the bank or buy food, they
would be in a bad way. The Deputy Premier was telling his right hand to sell to his left hand
because the Government needed the cash by 30 June. The Auditor General said that
certificates of title were not in order for dealing at the time of payment.
I will speak more about that. He criticises the Government for undertaking deals of that
nature. I am bringing this to members' attention because I see WALA being another one of
those corporations and that situation happening again. I apologise for not being able to give
members the facts on the Urban Land Council, which have never been tabled here; they are
in my electorate office. The documents indicate that land worth $30 million was sold for a
$1 million loss. That should not have been possible; an accounting mistake must have
occurred. No doubt the figures were supposed to show an even balance. The profit ended up
in the WADC. The report continues -

The Board at its meetings only "noted" the reports of the general manager with regard
to AMT purchases and did not formally approve the purchases. As the Board had not
delegated authority to the general manager, I am of the opinion, supported by advice
from the Crown Solicitor's Office, that the noting as described does not constitute a
formal resolution to enter into the agreements to purchase the properties in question.
The purchase of these properties did not produce an entirely satisfactory result for
ILDA, as shown in the following summary.

The Industrial Lands Development Authority issued a very nice report and was not unhappy
about what it had to do. Within that authority are people who are beholden to the
Government to some degree because of their positions: Mr Bruce Sutherland, a member of
the board; Mr CC. Cheyne; Mr F.B.N. Hodges, ILDA's General Manager, who was locked
in as an employee and could not fight the Govemment; the chief executive officer,
Mr Morhall: Mr Barry Sargent, the Assistant Under Treasurer, Mr G.J. Ralph, a special
investigator from Treasury; Mr M.J. Smythe, Executive Director of ILDA; and
Mr A.A. Skinner, Executive Director of DOLA. They are all people within Government and
they did not like what was going on. However, for fear of losing their jobs by telling the
Deputy Premier where he could stick his land, which is what they wanted to do, they said
quietly. "We will note what the general manager said. We have not approved the purchase of
the land; we will note it." Not one man other than Cam Cheyne could tell the Deputy
Premier what he could do with his land that he wanted to sell for $6.4 million just to pay the
wages to balance the books at year's end so that the Government could say what a good job it
bad done. I hope the board of the new authority has greater independence. If men of
independence who can walk away frorn the decisions they are requested to make are not
appointed, they should not be on the board. We should be warned by what happened with
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the SGIC. Roes did not want to lose his job; he had lost another at Robe River. The board
also comprised Kevin Edwards and Tony Lloyd. Theme were people on that board who did
not stand against the decisions made about properties. If they had stood against those
decisions and resigned from the board, no Government would attempt to do what it did then
and we would not have lost $300 million.
I want to put a few quotes on record because I hope that we never see that happen again with
a land authority in this State. There is not much difference between the Industrial Lands
Development Authority and the Western Australian Land Authority. The names are nearly
the same. The report states -

Kwinana beach
This involved the purchase of a number of small lots, the majority of which was
Crown land with a small area owned by the Fremantle Port Authority. The AMT
could not provide a complete set of certificates of tide comprising the parcel. Due to
the pressure to complete the purchase prior to June 30, 1990 it was agreed in writing
by the AMT, that if ILDA paid in advance for the AMT's estimate of the total area
being acquired, at the Valuer General's assessed rate of $70 000 per hectare, any
adjustment of the purchase price would be made at the time the certificates of title
were produced.

That is incredible. Anyone with a property in the hills who tried to sell land on those terms
and conditions would be mad. The guy might go broke. Those were the terms and
conditions that this Government was willing to accept for ILDA to take over the Fremantle
Port Authority land. It was not even land that the Government wanted to develop. The
report continued -

Accordingly, ILDA paid $2.31 million for 33 hectares of land. The Cer-tificates of
Title for the land were not obtained until October 1991. sixteen months after the
purchase date, and showed an actual area of 30.6 hectares, a shortfall of 2.4 hectares
and resulting in an overpayment by ILDA of $166 327. ILDA has attempted to
recover the overpayment through representations to the AMT, the Minister for Lands
and Treasury. At the date of this report this matter had still not been resolved.

That is the way the Government does business with itself. Members opposite Will probably
ask, "So what? It can do what it likes with it." They were fiddling the books. There are
some very goad men on the board of ILDA who must have hated what they were doing.
However, they may have all had wives and kids at home to feed and rents and mortgages to
pay. They could not tell the Minister where to put his land. They had to put up with it and
agree to it. There is a refund of $166 327 involved. That is incredible. The Auditor General
would have seen that but the Government would have said, "So what? The Auditor General
can do as hie likes. We are not going to give it back; we have spent it. We can't take money
out of Consolidated Revenue Fund without an appropriation Bill". I can see the Treasurer
saying, 'Yes, we do owe it, but we will have to introduce a special appropriation Bill to get
the money out." I remind the House that in June 1986, Brian Burke had no hesitation in
taking out of the CRF $23.5 million, being interest from short term investments. He
suddenly found near the end of June that he had too much money and that there was going to
be a big surplus. He took it out and the Auditor General told us then that he took the money
out of CRF without an appropriation Bill which was illegal. He could not do it, but he did
and he got away with it. Therefore, in this case, we know the Government did it then and it
can do it now. The Auditor General's report states further -

In my opinion the Board did not exercise adequate control over this purchase by
ensuring that relevant Certificates of Title were obtained prior to payment being
made.

Many members of this House have property. They would be damn fools not to settle without
a settlement agent working for them.
Hon Peter Foss: A solicitor.
Hon MAX EVANS: I would not; I would have a settlement agent. They are specialists in
the job. The Auditor General said the most obvious thing in the world, that ILDA should not
have paid the money prior to its obtaining the certificates of title. That is nothing new; the
same thing occurred a number of years ago also. The Government sold the Perth Technical
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College site to the Western Australian Development Corporation on 23 December 1985 and
final settlement did not take place until the following June. The Auditor General said then,
"This is a funny business; we have never heard of people giving the title over - giving them
$33.5 million interest free until the following June." That was very beneficial to the Western
Australian Development Corporation because it helped it make that big profit. It was not
really worried about the money because it was only being circulated between the
Superannuation Board and the WADC. However, the money was left there for all of that
time interest free. Actually, the amount was $14 million from the 23 December to the
30 June and not $33 million, because there was a mortgage of $25 million. I quote further
because it is worth putting it into Hansard so that we can say in future that we were warned.
The report continues -

North Fremantle
The land in question was purchased from Westrail, and surrounds railway lines in
North Fremantle. The land was identified as having future potential as a development
site for the port and associated railways, and was sold to ILDA on the condition that
it be available to fulfil the future needs of the port and railways. Under the conditions
of purchase and the current zoning, ELDA cannot develop and subdivide the area for
sale, but may lease the land for periods up to 20 years.

Is not that preat? The Deputy Premier told ILDA that it had to buy Westrail land, which Hon
Fred McKenzie probably knows very well, for $2.7 million, but all it can do is lease the land
for periods up to 20 years! It could not do anything else with it but lease it! How lucky was
it? Jim Gill did not get the money. He would have liked to get his hands on $2.7 million to
sort out a few of his problems and pay his superannuation bills. He had a $1.4 billion
liability on superannuation and it would have helped pay that off. However, he could not get
his hands on it because it went into the Treasury Department to pay wages. The report
continues -

Because of the current "railways" zoning, ILDA is constrained in the usage of this
site, as any activity must be railway related. Currently the site is being used as an
outdoor container storage area consistent with the "railways" zoning.

Imagine the rental ELDA was getting for that for those hard top facilities for the storage of
containers on a $2.7 million investment in something that already belonged to the
Government anyway. The report continues -

Welsh pool
This property was first offered by the AMT to ILDA to purchase in June 1989 for
$1.2 million. The offer was declined due to the poor location of the property and the
difficulties associated with subdivision. The property was valued at $1.1 million by
the Valuer General and RLDA was directed to purchase the property at this price by
the Minister and did so. A counter offer by ILDA of $920 000 was rejected. An
assessment of the site by ELDA has shown that if the land was developed
immediately, a loss of approximately $200 000 could be expected in the current
economic climate.

The Government looked at it and saw that it was valued at $1.1 million. However, $920 000
was offered which appears what it was probably worth. The next property referred to is the
Baker's Hill site and the following comment is made -

ILDA was directed by the Minister to purchase the property for $260 000, prior to the
completion of these investigations and a Public Environment Review required by the
Environment Protection Authority.

It is further stated -

Had ILDA completed its investigations, it may have been able to present a properly
documented evaluation to the Minister, necessitating omission of the land from the
property purchases.

That is the fourth property deal in which ILDA was forced by the Deputy Premier, who was
in charge of the Asset Management Taskforce, to sell land. It is fortunate for the House that
we could not find answers to all the questions asked by Hon Derrick Tomlinson because
otherwise we could have gone through pages of information about properties that were sold
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by one Government agency to another to provide a cash flaw. The Auditor General made the
following recommendations -

All purchases of property including those acquired under a delegated authority,
should be formally approved by substantive Board resolutions (in accordance with
the Authority's documented criteria or noting that the resolution is at the Minister's
Direction).
The Board should not settle or pay for properties until all the legally enforceable
terms and conditions of purchase agreements have been met.
The above recommendations should apply to all statutory authorities with the power
to purchase property, particularly those trading in land.

I ask members to particularly note that last recommendation. TMe Western Austaulian Land
Authority will be a statutory authority with the power to purchase property. and it will be
trading in land. I hope that the Parliamentary Secretary will give an undertaking that no such
thing will ever happen again whereby a Government agency - WALA - will be directed by a
Minister to buy property at an unrealistic price, property it does not want or for which no
certificate of title will be available for 16 months, land on which it will make a loss, or land
at an inflated price such as that purchased from the Western Australian Development
Corporation. Such authorities should have an independent board and certainly the chairmen
of those boards should not be senior public servants. I remind members of the undertakings
given by SECWA with regard to the petrochemical deal. The chairman of the board was a
senior public servant and that should never have been so. The chairmen of authorities such
as SECWA and the Water Authority should be independent people who can stand up for the
authorities. They should be independent of all powers of persuasion. A chairman should be
able to do what is right, and if he does not like what is going on, he should resign. A senior
public servant, at the head of SECWA, who is told to give undertakings to guarantee the
price of gas, the interest payments on the petrochemical deal and the like, is in an invidious
position.
We are aware of what happened in this situation. ILDA could not face up to its own
responsibilities. It never passed a resolution to buy the land. The committee noted the
general manager's comments. It did not want to do it but it had to shake his hand and that
was the end of the matter. The Opposition will be looking closely at the Western Australian
Land Authority and how it conducts its business deals. I give credit to the Government for
providing much more information on the purchase and sale of land than has been the case in
the past. A few years ago we could obtain no information about the deals carried out by the
WADC on the basis of commercial confidentiality. In recent times the Government has been
very good in these matters and it has provided information on land purchased and sold by the
Asset Management Taskforce. The Government must be running very short of land.
Finally, I refer to the good suggestion made by Hon Reg Davies with regard to Homeswest.
Theme has been some talk of SECWA being divided into separate bodies dealing with gas,
power generation, distribution and so on. I do not agree with all of those proposals.
However, Homeswest has two separate functions and I believe it could be split into two
bodies. One of its functions is to own, buy and sell houses on the market, and to administer a
rent roll, just as Roy Weston W.A. Pty Ltd and L.J. Hooker (WA) Pty Ltd run rent rolls in
the private sector. Homeswest is also involved in property subdivision, and buys and sells
broadacres, although it does not always develop them. I believe that aspect should be
incorporated into the Western Australian Land Authority, if it will have the expertise talked
of, and will be the el supremo body holding all thislILDA andkR&lIBank land. It will be
similar to the Joondalup Development Corporation which has developed terrific expertise in
this area, as members who live in the district will know. Of course, it had the major
advantage of obtaining the land free of charge. It has convented cheap, bushland to valuable
property. Time has been on its side and it has done a very good job.
The land administered by the Western Australian Land Authority will, of course, be high cost
land- for example, that from the WADC is presently valued at $54 million. I provide the
House with some statistical information on ILDA so that it will recognise how big the new
authority will be. Its land and development as fixed assets are valued at $28.252 million, and
as deferred assets, representing long term development land, they are worth $27.352 million.
Its current assets in land and development ready to go am worth $21.613 million. That is
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approximately $77 million worth of land, in addition to die $54 million worth of land from
WADC, making a grand total of $131 million worth of land from the two bodies which will
be incorporated into the new body. It is a huge asset base, and I do not envy the organisation
having an asset base of that size. The high cost of development will require a big cash flow
to develop the land. I confirm the statement by Hon Geoge Cash that last year ILDA had
cash at Treasury of $11.7 million. That may ornmay not still be there this year, because it has
probably bought more land from the Asset Management Taskforce. We shall know more
about that later this year.
I warn the Government and enlightened persons that the board should be completely
independent and have integrity. It should not be filled with senior public servants. I have
nothing against senior public servants, but they do not have the independence necessary to
enable them to make the right decisions. I hope we never again see an Auditor General's
report on any other Government agency, such as that to which I have referred. I repeat the
final recommendation in the Auditor General's report -

The above recommendations should apply to all statutory authorities with the power
to purchase property, particularly those trading in land.

That is exactly what WALA will do. When the ILDA legislation was introduced some years
ago, the Government wisely included a sunset clause. A year or two ago we renewed this
sunset clause. I recall, as an executor, selling some dairy land in Bunbwry to ILDA in 1974,
and that land is still in use as a dairy. At the time IELDA bought land with the intention of
making it available at cost price to future buyers. It was not intended that ILDA should make
a profit. LandCorp made huge profits, and I do not decry that because it operated in a
booming market. However, ILDA was not established to make a profit, although I
understand it did make a few million dollars profit last year. The sunset clause was included
in the legislation so that Parliament could review the operation of that body to determine
whether it was functioning as intended. The Parliament should give close consideration to
including a sunset clause for the legislation which will establish this new authority because it
will deal with millions of dollars worth of land. The value of that land could total up to
$250 million. We must give due consideration to these matters if we are to be responsible
members of this House. It is a huge volume of land and we shall need very professional
people to manage it; otherwise we shall have a disaster on our hands.
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Parliamentary Secretary) [9.20 pm]: I am
pleased about some of the comments made by members opposite about the Western
Australian Land Authority Bill, and I understand their concerns about past experiences. The
difficulty that one has to take on board when one is in Government is that one cannot stop
legislating because of the cynicism of the Opposition. One must continue to make decisions,
and of course one must learn from the mistakes and experiences of the past and
accommodate those within new legislation. I have always attempted to do that in fulfilling
the tasks that I have in this House.
I was surprised at the Opposition's seeming lack of clarity about the issue of land acquisition,
development and sae. The Liberal Party has had a rather chequered career. In some
respects, when it was in Government it perforned spectacularly well in this area, took the
high ground, so to speak, and developed land in the marketplace, contrary to its philosophical
position. We must remember that the Urban Lands Council was a creation of a Liberal
Government. That was a successful creation of the Liberal Government of the day. It
enabled land to be brought on to the market at a time when land was in short supply and
prices were likely to skyrocket.
Hon N.F. Moore: If you look at the history of that you will see that it was set up because
Gough W~hitlam said it had to be set up in order for Commonwealth money to be made
available. The Standing Committee on Government Agencies has a report on that, which
you should read some nine.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I thank the member for that interjection, but the reality is that the
Liberal Government at that time could have refused the offer. I guess it would have been
politically unwise to do that.
Hon NEF. Moone: That was exactly the reason.
Ron JOHN HALDEN: Maybe those people who moralised about taking the political high
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ground should not have taken the money; but of course they did because they knew and
understood the reality not of politics per se but of life and of the hardship that they would
have forced upon many people had they not made that decision.
It is interesting that about two years ago the then Leader of the Opposition, Hon Barry
MacKinnon, stated that he did not believe that the Liberal Party, when in Government, would
become involved in land development. However, it is clear from the debate both in this
House and in the other place that the Liberal Party does see itself taking a role in land
acquisition and development. I accept the integrity of the position of members opposite
when they say that they see a role for the Liberal Party, if it ever gets to Government, to be
involved in that area, because I suggest that for it not to be involved in the acquisition and
development of land would be political suicide, not only in respect of the residential market
but clearly also in respect of the industrial market and the functions that have been performed
by the Industrial Lands Development Authority.
Hon Barry House referred to Homeswest. A number of members opposite seem to be a little
misguided about the role of Homeswest. Some think that the role of Homeswest has
suddenly changed. I refer to a document entitled "Homneswest Activity in Land Supply",
which states -

Homeswest's mission is to provide a quality service to ensure people in Western
Australia have access to housing. It aims include the attainment of financial viability.
Homeswest's charter for this role lies in the Housing Act of 1980 -

That Act was introduced by a Liberal Government and had its origins in the Housing Act
1946. Such an Act has, of course, survived Governments of both political persuasions. The
document continues -

- and, under the authority of that Act, and on the premise that access to and
affordability of housing are highly dependent on land supplies, Homeswest has taken
a direct role in land supply as a public sector land developer. One of the purposes of
the Housing Act is: 'to encourage the use, development and redevelopment of land
for housing and related purposes," and therefore two of the objects of the Act are
stated as:

(b) the provision of housing and land for housing;
(d) the encouragement of the development and redevelopment of land for

housing and related purposes
This development role achieves the following primary goas:

I To provide suitable land for public rental housing customers and non
profit community groups

2 To ensure an ongoing supply of low cost new land in the market with
particular attention to Homeswest's needs and those of the 1st Home
Buyer

3 To encourage more efficient use of available land
4 To generate revenue for sustaining the land aod other social

programmes
5 To implement new land development and construction techniques

Clearly those roles of Honieswest are significantly different from the role suggested by Hon
Peter Foss. His suggested role for Homeswest was purely to provide welfare housing, or - I
think these were his words - housing for the socially disadvantaged. Clearly that is not the
case. The role of I-omeswest is broader than that. In fact, we believe that Homeswest's role
in the market has resulted in some important gains for the community generally, particularly
during the times of economic recession that we have faced recently. In these times, private
land developers do not want with any degree of expediency to put blocks of land on to the
market because the costs associated with land remain constant but the prices likely to be
achieved for that land are lower than they would achieve in more prosperous times.
Homeswest has been able to bring land on to the market at a more reasonable price so that
people at the bottom end of the market can purchase that land. More importantly, the
housing sector has been buoyed by the involvement of Homcswest in the market. Had it not
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been for Homeswest, the economic recession faced by the building industry, and the state of
the economy generally, would have been far worse, and unemployment would have been
significantly higher. Homeswes: also has a range of other roles. It has a social responsibility
to bring about what it refers to as a social mix.
Hon Peter Foss: It would still be able to do that under my proposed amendment.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It may well be able to do that but I suggest that it is doing it very
well at the moment. Someone on the member's side commented that we should leave alone
things that were working well. I suggest that Homeswest is working better than it has ever
worked before.
Hon Reg Davies: If it ain't broke, why fix it?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Yes. That is an important quote to remember. The Social mix
policies of the then State Housing Commission in the 1950s and 1960s developed huge
estates of now Homeswest housing.
Hon Peter Foss: That is not being suggested by the proposed amendment.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am giving the member the history. I am sorry for wanting to do
that, but it is a passion of the member's and I thought I might get away with speaking for two
minutes without interjection.
The SHC also conglomerated people together, which caused an array of social problems.
Today the Homeswest areas that were developed at that time still stand out as areas which
have significant social problems. But that has changed. It has been Government policy to
change that. The social mix of rental and purchased accommodation has altered. The
Government has a fixed policy of trying to have nine purchased units to one rental unit.
Members opposite commented on Homeswest's wanting to purchase land in trendy suburbs
in which to put Honieswest clients. If Homeswest happens to have land in East Fremantle or
Palmyra and wants to develop that land, I can think of no reason to force Homeswest clients
to the fringes of the metropolitan ara where social isolation and financial problems are
likely to be magnified. It may be Opposition policy on housing to go back to the 1950s and
the 1960s, and it seems the 1960s have a great attraction for the new Leader of the
Opposition.
Hon P.H. Lockyer They were rat years.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: As long as the member is top dog he is okay. That is what members
of the Opposition are all about. The people who live at Clane Court at Lockridge in those
disgraceful flats built by a liberal Government are not happy about the Liberal Party's
policies in the 1 960s.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Doug Wenn): Order! Hon Bob Thomas and Hon Phil
Lockyer will come to order. The President may not be in the Chair but I am, and I have the
same rules as the President has. I ask members to obey the rules.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The flats at Clane Court at Lockridge ane not considered to be
appropriate for family needs; but people had to be housed and they were housed in those
flats. To the Government's credit those flats will soon be demolished and replaced by more
suitable accommodation for people in the 1990s.
Land development for Homneawest is not related only to those issues. It relates also to the
moneys received from the sale of land which is matched dollar for dollar by the Federal
Government. That money then goes to construction of housing. Last year Homeswes: sold
land valued at $39 million, resulting in income of $26.1 million. All of that money, plus the
accompanying dollar for dollar grant from the Federal Government went to construction.
That result is very different from the policy of the Opposition outlined in its Fightback
document, which does not mention the construction of housing in the public sector.
Hon Reg Davies stated die reason that Homeswest should not and cannot be incorporated
into this Bill. Although Hon Peter Foss said all that could be changed, I have seen the
member's efforts to change things. In hindsight I often wish he had not tried. I admit that he
often tries with the best of intentions to change things, to the detriment of good
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administration and government practice. Homeswest land could not be transferred to the
proposed Western Australian Land Authority because it is a requirement of the
Comnmonwealth-State Housing Agreement Act that it be used and owned by a housing
authority. A separate State housing authority must remain to comply with that Act generally.
The member suggested that he could easily bring about change with the stroke of a
legislative pen, but the reality is very different.
The money from Homeswest that is directed to housing construction may not in the same
proportion, or at all, be put into housing construction - as currently happens - because there
would be a new department with perhaps a new set of priorities. Presumably the
Government could call on certain amounts of money from the new authority which could be
spent in different ways other than for public sector housing. Currently, the money from
Homeswest land goes directly to further construction and is supplemented dollar for dollar
by the Federal Government. 1 understand that the member, with the best will in the world,
may want to achieve an end, but he may create a worse situation than the one he envisages.
If the member is committed to public sector housing, I suggest that the current arrangements
are far better than the ones he proposed. They are guaranteed, they are working well, and
they do not require change.
Another issue to be considered is the proposal for an amalgamation of Homneswest and the
proposed Western Australian Land Authority. That would be difficult structurally because
Homeswest operates differently from the way it is proposed that WALA will operate. If
WALA is to act in the same way as the JDC, LandCorp. or ILDA operates, it will work on a
vertical work flow with a project manager undertaking the acquisition, development and
marketing of land. The Homeswest process is a horizontal one; it is much slower because it
has greater tracts of land to develop. If we attempted to integrate WALA and Homeswest we
would face considerable delays and inefficiencies in the medium to short term. Members
opposite should be awart that such integration would result in the domination of Homeswesz
by WAIIA. That would be impossible based on the number of employees at the two
organisations. Homeswest has 1 000 employees; it is a far bigger organisation and would
dominate the potential 50 employees of the new land authority. Even if we took out only the
land acquisition employees from Homeawest they would number more than the 50
employees of the proposed land authority.
None of the suggestions by the Opposition leaves me with any comfort about such an
amalgamation. Members opposite chose not to include the Department of Land
Administration or the R & I Bank Ltd in any proposed amalgamation. The R & I Hank is
also a land developer in the marketplace. The Opposition chose to omit those two bodies
because they have wider functions. For whatever philosophical reasons, having made the
decision to leave out those two organisations, members opposite then chose to bring in
Homeswest.
Hon Peter Foss: It is not put in. You have not understood a word
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The member made his speech. I am interpreting what he said.
Hon Peter Foss: I did not say to put in Homeswest at all.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Before the member goes off the deep end -
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Hon John Halden should address the Chair.
Hon JOHN WALDEN: Mrt Deputy President, before Hon Peter Foss goes off the deep end, I
am responding to the comments by Hon Barry House last evening, when Hon Peter Foss was
not here. I see no consistency in the Opposition's stance to not include Homeswest. I
suggest that Homeswest represents an ideological bent for members opposite. Perhaps it all
comes back to the pressure placed on the Opposition by private land developers who would
prefer Homeswest not to be operating in the marketplace. Those developers do not
appreciate the fact that Homeswest keeps the price of land at the medium to bottom end of
the market under control, at a reasonable and comfortable level.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: That is not true. Have a look at the release of Homeswest land and
see the record of prices in the last three months, my son.
Hon JOHN HALD)EN: Well, dad, alllIcan say -
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Doug Wenn): This Chamber does not have any father and
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son combinations; we are all honourable members. I ask honourable members to cease
inteijecting so that Hon John Halden can get on with his speech.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Those achievements are included because we have heard from
members opposite chat private developers would prefer that Homeswest were out of the
marketplace. Comments of members opposite should be considered during the Committee
stage, as their demands have been inconsistent. The Opposition did not want the East Perth
Redevelopment Authority included within this Bill, and that is a very reasonable position.
Clearly the East Perth Redevelopment Authority, which was only recently established and
given powers by this Parliament, has specific planning and resumptive powers which are
necessary to redevelop a specific area of Perth that is in disrepair and has specific
environmental problems.
Members opposite have suggested that the accountability provisions in the Bill do not
accommodate the recommendations of the Burt Commission on Accountability. I assure
members opposite chat they do. Members opposite want to take the accountability provisions
in this legislation beyond what was recommended by the Burt commission. I am prepared to
discuss those amendments with members opposite, but they should not let their imaginations
run wild on the recommendations of the Burt commission, and I ask them to read the Bill
carefully.
The issue of ministerial directions was raised. Ministerial directions will be placed on the
public record through an agreed procedure. Members opposite might not be happy with chat
procedure, but that is recommended by the Burt commission. Members in this House might
not be able to change what is happening but that is what Burt recommended. The Burt
commission did not recommend that the Legislative Council should be able to dictate to the
Government of the day.
Hon Peter Foss: That is not what we are suggesting. Is that in the Bill?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I think it is.
Hon Peter Foss: You should read the Bill. You are making things up.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That cannot be applied to me.
Hon Peter Foss: You are inventing things.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Ministerial directions will be placed on the public record, with a
further procedure for gazettal and tabling. Ministerial approvals will be required to be
disclosed, as will any contracts that are entered into. The Ombudsman will also scrutinise all
activities of WALA. It is believed that the Joondalup Development Corporation has five to
10 years to complete its development plans. The Joondalup Centre: development is at a
crucial stage as it moves towards finality, and for the development to match the dreams of
those who developed the concept years ago it will require considerable capital injection, and
that is not available under the existing Act.
Hon Peter Foss: You are mome likely to take it out.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: No, we are not. Hon Peter Foss is wrong again. He makes that
accusation, which shows that he should read the Bill and understand his topic better. T1he
realities are that the Government's proposition to inject $20 million into the area, plus a
further $20 million to be spent by the JDC in the area, will go a long way towards seeing the
development completed. However, that injection will be achieved only by a cross-
subsidisation of money from the LandCorp and ILDA parts of the proposed authority as it
proceeds to make profits as time goes on.
Hon Eric Charlton should be await of ILA's involvement in country areas and its proposed
development of industrial areas, particularly in the Avon Valley. If that is to go ahead it will
not have sufficient capital to develop those areas by itself;, likewise it will need cross-
subsidisation. That will happen only under an authority such as is proposed here. It will not
happen if ILDA continues as a single, separate agency. That means that LandCorp, which,
as has been said by members opposite, has operated in a far more exclusive end of the market
than is traditional for State involvement, has made reasonable profits and is likely to continue
making reasonable profits and will be able to fund other appropriate initiatives by a
Government of any political persuasion.
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Hon George Cash mentioned the concerns of the City of Wanneroo. Far be it from me to
suggest he was marginally misrepresenting their position. He was putting a strong case when
he brought forward a number of demands from the City of Wanneroo which he said must be
agreed to before the proposed WALA legislation is passed.
Hon Reg Davies commented on the Government's commitment to the Joondalup area. I will
read a letter sent today by the Premier to the Mayor of the City of Wannerco which further
clarifies the Government's position in this matter. At the end of my speech I intend to cable
the document so that it will become a public document which members can peruse. The
letter commences -

Dear Robert,
I wish to take this opportunity to thank you and your Council for the warm welcome
extended to me during my visit to Joondalup on 21 May.
I was most impressed by the development in and around Joondalup. Ihe fact that the
City has grown from a semi-rural community to a thriving city of close to 200,000 in
only three decades or so is a credit to the urban planning and foresight of the
Wannerco City Council.
Coping with the high population growth projected to continue within the municipality
is a task that any Council would find difficult to accomplish without additional
support. The Joondalup Development Corporation has since 1976 been working with
Council to establish the City Centre at Joondalup.
While much of the planning has been compl eted, further State Government support
will be required over the next decade or so to ensure that the City Centre is developed
to a level and standard demanded by the community.
As has been indicated, in the civic heart of the city alone, we may be looking at
expenditure: in excess of $70M over the next decade.
Clearly this level of funding support cannot come from the Joondalup Development
Corporation, whose revenue stream from land sales is expected to cease in a short
number of years.
Consequently. I am pleased to confirm the offer I made to Council on May 21, 1992
for the proposed WA Land Authority to provide $20 mn over 5 years on a dollar for
dollar basis with Council for the first stage development of the civic precinct.
I understand that priorities and concept plans for these facilities are currently being
developed by consultants jointly employed by Council and the Corporation.
These will also be considered by the Joondalup Infrastructure Working Group prior to
consideration by your Council.
I support your contention that the buildings in the civic precinct should be of a quality
which make dhem the centrepiece of the city centre development. I also accept that
we should be looking at totally integrated facilities, involving regional library,
community ball, child care. etc. as well as facilities which meet Council requirements
as the next priority after the Sporting Complex.
In regard to the Joondalup Sporting complex, I also formally seek a contribution from
Council of $3M to complement the SlOM to be provided by the Government over the
next 2 years to achieve the first stage of this project.
I understand that you are currently negotiating the 5 year funding programme with
the General Manager of the Corporation, broadly on the basis of the attached table.
As you can see from the proposed programme, the objective is to enable construction
of the top priority civic buildings early in the programme, consistent with Council
being able to fund its share.
In relation to $15M required in the last 2 years of the programme, I am advised that
options involving the private sector, Council and WALA, are being considered to
achieve the overall $40M development I support such innovative approaches to the
provision of vim]l community facilities.
Once again I wish to assure you that the Government has a strong commitment to the
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development of the Joondalup region. This particular funding proposal is an
important step in that development.

Attached to that letter is the contribution schedule. Members should note that the
$20 million contribution required from the City of Wanineroo will be sought in regard to a
number of options being put forward in cooperation between the private sector, the City of
Wanneroo and LandCorp. That will result in super lots, and the granting of land will result
in a small contribution from the City of Wanneroo.
Hon Reg Davies: Do you anticipate any massive increase in rates to residents in Wanneroo?
Hon JOHN WALDEN: These developments will contribute significantly to the rate base of
the City of Wanneroo, and any increase in rates as a result of borrowings will be small. They
will be nowhere near the $20 million suggested; it will probably be from five to 10 per cent
of that.
Hon Reg Davies: One would expect they would be building community centres and libraries
anyhow.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Premier's letter referred to that. Her letter states that plans are
being considered and are on the drawing board. This development goes a long way towards
meeting the requirements of the City of Wanneroo. I have been advised that they have been
forwarded to the mayor and the chief executive officer and that they were greeted warmly.
Of course, no formal response has been made because the City of Wanneroo cannot meet at
such short notice to affrm or comment on the proposal.
I now refer to the issues raised by Hon Reg Davies. I understand he has drafted anmendnments
to a number of clauses and, although I am not aware of their detail, I will be happy to discuss
them with him. I will also discuss clause 24, which deals with Hepburn Heights.
If this Bill is not passed the complex financial arrangements and the cross-subsidisation
which the Premier referred to in her letter will not be achievable in the same time fr-ame.
Wanneroo will be worse off than it is now, particularly in the short term, if this package is
not put together. I am not saying that I am not prepared to accept reasonable compromises or
discuss amendments to the Bill. However, the central thrust of the proposed authority must
remain intact otherwise the commitments given will not be achievable in the same time.
Hon Reg Davies and other members mentioned the resumption clauses. Members must be
aware of resumption clauses. For specific reasons they will apply to only industrial land. I
refer to a hypothetical example; say, the Kemerton industrial estate which was developed in
the Bunbury region. If one landowner had said that his land was not available and in the
meantime a $2 billion steel mill was waiting to be established in the area, a decision would
have to be made in the best interests of the State. Clearly, the process about how the land
would be resumed would involve a reasonable process. Thiree: quotes are to be obtained and
then an avenage between the three is to be arrived at, with that price plus 10 per cent being
given to the landowner. The Government does not intend to take land cheaply, but
sometimes the Government will have to intervene for the good of the State. Members must
be clear that it will apply to only industrial land.
Hon Reg Davies: Will you spell that out further? Will you amend that?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Hon Reg Davies mentioned an amendment to the definition of
industrial purposes. I have said that I am happy with the general thrust of his amendment.
However, 1 will discuss the wording of that amendment with him further and if he is not
happy with what I suggest he will pursue it during the Committee stage; perhaps he will be
able to obtain the numbers anyway. However, I am happy with what I saw of the member's
amendment.
Hon Reg Davies: I am not sure of the numbers myself.
Hon JOH4N HALDEN: The member is likely to muster one.
Hon P.C. Pendal: Is your party behind you?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I do not think Hon Reg Davies needs lessons. He is doing well by
himself.
Hon Reg Davies also proposed that clause 3 be amended to include the aims and objectives
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of the Bill. That may be difficult. The second reading speech usually details the aims and
objectives of legislation. That is clarified in the response to the second reading and that can
be challenged under the provisions of the Interpretation Act if the Bill is not administered in
the way it was reported when the Bill was read a second time in the House. I am only too
happy to discuss that matter with Hon Reg Davies again. However, it has been the general
practice that the second reading speech perform the task char he has suggested.
Hon Reg Davies: That is for legal purposes. I was thinkting more of the average person. We
tend to legislate now in simple and easy to understand words where the average citizen can
pick up the Bill and read it and understand it without having to research the second reading
speech in Mansard.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I understand what Hon Reg Davies is saying, but I think
Parliamentary Counsel would not be happy about it. However, we can discuss that matter
further. In principle I have no problem with legislation being easy to read and understood by
the general population. I say that because I am a Parliamentary Secretary and not the
Minister. I am only too happy to say that I would support members in their consultations
with Ministers. I do not think Ministers will have any great objections. However, I do have
some concern about the proposed amendment to clause 3, which we will debate during the
Committee stage.
I have tried to encompass in my remarks the comments made by Hon Peter Foss. I can
understand his saying that major developments by the Government sector should not be
undertaken in an entrepreneurial or speculative manner. In some respects, LandCorp and the
Urban Lands Council were involved in such developments. It is to the common good that
these authorities make somne profit and that the money is subsequently invested in our
society. There is no better example of this than the Joondalup Development Corporation - it
is the subregional centre of a decentralisation process. No doubt, money has been raised in a
speculative and entrepreneurial way, but we must bear in mind that it has been for the
common good of society and, more particularly, of the residents of the northern suburbs. We
should not be so narrowly based in terms of our philosophical positions.
Hon Peter Foss referred to his proposal for legislation covering a director's responsibility and
I advise him that at the moment Treasury is drafting a Bill which will accommodate the
member's wishes. I am happy to arrange a meeting for members to discuss this Bill with
Treasury officials. I can assure members that such a Bill will be introduced before the
middle of next year. The member requires that his proposal be covered by legislation, but
the Parlianmentary Counsel is nor convinced of the necessity for that to occur. I hope the
comments of the Minister in another place and my comments ane adequate to confirm that. I
understand the Minister in another place has given a commitmnent not to include any
limitation on the life of the legislation, based on extraneous matters, in this Bill.
Hon Peter Foss referred to the Government wanting to get its hands on the JDC and
Industrial Lands Development Authority money. He referred to it as a honey pot of money
which the Government was greedily trying to get its hands on. I give him marks for
flamboyancy, but he is never quite right. The reality is that if the Government wants to get its
hands on the JDC and ILDA money it can do so. In terms of the commitmnents which have
already been given it is obvious that for them to be honoured the proposed authority's money
will have to be directed in the way I have suggested. No doubt the commitments given will
require the profits to be spent in a suitable fashion.
Some members referred to the $30 million from the sae of the Joondalup Golf Course and
said they wanted the money reinvested in the Joondalup area. Members will see from the
letter I will table at the conclusion of my speech that the Government's financial
commitment to the loondalup area is $30 million. Although it is not directly related to the
sale of the golf course, the Government's commitment is to spend $30 million over the next
five years in this area. I do notwantfon George Cashto think hey are related, but
$30 million is available to be spent in the Joondalup subregional. centre.
I hope I have answered all the questions raised by members opposite. I know that my
response has been long and detailed, but this is an important Bill which will affect hundreds
of thousands of Western Australians. It was important to me that I not avoid the difficult
questions that were put forward and I have endeavoured to answer them as clearly as I
possibly can. I look forward to the Committee stage of the Bill. I hope we will be able to
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find common ground in the is sues that will be raised during die Committee stage and chat the
Bill will pass through this House as quickly as possible. I commend the Bill to the House
and table die documents I referred to.
[See paper No 152.)
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

ACTS AMENDMENT (PARENTS OF JUVENILE OFFENDERS) BILL
Imroducuion and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Hon E.J. Chariton, and read a first time.
Second Reading

HON EI. CHARLTON (Agricultura) [10.08 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill is designed to overcome a most serious deficiency in the way in which the juvenile
justice system has been working. In short, it proposes that parents be involved in the process
far more than they are at present, for example, by being present in the court. The Bill has
four main objectives -

(1) To ensure that parents are fully involved in the decision that the Children's Court
may make about a rehabilitation strategy that wili work for their child.

(2) To ensure that parents can be fully involved in any detoxification program that may
be appropriate for their child.

(3) To encourage die Children's Court to require children who offend while caking drugs
to try to break the cycle of drugs and crime as an alternative to formal sentencing.

(4) To ensure that, where parents have contributed to the crime committed by their child
or to t child's antisocial attitude, they are liable for restitution to the victim of a
crime.

This Bill is not an extreme measure, although I anticipate it may be painted as such by some
self-appointed experts on juvenile crime. Members should be aware that the intent of this
Bill is supported by the people I consider to be the real experts on juvenile crime - die men
and women who are dealing first hand with this tragic problem.
Before I deal with the details of the Bill I wish to acknowledge one concern that has been
raised with me many times when I have been seeking the views of the community on my
proposal. Those people who deal directly on a daily basis with juvenile offenders and
potential offenders have expressed concern that involving parents to the extent outlined in
this Bill will not be a universal remedy. They have given me many examples where parental
involvement would make the child's chances of effective rehabilitation much worse. For
instance, some parents in the community abuse their children and many parents care very
little about their children and would be of no help if they were forced into taking some
responsibility. I acknowledge these points, but in doing so I suggest that the current law and
practices within the juvenile justice system are based on the false assumption that most
parents are like that. The Bill contains various provisions which address the very problem of
parents who would only make matters wors if they were involved in the juvenile justice,
system process.
When the Children's Court legislation was passed in this place four years ago, I moved an
amendment which had the effect of requiring parents of juvenile offenders to attend the court
hearing in almost all cases. In the end, the House agreed to a compromise amendment and
we were assured by the Minister that. in practice, parents would be required to attend court in
most cases. Unfortunately, experience has shown that this has not occurred. I have been told
of many cases where parents have not even been told that their child has been charged. In
most cases they want to be involved, but clearly they cannot be if no-one tells them what is
going on.
I urge those members who have not already done so to spend half a day at the Children's
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Court to see how the system works. It is a shambles. Criticism is usually targeted at the
Children's Court itself and in my view some of that criticism is warranted. But, if we are
realistic, we must acknowledge that the system is hopelessly overloaded because of the
pressure of the volume of cases it must deal with. The Children's Court finds itself dealing
with cases without knowing what sort of support the child can and does get at bomne to get
out of his bad habits. Different children respond to different strategies, yet the court is
unable to investigate what the appropriate strategy is in any particular case.
The general thrust of this Bill is to maximise the chances for effective rehabilitation of
juvenile offenders. Almost everybody with an interest in the problem of juvenile crime has
that as their main goal. The Bill requires the system as a whole to use the key resource that
is being so underutilised at the moment - the offending child's own family. The Bill throws a
lot of responsibility back onto the family and I make no apology for that.
The Bill proposes to replace section 23 of the Children's Court of Western Australia Act.
New subsection (1) ensures that the parents will be summnonsed to the court. The police
charging the juvenile should make all reasonable efforts to contact the parents. There is
provision for the court to recognise another person as a, representative of the parents if they
are genuinely unable to attend the court hearing themselves. Members will notice that in
proposed subsection (2) various grounds are listed where one or both of the parents are not
involved. This provision recognises the concerns I referred to earlier and is intended to
ensure that, for example, a parent who is likely to be violent or to be obstructionist does not
become involved. The provision also ensures that a parent does not have to become involved
where the child is 17 years old and charged with a minor traffic offence.
Proposed subsection (3) will enable a parent to be summonsed for immediate attendance.
This may inconvenience some parents and there is a provision for a parent to be excused
from attendance if he or she is genuinely unable to be there. Proposed subsection (4) also
applies where the parents have separated and where one lives interstate, for example.
Proposed subsection (5) will ensure that a parent will be excused from attendance only if the
grounds are genuine. In other words, it will not be good enough for a parent simply not to
bother, as is the case at the moment.
Proposed subsections (6), (7) and (8) are designed to ensure that a hearing is not
unnecessarily delayed if a parent fais to attend. The court may invite another person to
come in the parent's place, provided that person has a reasonable knowledge of the child and
his family circumstances. Proposed section (8) ensures that a parent will still be fully
informed of the court hearing and its outcome even if he or she does not attend. Again, the
court is expected to make reasonable attempts to find out where the parent lives and there
will be some extreme cases where this is not possible.
One issue that has been raised with me in relation to this clause is that of a parent who has
had no contact with the child for a long time. There arm many examples of families where
there has been a remarriage and the involvement of an ex-spouse may cause a variety of
problems. I refer members to the provision that a parent need not be involved in this process
if his or her involvement would hinder the court or the rehabilitation of the child. The court
will be able to use its discretion in this matter. I am sure members will also he aware of
recent changes to the Commonwealth Government's child support legislation. The bottom
line is. and should be, that a parent's responsibility to his or her children does not become
optional the moment he or she leaves the home or misses the first child maintenance
payment. If the estranged parent is able to help the child overcome his problem of offending,
he or she should do so.
Clause 4 proposes a new section 24A. It proposes that a court may order that a child undergo
a certain rehabilitation and/or detoxification program. Where this provision differs from
what currently happens is that the court will have to consider what will be the most effective
strategy for that particular child. The Bill lists a number of categories of people who may
have input into that decision. Proposed subsection (6) prorvides that a court can defer
sentencing until after the child has made a serious attempt at successfully completing the
rehabilitation or detoxification program; in other words, the child may avoid a sentence by
putting in the required effort to get himself sorted out.
Members should note that this Bill empowers the court to order the involvement of the
parents. It is not envisaged that this provision would be fully used very often, because this
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Bill gives parents the maximum opportunity to be fully involved on a voluntary basis. The
court may require the parents to oversee some of the program, or it could simply be ensuring
that the child attend the program as ordered by the coint In making this decision, the court
will obviously have to assess the extent to which the parents will accept their responsibilities
and the extent to which the child will respect the authority of his or her parents. In many
cases parents will accept a far greater responsibility, even if they have to be pressured at first.
Many parents feel they cannot control their child, but may be surprised at the result when
they actually try. Where the child has comnitted a relatively minor offence, the court may
delegate the power to decide whether the child is seriously tryig to sort himself ouL. In such
cases, the parents and whoever is in charge of the rehabilitation or detoxification program
can decide whether a child has made good progress and there would be no need for the child
to go back to court for sentencing.
Members should note what is proposed in subsection (7)(b). The court does not have to find
a child guilty of an offence to order a rehabilitation or detoxification program. Where the
court is satisfied that a child is at considerable risk of becoming an offender and where the
parents or any other person who knows the child makes an application to the court, the court
may order the child to undergo a rehabilitation or detoxification program. The intent of this
is not to put a11 children who appear before the court into programs. The main purpose is to
enable the court to consider whether a child is liely to be an offender, on the balance of
probabilities, without necessarily having to go through the fuUl court hearing of the particular
charge. For example, a child may be on a charge of stealing some minor goods, yet the real
issue could be that he has a severe drug or substance abuse problem. In such a case, it is
missing the point for the court to concentrate on the shoplifting charge. This provision
would enable the court to deal with the cause of the problem.
The provision also ensures that the authority to decide whether or not a drug or substance
affected child undergoes detoxification treatment rests with the parent and not the child.
Currently, a child who is considered too young to vote, drive or drink and who is under the
influence of mind-altering drugs or substances is nevertheless considered able to decide for
himself if he wants to be trated for his addiction. That is a ludicrous situation and one
which endangers the child. The proposed amendment to section 32 is to ensure that a
solicitor who represents the child is required to listen to the parents. Again, there are
provisions that will prevent troublesome parents from being involved. The principal point
again is to recognise that in most cases the solicitor knows nothing of the child's family
background when he represents the child in court. There is anecdotal evidence of a few rame
examples of solicitors acting against the parent's wishes and against the child's best interests.
As I understand it, the duty solicitor at the Children's Court does try to speak with a parent if
it is possible, but clearly this does not happen where the parent is not at the court.
The proposed amendments to the Child Welfare Act basically beef up the existing provision
that enables a court to involve parents in the payment of restitution or compensation to the
victim. In practice, this existing provision is rawely used. The Bill proposes that restitution
or compensation, as the case may be, shall be paid to the victim in all but the most unusual of
circumstances. As it currently stands, it is invariably the victim of the crime who bears the
cost of the crime. It is high time this was changedL The Bill also prevents the court from
allowing the victim to be paid in instalments except where there is genuinely no alternative.
The thrust of this clause is that the victim's welfare should be restored as quickly as possible,
even if that means some inconvenience for the offender.
Members will note that proposed subsection (le) enables parents to avoid responsibility for
restitution or compensation if they have done all they reasonably can to teach their children
to respect the rights of others. The court will have a wide discretion in using this subsection,
but the principle is established that parents who never bother to teach their children right
from wrong, who never bother to give their children a reasonable example to follow, who
never bother to try to give their children a home that is supportive and free from domestic
violence and child abuse, cannoz simply walk away from what they have failed to do.
Itam aware that this Bill could be seen by some as extreme. Naurally, Iprefer to see itin a
different light Parenting is not easy, and seems to be getting more and more difficult as time
goes on. I have a lot of sympathy for those parents who am struggling to give their children
the love and support they need during these difficult times. I have heard some stirrng
speeches from members on both sides of the Chamber about the role of the family in
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parenting, but what I see out there in the real world is a lot of tragedy and misery amongst
our youth. They need our actions far more than they need our words. As legislators, we
must get right behind the parents of today in their difficult job.
Many of the parents of juvenile offenders are not those who do not care. Many have simply
lost or never had confidence in themselves as parents. This Bill will push some of them into
a more effective parenting role. The punitive provisions arc intended only for those parents
who could be considered wilfully negligent of their responsibilities. We must ensure that
those parents are not undermined who, with the right encouragement, will exercise more
parental responsibility. We must be ever vigilant that the push for so-called children's rights
does not deny children the right to be parented in an effective and caring manner. We must
try to ensure that moves to assist the successful detection and prosecution of child abuse does
not create an opportunity for mischievous children or ex-spouses to destroy healthy families.
Parents must be confident that they have the authority to parent and that ivory tower social
theories will not be applied by welfare workers and others to undermine those parents who
are taking their responsibility seriously.
We need to do so much on so many fronts if we are to give this and future generations a
decent childhood. This Bill is but a small step in that direction. It is not a panacea. I am the
first to acknowledge that parental involvement is not an advantage in all cases of juvenile
offender rehabilitation, but we must do far mnore than simply bemoan the current situation.
The Government has made some tentative moves towards ridding the juvenile justice system
of the influence of the failed sociological theories of the past. Given its commitment to these
failed theories in recent years, this shift is no small achievement, but this Bill will radically
alter the emphasis in the juvenile justice system. It will give the highest priority to the
offending child sorting himself out with the support and encouragement of his family. The
Bill represents a major shift towards commonsense in tackling the problem that we as a
society have created for ourselves. Finally, the Bill will give parents, courts and others a
much greater opportunity to get children out of the circle of drugs and crime at the early
stages. I am sure all members understand how important this is and how it will reduce the
problem of juvenile crime.
This is a positive Bill based on the strength of community feeling that we can do a lot more
for our children and that we should be doing just that. I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Fred McKenzie.

RESERVES BILL
Introduscuion and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Hon J.M. Beriuson (Attorney General), and read a first time.
Second Reading

HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [10.24 pml: I move -
That the Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill is similar in intent to many others which have been brought before the House to
obtain Parliament's approval to vary class A reserves and to remove miusts over freehold
reserve landL
Clause 5: Class A reserve 15185 at Augusta is set apart for the purpose of "parklands and
recreation" and is unvested. The reserve covers Thomas Island in Hardy Inlet and is adjacent
to Lion and Dick Islands. Studies have shown that all of these islands are important bird
refuge and breeding areas. The reserve lies within the South West electoral region and in the
electoral district of Warren. Agreement has been reached with the Shire of Augusta-
Margaret River and the Departments of Mines and Conservation and Land Management for
this clause to include Lion and Dick Islands within reserve 15185 and amend its purpose to
"Conservation of Flora and Fauna" to allow automatic vesting in the National Parks and
Nature Conservation Authority.
Clause 6: Class A reserve 7962 is set aside for "national park" and is vested in the National
Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The reserve is located in the South West electoral
region and within the electoral district of Warren. The Department of Conservation and
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Land Management and the Government Employees Superannuation Board - owner of
freehold lot 19 - have negotiated an exchange of portion of lot 19 for portion of reserve
7962 - Beedelup National Park. The purpose of the land exchange is to alleviate local
flooding problems arising from the dam situated on lot 19. To equalise the exchange the
board has agreed to pay at the rate of $3 000 per hectare for any land in excess of that which
it is giving up. In addition to the land exchange it is also proposed that portion of an adjacent
closed road be included within the reserve. This clause seeks approval for the land exchange
as proposed together with the inclusion of portion of closed road into reserve 7962.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Doug Wenn): Order! The Attorney General is in the
process of delivering a second reading speech. It is not a sign for everyone to start moving
around the Chamber, particularly those members who are behind him. I would like to hear
what the Attorney General has to say, as should other members.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: Clause 7: Class A reserve 12398 is set aside for 'conservation of
flora and fauna" and is vested in the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The
reserve is located in the Agricultural electoral region and within the electoral district of
Avon. A recent inspection by the Department of Land Administration has shown that the
adjacent class C reserve 21485 - set aside for "Recreation" - has not been utilised for its
gazetted purpose. The Departments of Mines and Conservation and Land Management,
together with the Shire of Brookton, support the inclusion of reserve 21485 into reserve
12398. This clause seeks approval for the inclusion into reserve 12398 of the land contained
in reserve 21485.
Clause 8: Class A reserve 6962 at Bunbury is set apart for "parklands and recreation" and is
unvested. This reserve lies within the South West electoral region and in the electoral district
of Bunbury. The City of Bunbury has developed and maintained the reserve together with an
area of vacant foreshore land and a redundant road widening for many years. Council has
now requested a vesting order of the total area being maintained. This clause seeks to amend
reserve 6962 by the inclusion of an area of vacant foreshore land and an area of redundant
road widening.
Clause 9: Class A reserve 22624 is set apart for "parklands and recreation". The reserve is
located in the South West electoral region and within the electoral district of Vasse. The
Shire of Busselton has requested the inclusion of portion of closed road into the reserve. The
Department of Land Administration has no objections. This clause seeks approval for the
inclusion of portion of closed road into reserve 22624.
Clause 10: Class A reserve 36419 is located about 12 kmn east of L-eeman in the Agricultural
electoral region and within the electoral district of Greenough. It has the purpose of
"conservation of flora, water and the protection of caves". It is about 1 406 ha in area
About 20 ha of the reserve was cleared by a former neighbour in 1984. That area is now of
little or no value to conservation. Negotiations have been held with the current neighbour
and agreement has been reached whereby this cleared area and another 12 ha cleared portion
of a nearby class C reserve can be exchanged for an uncleared area of about 120 ha which the
neighbour owns. The uncleared area of freehold land contains a population of declared rare
flora. It would be a valuable addition to the adjacent Lake Logue nature reserve - class C
reserve 290Y73. To enable the exchange to proceed parliamentary approval must be given for
the 20 ha cleared portion to be excised from reserve 364 19.
Clause 11: Class A reserve 39824 is located about 30 kmn east of Arniadate. It was excised
from State forest and created as a class A Land Act reserve in February 1987. The reserve is
about 5 798 hectares in area and has the purpose of "conservation and the agreement defined
in section 2 of the Alumina Refinery Agreement Act 1961". In CALM's 1987 regional
management plan for the northern forest region it was proposed that the reserve become a
conservation park once that new category of reserve was included in the Conservation and
Land Management Act. That new category was created on 23 August 1991 when the
Conservation and Land Management Amendment Act 1991 came into effect. Pursuant to the
Conservation and Land Management Act, conservation parks will be for public recreation,
the protection of flora and fauna and the preservation of any feature of archaeological,
historical or scientific interest The clause seeks to implement the 1987 regional
management plan recommendation that the reserve become a conservation park. The reserve
is located in the Agricultural electoral region and the electoral district of Avon.
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Clause 12: Class A reserve 26480 is set apart for recreation and is vested in the Shire of
Denmark. The reserve is located within the South West electoral region and the electoral
district of Stirling. At the request of the Shire of Denmark, a section of public road within
the Denmark townsiie has been closed, and council has requested its incorporation into
reserve 26480, which it adjoins. The clause seeks approval for the inclusion of a portion of
closed road into reserve 26480.
Clause 13: D'Enrrecasteaux National Park extends for approximately 130 kin along the
south coast. Its western boundary is about 40 km east of Augusta, and its eastern boundary is
about 20 km west of Walpole. Currently it is made up of six separate reserves totalling
58 789 ha in area. The park was addressed in the EPA's 1976 System 2 report. CALM's
1987 management plan for the park defined clear external boundaries and proposed that all
Crown-controlled land within those boundaries be declared as part of the park. This includes
21 miscellaneous Land Act reserves. In accordance with the 1987 management plan, two
reserves within the park boundaries which will not be included are reserve A3888 1 at Windy
Harbour, and reserve 19787 at Camfield on the northern shore of Broke Inlet. Both these
reserves are vested in the Shire of Manjiniup and will continue to be managed by the shire.
The PRESIDENT: Order! There is far too much audible conversation in the Chamber. It
must cease.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: As opportunities have arisen CALM has been acquiring freehold
blocks and pastoral leases within the park boundaries. The current proposal includes seven
former freehold blocks and four former pastoral leases. Pending their formal inclusion into
the park, these properties have been managed as though they were already part of the park.
The other major land component within the boundaries of the park is vacant Crown land.
The Bill seeks to include into the park the purchased freehold land, the purchased pastoral
leases, the miscellaneous Land Act reserves and the vacant Crown land. Furthermore, it will
result in the park being consolidated into just one reserve. The single reserve will have the
purpose of "national park and water". This is in accordance with the System 2 report and the
1978 management plan. Members will note that this amendment formally increases the size
of the D'Entrecasteaux National Park by some 74 per cenL
Clause 14: Class A reserve 15197 is set apart for "Protection of flora" and is vested in the
National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The reserve is located within the
Agricultural Region and the electoral district of Wagin. Following negotiations with the
departments of CALM and Mines, together with the local authority, reserves 17459 -
'1Hallsite' - and 24404 - "Gravel" - were cancelled. Both areas contain natural woodland
which have significant local conservation value. This clause seeks approval for the inclusion
of the land contained in former reserves 17459 and 24404 into reserve 15197 and its
amendment to "conservation of flora arid fauna", to allow automatic vesting in the National
Parks and Nature Conservation Authority.
Clause 15: Class A reserve 35637 is set apart for "national park" and vested in the National
Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The reserve is located in the ining and Pastoral
electoral region and in the electoral district of Lyre. In 1984 the lessee of Gindalbie pastoral
station surrendered portion of his lease at no cost for inclusion into the reserve. Recent
inquiries by the lessee have revealed that an area in excess of that which he agreed to has
been excised from the lease. Agreement has now been reached with the Menzies Shire
Council, the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority, the Western Australia Water Authority,
the Mines Department and the Department of Conservation and Land Management for the
excision of portion of the reserve - surrendered in error from the pastoral station - to enable
reinclusion together with the inclusion of redundant "water" reserve 12850 into reserve
35637. This clause seeks approval for the excision of portion of reserve 35637 surrendered
in error from Gindalbie station and the inclusion in reserve 35637 of land in former reserve
12850.
Clause 16: John Forrest class A National Park reserve 7537 was the first national park
created in Western Australia. It is located east of Swan View, north of Great Eastern
Highway. The reserve is situated in the East Metropolitan electoral region and within the
electoral district of Swan Hills. The par is presently about 1503 ha in area. The
Environmental Protection Authority's 1983 System 6 report addressed land adjacent to the
part, including a substantial holding of freehold land west and north of the park which was
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owned by the Metropolitan Region Planning Authority. This clause seeks to incorporate that
land into the park. The proposed addition is about 1168 ha in area. Its inclusion therefore
presents a substantial addition to the park of some 77 per cent.
Clause 17: Class A reserve 25113 is set apart for the purpose of "conservation of fauna" and
is vested in the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The reserve is situated in
the Agricultural electoral region and within the electoral district of Roe. The Department of
Conservation and Land Management has negotiated with the Shire of Jerrarnungup and the
Mines Department for the inclusion of a small portion of vacant Crown land into the reserve,
together with a change of reserve purpose to "conservation of flora and fauna". This latter
amendment is required only to bring the reserve into line with the uniform purpose for
conservation reserves. No change in the vesting has been proposed. This clause seeks to,
firstly, include an area of vacant Crown land into the reserve; and, secondly, change the
reserve's purpose to 'conservation of flora and fauna".
Clause 18: Class A reserve 17705 is set apart for "recreation and stopping place" and is
vested in the Kojonup Shire Council. The reserve is located in tihe Agricultural electoral
region and within the electoral district of Wagin. Reserve 19035, set aside far "agricultural
Hall site", adjoins the reserve. As reserve 19035 is no longer required for its purpose, it is
proposed that it be cancelled and its area added to reserve 17705. The local council is in
favour of this proposal. This clause seeks to amend reserve 17705 by including the land
comprised in reserve 19035.
Clause 19: Class A reserve 16040 is set apart for "conservation of flora and fauna" and
vested in the National Parks and Natur Conservation Authority. The reserve is situated in
the Agricultural electoral region and within the electoral district of Merredin. While
redrawing up to date plans for the reserve, a major discrepancy in area has been revealed.
The true area of the reserve has now been determined to be 29.2522 ha less than that
officially gazetted which represents a 10.49 per cent reduction in the reserve's official area.
This clause seeks approval for the area of reserve 16040 to be reduced to agree with
recalculation.
Clause 20: Class A reserve 32549 is set apart for "conservation of flora and fauna" and is
vested in the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority- The reserve is known as
the Harris Nature Reserve and is located within the Agricultural electoral region and in the
electoral district of Roe. Agreement has been reached with the National Parks and Nature
Conservation Authority and the Shire of Lake Grace for the excision of five ha from the
reserve to allow for a separate reserve for "gravel" vested in council. The relevant local
council has agreed to undertake appropriate rehabilitation when gravel supplies have been
exhausted and to allow reinclusion of the site within reserve 32549. This clause seeks
approval for the excision of five hra from reserve 32549 to enable the land to be set aside as a
gravel reserve.
Clauses 21 to 24 inclusive: Lane Poole reserve is located south east of Dwellingup in the
Murray Valley. It comprises nine individual reserves; eight are "1conservation" reserves and
one is a "recreational" reserve. CALM's 1987 regional management plans for the northern
and central forest regions proposed that the purposes of the eight conservation reserves be
changed to 'conservation park" once that new category of reserve was included in the CALM
Act. This occurred on 23 August 1991 when the Conservation and Land Management
Amendment Act 1991 came into effect. These clauses propose that the purposes of the seven
most northern conservation reserves be changed to conservation parks. Furthermore, the
opportunity is being taken to amalgamate four of the reserves into one. The most southern
conservation reserve has not been included in this action. Currently a proposal released for
community comment suggests that this part of the reserve be changed to national park. A
final decision on that proposal will not be made until later this year. The central "recreation
reserve" is also unaffected by the current clause. The reserves are located in the South West
electoral region and the electoral districts of Murray, Wellington and Collie.
Clause 25: Class A reserve 25798 is set aside for "conservation of flora and fauna" and is
vested in the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The reserve is located
within the South West electoral region and the electoral district of Warren. CALM's
southern forest region management plan reconmnends that unvested reserve 29620, set aside
for "Government requirements", be cancelled and included in reserve 25798. Agreement to
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the proposal has been received from the Shire of Manjimup and the Department of Mines.
This clause seeks approval for the land contained within the former reserve 29620 to be
included in reserve 25798.
Clause 26: Class A reserve 4813 is set aside for "recreation" and vested with the City of
Melville. The reserve is located in the South Metropolitan electoral region and within the
electoral district of Melville. EPA System 6 Red Book recommendation M58.2 provided for
portion of the reserve to be excised and set apart as a separate reserve for "conservation of
flora and fauna" with vesting in the City of Melville. The proposed reserve encompasses the
area known as Blackwall Reach and is widely known for its scenic beauty arid natural
bushland areas. Notwithstanding the EPA recommendations, it will be necessary for the new
reserve's purpose to be "conservation" as the purpose "conservation of flora and fauna"
would result in the reserve automatically vesting in the National Parks and Nature
Conservation Authority. The local council has also been asked to prepare a management
plan in conjunction with CALM for the proposed reserve. This clause seeks approval for the
excision of Swan location 11240 from reserve 4813 to enable reservation for the purpose of
"conservation" with vesting in the City of Melville, and also for inclusion of a section of
closed road and for redescription of the reserve to match current survey plans.
Clause 27: Class A reserve 17158 is set apart for "race course" and is vested in the Mullewa
Shire Council with power to lease. The reserve is located in the Agricultural electoral region
and within the electoral district of Greenough. The council has advised that the reserve is no
longer required for its gazetted purpose and has agreed to its inclusion into adjoining class C
reserve 33475, set aside for "conservation of flora and fauna". The Department of
Conservation and Land Management has indicated that should Parliament agree to the
proposal the amended reserve 33475 would be reclassified class A. This clause seeks
approval for the cancellation of reserve 17158 to enable inclusion of the contained land
within class C reserve 33475.
Clause 28: Class A reserve 21 144) is set apart for the purpose of "resting and watering place,
stock route and common for travellers and stock" and is not vested. The reserve is located in
the Agricultural electoral region within the electoral district of Greenough. Agreement has
been reached with the Department of Mines, the Environmental Protection Authority, the
Water Authority of Western Australia, the Department of Conservation and Land
Management and the Mullewa Shire Council for the change of the reserve's purpose to
"Iconservation of flora and fauna" with vesting in the National Parks and Nature Conservation
Authority. This clause seeks approval for the change of purpose of reserve 21140 to
".conservation of flora and fauna".
Clause 29: Class A reserve 20835 is set apart for "conservation of flora and fauna" and is
vested in the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The reserve is located in
the Agricultural electoral region within the electoral district of Wagin. While drawing up to
date plans for the reserve a major discrepancy between the true area and the officially
gazetted area - 171.5867 hectares - was found. The difference in areas is 13.1273 hectares,
which represents 7.65 per cent of the reserve. This clause seeks approval for the adjustment
of the area of reserve 20835 to agree with recalculation.
Clause 30: Class A reserve 24581 is set apart for the purpose of "sanctuary for fauna" and is
vested in the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The reserve is located in
the North Metropolitan electoral region within the electoral district of Wanneroo. The
Department of Conservation and Land Management has requested that two areas of land be
included into the reserve. These are -

(1) Reserve 8398, set aside for "access to water", which although allocated a
number has never been formally declared a reserve; and

(2) an area of freehold Crown Land, revested for "public recreation" as a
condition of subdivision of adjoining land.

Both the City of Wanneroo and the Department of Planning and Urban Development are in
agreement with the proposal. CALM has also requested that the purpose of reserve 24581 be
amended to the more appropriate "conservation of flora and fauna". This clause seeks
approval for the inclusion of two portions of Crown Land into reserve 24581 and the change
of purpose to "conservation of flora and fauna".
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Clause 31: Class A reserve 25746 is set apart as "Cemetery Pinnaroo" and is vested with the
Metropolitan Cemeteries Board. The reserve is located in the North Metropolitan electoral
region within the Whitford electoral district. The Metropolitan Cemeteries Board has
requested the inclusion of a portion of vacant Crown land, incorrectly shown on public plans
as road, into the reserve. The board has advised that the land is currently grassed and is
being maintained by it as part of the entrance to the cemetery. This clause seeks approval for
the inclusion of a portion of vacant Crown land into reserve 25746.
Clause 32: Class A reserve 30668 is set aside for "conservation of flora and fauna" and is
vested in the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The reserve adjoins class C
reserve 18312 "recreation and camping", which is unvesred and no longer required for this
purpose. Both reserves are situated in the Agricultural electoral region within the electoral
district of Wagin. The Department of Conservation and Land Management has advised that
reserve 18312 would be suitable as a nature reserve. Agreement has been reached with the
Shire of West Arthur and the Department of Mines for cancellation of reserve 18312 to
enable its area to be added to reserve 30668. This clause seeks approval for the inclusion of
land contained in reserve 18312 into reserve 30668.
Clause 33: Class A reserve 1170 is set apart for "national park" and is vested in the National
Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The reserve is known as Yalgorup National Park
and lies within the South West electoral region and in the electoral district of Wellington.
Following a comprehensive pround survey of the reserve's boundaries an encroachment was
found to have occurred. Agreement has now been reached with the affected landowner for
an exchange of Crown land for private land. Parcels being exchanged are of equal value.
This clause seeks approval for the excision of portion of the reserve and the inclusion of
portion of former private land "surrendered to the Crown in anticipation of the exchange" to
equalise the exchange.
Clause 34: Class A reserve 24944 "conservation of flora and fauna" adjoins class A reserve
20262 "conservation of flora and fauna". Both reserves are vested in the National Parks and
Nature Conservation Authority. The reserves are located in the Mining and Pastoral Region
within the electoral district of Eyre. The Department of Conservation and Land Management
has requested that these two reserves be consolidated into one. This action will require the
cancellation of reserve 24944. This clause seeks approval for the cancellation of reserve
24944 to allow inclusion of the subject land into reserve 20262.
Clause 35: Church Site at Grass Patch. Grass Patch lot 46 was granted to the Australasian
Conference Association Limited trust, for "church site - Seventh Day Adventist" in 1970.
Since the original grat the improvements on the lot have fallen into disrepair as the church
ceased to function in the area. Two local residents have expressed interest in purchasing the
property for private use. This clause seeks approval for the lifting of the trust expressed over
Grass Patch lot 46 to enable sale to the church at unimproved market value in accordance
with longstanding Government policy. The land is in the Agricultural electoral region and
the electoral district of Roe.
Oause 36: Country Club at Pemberton. Nelson location 12599 was set aside as reserve
26078 for "club and club premises site" in 1961 and has been pranted in fee simple in trust
for that purpose to the Pemberton Country Club (Inc). The country club has advised that the
Shire of Manjirnup proposes to consolidate all sporting groups in Pemberton to nearby
reserve 22663, set aside for "recreation and showground". In order to maximise its resources
the club desires to sell location 12,599 and the improvements thereon and use the proceeds to
develop a new sporting facility. The Government has no objection to the proposal, and has
negotiated a discounted purchase price with the club to assist with this worthwhile
community project This clause seeks approval for the lifting of the trust expressed over
Nelson location 12599 to enable sale to the Pemberton Country Club (Inc). This land is
located within the South West electoral region and the electoral district of Warren.
Clause 37: Farm School at Tardun. Reserve 22083 is set apart for "farm school" and has
been granted in trust for the same purpose to the trustees of the Christian Brothers. The
reserve consists of a number of separate locations which are leased out to farmers for

crping Two individual farmers who hold leases from the Christian Brothers have
approachted them requesting to buy the land they currently lease. DOLA has no objection to

the proposal provided that the land be purchased by the Christian Brothers at unimproved
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market value in accordance with longstanding Government policy. The Christian Brothers
have agreed to this proposal. This clause seeks approval for the lifting of the rut expressed
over lots 1 and 2 on plan 17702 to enable sale to the trustees of the Christian Brothers at
unimproved market value. The land is located in the Agricultural electoral region and the
electoral district of Greenough.
Clause 38: In 1950 the City of Perth (Lathlain Park Reserves) Act was assented to. The sole
purpose of that Act was to discharge the miust expressed over land the subject of two
certificates of title which formed pant of a subdivision undertaken in 1910. The land referred
to comprised small recreational areas surrounded by subdivisional lots - very much in the
nature of large rear laneways - and was transferred by the subdivider to the former Victoria
Park Council, which was subsequently absorbed by the City of Perth. The nature of the trust
was that the land be held for the purpose of the recreation of the people of the City of Perth.
The need for the 1950 Act arose because the subdivisional design proved most impractical
and council proposed that the whole area be rationalised to provide a more acceptable road
network and recreation area. The City of Perth has recently advised that by oversight two
further certificates of title, although intended to form part of the 1950 Act, were not included
at that time. These certificates of tidle relate to lots 16 and 200 of the original subdivision.
Lots 16 and the major part of 200 were transferred to council by Estates Development Co Pty
Ltd in 1966 free of cost but for "recreation purposes". Legal advice has been given that the
terms of the transfer created a charitable trust Adjacent landowners have asked that these
lots be closed as die facto rights of way and incorporated in their properties. Undesirables
have been using these lots and several owners' houses have been broken into, with entry
being made via these lots. Furthermore, the lots are of little use to either residents or the
public for recreation, being out of sight from public roads and of dimensions unsuitable to
recreation. The only alternatives to special legislation to remove the trust would be very
expensive procedures under the Charitable Trusts Act or possibly time consuming
procedures under the Local Government Act. It is considered reasonable that the matter
should be dealt with in a manner consistent with other similar parcels within the subdivision,
by simple amendment to the 1950 Act. This clause seeks approval for the discharge of the
trust expressed over certificates of title, volume 3 folio 29 1A - lot 16 - and volume 1591 folio
324 - lot 200 - to enable disposal to adjoining owners.
I commnend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon N.F. Moore.

SITITINGS OF THE HOUSE - EXTENDED AFTER 11.00 PM
Wednesday, 27 May

HON 3.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [10.50 pm]: I move,
without notice -

That the House, for the purpose of consideration of Order of the Day No 5, continue
to sit until 12.00 pm or until that Bill is completed, whichever comes first.

My original intention was to ensure that this debate would go through until completion
tonight. I understood that would not take long. However, I misled myself on the time that
would be required for the two second reading speeches that have just been delivered. I have
not had the opportunity to consult with the Leader of the Opposition or the Leader of the
National Party on this matter and to test the feeling of the House. I apologise for the
suddenness of this matter. However, I feel it is desirable that we dispose of this item if we
can, otherwise it will have to come after the WA Land Authority Bill tomorrow or, if not
then, not until Tuesday.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) 1 10.52 pmj]:Th
Opposition is prepared to support this motion. While, in the past. I have made it very clear
that we do not want the House to sit beyond the time set down in the Standing Orders unless
there has been some prior agreement, the length of the debate on the Western Australian
Land Authority Bill was more protracted than we believed it would be earlier in the day. In
order to show good faith to Hon Reg Davies who has been waiting for many weeks for the
conclusion of this Bill, it is appropriate that the matter be dealt with tonight.
Question put and passed.
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TOWN PLANNING (OLD BREWERY) BILL 1991
Committee

Thbe Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon Doug Wean) in the Chair Hon Reg Davies in
charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short Tide -
Hon TOM STEPHENS: A point raised by Hon Norman Moore during his contribution to the
second reading debate was that the Swan River is not put to its maximum use by the people
of Perth. That is one of the driving forces behind the Government's strong desire to utilise
this already developed section of die river that has existed in its current form. for many years
but now has an opportunity of being adapted for a different and popular purpose. For that
reason the Government opposes the Committee stage of the Bill.
Hon Norman Moore made the point - I agree with it - that there are very few vantage spots
for people to get to the river to view it and to participate in its ambience as there are in many
other cities of the world. One of the great failings of Perth I feel is that people cannot get a
view of the river except from Kings Park as people can get views of rivens and harbours in
many other cities of the world. Unfortunately, the planning of this city does not provide
enough public places in the hills above Perth for one to view and enjoy the view of the river
and the city. Only Kings Park provides that opportunity for people to look down on the river.
The presence of the brewery provides an opportunity for that to occur and it should not be
lost to the people of Western Australia. It should be made available to the people of Perth
for earing, for galleries and for something which I think is very important, as a centre of
excellence. The brewery should be used for Aboriginal art exhibitions and many Aboriginal
people have indicated they would like to see it used for that purpose.
Theme is a rat Aboriginal art collection in Western Australia, made available by State
acquisition and private collectors in this State, many of whom have indicated a desire to see
the Aboriginal art collection integrated. I know that the Government has received indications
from an Aboriginal group, very keen to see the brewery site utilised for an Aboriginal
cultural display facility. That representation has the strong support of a variety of Aboriginal
leadens, including Ken Colbung. In that context we shall lose that opportunity if the Bill is
passed by this Parliament. In many ways I fear that the passage of this Bill through the
Committee stage will indicate that we have been susceptible to the argument where one piece
of our architectural heritage is played off against another. Hon Peter Foss made the point
chat somehow or other developing the brewery would be inconsistent with the desire to
protect the architectural heritage of that building. It is a great tragedy for people to cake the
view that developing a facility is necessarly in conflict with the desire to protect the heritage
of this State. It need not be, and it should not be. Ideally, we should do mocre to utilise the
architectural heritage of our State in a way that is consistent with the original purpose of the
building. Hon Phillip Pendal said that in many parts of the State there is a tendency - all too
often acceded to by Governments - to move from the original use of the building to another
use. I cite the example of the Broome courthouse where people have regularly tried to move
the Crown Law Department from that building so that it could be used as a museum or for
some other purpose. I suspect that its original purpose was as a cable house used for sending
telegraphic messages overseas.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: You are not suggesting that the brewery should be developed as a
brewery?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: No, but it would be ideal to maintain its ongoing use. I endorse the
point made by Hon Phil Pendal but that opportunity is no longer available. I do not believe
the point made by Hon Peter Foss should convince anyone in this Chamber that somehow or
other because the building cannot be maintained for its original purpose, any development
associated with its heritage will destroy the intrinsic heritage value of the building. I do not
accept that argument.
Too often, there is a tendency in politics to be popularists in the face of an unpopular
building. The building is unpopular because of its current status. Itris too eay to be
populazists, as I fear the Opposition members are being in this case. I hope the Committee
stage will provide an opportunity for members opposite, particularly Hon Reg Davies, to
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have second thoughts about this issue. Sometimes the State needs creative dialogue between
the Government, its Legislature and die electorate to encourage people to think about the
long term best interests of the community by protecting its heritage and ensuring it has the
capacity to be utilised in the best interests of the State.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Why has theme not been that creative dialogue for the past eight
years?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Sometimes there is a tendency to cave in to the whim of the
community at any given moment. That is a risk. I am very pleased to participate in the
process in which this Government is engaged in the dialogue over the Bill, and not cave in to
the transitory whim of the community. I suspect that the demolition of the barracks is an
example of the Opposition's caving in to a popular idea to get rid of the barracks in the
1970s. In that context, members opposite were popularists and had no real feel for the need
to engage more vigorously in creative dialogue with the community at that time to protect the
heritage of this State.
Hon REG DAVIES: I intended to say earlier that I thought it appropriate that we debate this
Bill to its conclusion today because 25 years ago today white Australians went to the polls to
vote on the question of whether Aborigines should be Australian citizens. Although no
Aboriginal had the right to vote, the result of the poll was a resounding and staggering 90.77
per cent in favour of giving Aborigines rights as Australian citizens. It is appropriate today
that we may once again be recognising the Aboriginal claim to this sire at the old Swan
Brewery.
Hon TOM STEPHBNS: Hon Reg Davies has made a very interesting point and in that
context there is so much of die Aboriginal heritage in this State that could adequately be
protected by a preoccupation with the real features of Aboriginal heritage. For instance,
there are throughout the State many aspects of the architectural heritage of Aboriginal
people. Too often we are fivolous about the loss of architectural heritage in this State.
Specifically, I refer to the Mt Welcome station, in the Roeboumne community. The
homestead is a splendid architectural building, and adjacent to it in the outcaxnps are
buildings which were effectively die "slave quarters" - stockmen's quarters - of the pastoral
industry. They are still standing but they are in danger of falling into oblivion. The focus
referred to - the need to protect Aboriginal heritage of this State - can be achieved through
preoccupation with capturing areas such as this in many parts of the State. We should
protect and preserve those "slave quarters" so that people understand that part of the history
of Aboriginal people. That architectural history could well do with the protection and
support of people such as Hon Reg Davies. It would ensure that architectural heritage helps
the community in Australia to see the various phases of Aboriginal culture interfaced with
the white community of Western Australia. Instead of that, Hon Reg Davies ignores the
opportunity to protect that heritage and, by persevering with this Bill, believes that he is
doing something for Aboriginal heritage by destroying something that is of value to the
wider community. In that context, he has done a disservice not only to himself but also to
the wider community. I would better understand the member's preoccupations if they were
more widely and evenly spread throughout dhe length and breadth of Western Australia, and
if the desire that he has articulated here to protect Aboriginal heritage were extended not only
to the architectural heritage to which I have referred, such as the protection of facilities in the
pastoral industry, but also to areas which deserve greater sensitivity.
Hon Reg Davies: I will support you any time you introduce a Bill of that nature.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I am sorry that the member is taking this opportunity to bring in a
Bill which will introduce into the Western Australian Statute book an element of vandalism.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 2 and 3 put and passed.
Clause 4: Use of land -
Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page 2, after line 17 - To insert a new paragraph (c) as follows -
(c) to allow any building to remain on the site after July 1 1993 other than

a building which has been permitted pursuant to paragraph (b) whether
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or not that building is in existence at the time of the coming into
operation of this Act.

It is necessary to insert this paragraph in order to make the Bill effective. Were it not for the
addition of this paragraph, there is a risk that the building will remain on the site but Will
merely be unoccupied. T'hai is, people will not be able to use it except for the purposes
stated in the earlier provisions of the Bill, but theme will be nothing to ensure that the site is
actually cleared. I understood when I foreshadowed this amendment at an earlier stage of the
debate that the Attorney General indicated that if such a move were made, the Government
would obey the law and there would be no need to impose a penalty.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I do not think I have participated in the debate.
Hon PETER FOSS: The Attorney General participated by way of interjection.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Those are some of my best contributions.
Hon PETER FOSS: Far be it from me to agree with the Attorney General but he often does a
lot better by way of interjection than he does by way of speech.
Hon Torn Stephens: His interjections are often the best part of your speeches.
Hon PETER FOSS: No; of his speeches. I understood from the Attorney General's
interjection that the Government would obey the law. I ami not certain that the Government
actually has the land registered in its namre at the moment. I believe the land is registered in
the name of the Western Australian Development Corporation. It may be that the land will
all be whizzed across to the Western Australian Land Authority. Under those circumstances,
it may be necessary to ensure that that body obey the law.
Hon REQ DAVIES: I support this amendment because it strengthens the Bill and will allow
to happen what I originally wanted to happen; that is, that we will see the demise of this
group of derelict old buildings down by the Swan River.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: This clause highlights one of the problems that I alluded to in my
abridged contribution to the second reading debate.
Hon N.F. Moore: Abridged - it went for an hour and a half!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: No. It went for 45 minutes, and I was cut off. That is why it was
abridged. I alluded to the difficulties associated with what constitutes the site. This clause
refers to the use of the site. Hon Reg Davies has not made it clear whether he wants to
untangle from the site the other facilities that are associated with this precinct. Specifically,
is he now conceding the truth of my comment that the Water Authority will be required by
this Bill to demolish the pumping station on the west side of Mounts Bay Road near the site
of the old stables, and that the Kings Park Board will be required to demolish the Kennedy
Memorial Fountain or the sheds nearby? I raised those concerns during the second reading
debate, and we are now at the point where we are referring to the site itself. I indicated
previously to Hon Reg Davies my concern that the definition of "the site" is "the whole
precinct area".
Hon Peter Foss: It does not say that
Several Opposition members interjected.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It states that "site" means that land which is the site of what was
formerly the Swan Brewery and stables in Mounts Bay Road. If we look at clause 2, we see
that the Swan brewery extended all the way across that precinct.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: That which was utilised for the operations of the brewery, as I
understand it The site was formerly the Swan Brewery.
Hon P.G. Pendal: It is 200 or 300 metres from the Kennedy Memorial.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: In the context where the brewery extended over the facilities, as I
understand it, that included where the pumping station is and where the memorial fountain is.
The Swan Brewery was more than just simply the buildings. The applications for declaration
made to the National Trust and to the Australian Heritage Commission refer to the Swan
Brewery as a heritage complex. The conclusion was that the Swan Brewery was a precinct
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of heritage value to the State. I fear that the Binl with its reference to the site -
Hon Peter Foss: You should not worry about that.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon Doug Weno): Order!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I am won-led about that. The advice I have had is that the
interpretation provided places at risk the facilities I mentioned, In that context, apart frm
the concerns of the State Government about the loss of the buildings, the initial concern with
the loss of the memorial fountain and also the need for the Water Authority to demolish the
pumping station -

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: You are obfuscating.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: 1 am un. I amn relying on the advice that convinced me. I hope that
I can convince members opposite.
Hon P.O. Pendal: That demolishes the advice the Government has had. It has been about as
useless as the Parliamentary Secretary's comments.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: As I cannot persuade members an that viewpoint, I turn now to
another.
Hion Derrick Tomlinson: Let us hope that it is not obscure.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It is possible to argue that the area of public park is limited by
public safety concerns. There would be a considerable risk to the public if the area were not
safe. In that context, we reach the situation where the amendment by Hon Peter Foss would
introuce a provision which in many ways would render useless the whole debate on this
heritage Bill, because he has entered the area which Hon Phillip Pendal warned us about
earlier. He told the Government that it is the Government's job to govern, just as it is the
Legislature's role to legislate. This amendment has the Legislature moving into the
timetabling and processing of Government, in the way I thought Hon Phillip Pendal was
rejecting earlier today. The notion of the Government having the task of governing is now
being timetabled and legislated for in a precise way that requires the Government to
specifically timetable its response to the Bill. I would have thought that Hon Phillip Pendal
would be convinced by that argument because it is the one he made earlier today.
Hon P.O. Pendal: When I made it today, it was relevant.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! One member is on his feet. Members are aware of the
Standing Orders.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I made the point to Hon Phillip Pendal sufficiently well to persuade
him that he cannot have it both ways. He cannot warn the Government on a point and then
adapt a totally different attitude later.
Hon REG DAVIES: I should clear up that point. I thought I made it clear in my second
reading speech. When I defined the site I was indicating the site on which the old Swan
Brewery now stands. If public toilets and fountains are located in the vicinity of the old
Swan Brewery buildng one would expect those sorts of things to be in a park. We are
talking about using the area as parkiand. One would not expect that those items would be
demolished because one would expect them always to be in a public park.
Hon PETER FOSS: Without doubt, the word "site" has been given substantial meaning in
clause 2. That is the land which is the site of what was formerly the Swan Brewery and
stables. If one toot Hon Tom Stephens' attitude and talked about a precinct, one would not
need to say "the Swan Brewery and stables", because they arm part of the greater Swan
Brewery to which he referred. Therefore, the Swan Brewery referred to must mean the
brewery, and the stables must mean the stables as a set of stables. The Bill is referring to
where the brewery and stables were. if it is not where they were, those buildings must be
removed.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I would like to put a question to Mr Foss in respect of this
amendment. As I understand the position, if we put together the preamble to clause 4 and the
opening words of this amendment we find ourselves with the following provision:
Notwithstanding any other written law or town planning or metropolitan region scheme, it
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shall be unlawful to allow any building to remain on the site after 1 July 1993. Who
precisely would be in breach of the Act if the building on the site were no? demolished by I
July 1993?
Hon PETE-R FOSS: It always applies as it has in any town planning matter. It is the person
who has the right of control. In this case, it is the owners of the land, because by being the
owners, if they maintain the building they are the ones who al-low the building to remain on
the site; that is. whoever that may be at the time, It may be the Western Australian Land
Authority, the Western Australian Development Corporation or some other body.
Hon TOM STEPIENS: Perhaps Hon Reg Davies can indicate how he defines the site. Is he
referring to the buildings that fall, for instance, within reserve 039880 in their entirety?
Perhaps he could refer to the lots on which the buildings stand. Are they lots 985, 986 and
708; or is it portion of reserve A 1720 - lots 469 and 470?
Hon REG DAVIES: I thought this would be a quick discussion this evening. The only plans
I have with me are those which do not contain Jot numbers. I have outlined clearly on
several occasions that we are talking about the derelict old buildings that are called the old
Swan Brewery. I do not know of any other building on that site, apart from the derelict old
buildings of dubious background, some dating from 1897 and others from 1926-29. When
travelling along Mounts Bay Road, people notice those buildings sticking out like a sore
thumb. The buildings are surrounded by expensive scaffolding which is costing the
Government a considerable sum daily while the buildings remain. That is as clear as I can
make it for members. The honourable member described the site in a fairly detailed manner
during the second reading debate. He described the road around the site and how many
accidents had occurred at the site over the past five or six years. I cannot make it any clearer
than that without the information being in front of me.
Hon J.N. CALDWELL: I agree with this amiendment for the basic reason, as Hon Reg
Davies has said, that right here and now this building is costing the public money.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What will its demolition cost, Mr Caldwell?
Hon J.N. CALDWELL: It will not cost $20 million.
Hon Reg Davies: At the moment it would cost three-quarters of a million dollars.
Hon .N. CALDWELL: We could get some people over from Ireland and they could knock
it down in no time at all. Clearing the site would cost a lot of money and we have already
spent sonme $20 million on it. This amendment will make the owner of that land do
something about it. The amendment is well thought out and I support it.

Hon J.M. BER.INSON: I strongly oppose this amendment. I do not wish to extend the
debate but I must at least briefly indicate I do not accept Mr Foss' view that this amendment
is in line with ordinary planning legislation. Nor do [ accept his generalised view that
someone or other could be found in breach of this Act as a result of a building remaining on
the site irrespective of what circumstances may lead to that. Having indicated my rejection
of that view and my opposition to this amendment I do not propose to take this discussion
any further.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I will extend the remarks made by Hon John Caldwell by referring to a
remark made by way of inteijection by dhe Leader of the House. For many months now we
have tried to argue that every dollar the Government spends on the old Swan Brewery,
whether by way of scaffolding, puffing the car park opposite underground or restoring a
building that is not worth restoring, is taking away valuable and scarce dollars that should be
going into genuine heritage sites across Western Australia. As late as seven or eight days
ago I visited the Montgomery Hall site at Mt Claremont; that is a building that is crying out
for restoration because of its qualities as a heritage building and what it can offer other
cultural and heritage groups by way of accommodation. It has already been acknowledged
that even if the Government were to restore the old Swan Brewery - and there is no doubt the
building has some qualities that in the normal course of events would be worth preserving -
the site has so many problems with access that it is time the Government cut its losses and
began putting those scarce heritage funds towards such things as Montgomery Hall and the
Old Mill that is about 600 mets across the river. Next Monday is the official reopening of
the Old Mill after its having been vested in the National Trust of Australia. The National
Trust, along with the South Perth City Council and the Historical Society of South Perth,
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have serious concerns about the way in which funds have not been forthcoming for the
preservation of the Old Mill. By any yardstick, the heritage value of the Old Mill, which was
built in 1835, far outweighs that of the old Swan Brewery. The Old Mill is the oldest piece
of industrial heritage in Western Australia and I would have thought that would have some
appeal to Labor members of this Chamber. It is one of the earliest buildings that represents
where workers toiled on a daily basis. That building has deteriorated since Bristile Ltd had
to walk off the site earlier this year because of the absence of any Government funds to assist
in its upkeep. It is not a question of saying - it never has been - that the old Swan Brewery
buildings are worthless; it is a question of asking what our priority is. The priority is clearly
with the Old Mill and not with the old Swan Brewery. I hope the Government will not only
support the Bill that is being moved by Hon Reg Davies but also go a step further and turn
what has been a negative into a positive. I hope the Government will say that henceforth
money will be put into other heritage buildings across Western Australia, some of which I
have mentioned tonight and some of which do not need to be mnentioned, but all of which cry
out for funds that are currently being wasted on a site that on balance is not worth restoration.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Hon Phillip Pendal's comments are misleading. He must know that
the Government is in the process, or has announced already, that there will be an allocation
of $15 000 very shortly to assist in the next stage of the preservation of the Old Mill. I
understand that a regular amount has been budgeted with which to assist in its preservation.
The DEPUTY CHAIRIMAN (Hon Doug Wenn): The Old Mill has nothing to do with this
debate. I ask the member to come back to the clause.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Hon Phillip Pendal is missing another point which I was trying to
make earlier. This clause, if amended in the way suggested by Hon Peter Foss. Will have the
effect of leading to the soaking up of more public funds. It will be a source of litigation
because it has been drafted by somebody who is showing scant regard for the difficulties
which he will present to the State. In that context this clause will be argued over and over in
the courts.
Hon Peter Foss: Only because you are not prepared to accept the judgment of this
Parliament.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It will cause the waste of scarce resources which is a concern of
Hon John Caldwell and Hon Phillip Pendal. If this clause is amended it will cause expensive
legal arguments which will give Hon Peter Foss and his colleagues the opportunity to argue
the matter in court.
Hon PETER FOSS: This is an interesting contribution by Hon Tom Stephens because I
understood by the interjection of the Attorney General that if the Government were told this
should be done, it would do it. He said there would be none of this fine tooth combing.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Wait a minute, what did I say it would do?
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon Joe Berinson said there was a difference between an Act of
Parliament and a resolution of the Parliament. I said that the Government was like a tax
evader because if there were the slightest possibility of avoiding supporting the Act it would
do so. Hon Tom Stephens says that there will be litigation over this, but the only one who
can litigate is the Government
Hon J.M. Berinson: What an extraordinary proposition you are putting.
Hon PETER FOSS: The Government has control of that
Hon Fred McKenzie: There is confusion over the precincts.
Hon PETER FOSS: The building should be taken down.
Hon .J.M. Berinson: The amendment does not say that.
Hon PETER FOSS: There you are!
Hon J.M. Berinson: You know why it does not state that. You deliberately don't say it.
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon Joe Berinson knows perfectly well that the intentions of this
Parliament are clear: It will be unlawful for those buildings to remain on that site after 1 July
1993. 1 have no doubt that the Government will perform exactly as I predicted - like a tax
evader. It will not recognise the clear intentions of this Parliament.
067 02-0
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Hon J.M. Berinson: We will take the Act.
Hon PETER FOSS: Of course, any lawyer can find an argument about anything.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You certainly can.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (H-on Doug Wenn): Order! The Standing Orders of this place
do not apply only to backbenchers. I ask that the member not run off into legal matters, as
lawyers do, but confine himself to the amendment to the clause.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am, because I am saying that any lawyer could take any Statute to
court if he wanted to; unfortunately, that is an undesirable development in the law. 'he
Government is just as capable of using that provision as anyone else. If the Government
wants to take this matter to court it can. If it wants to expend money and time I am sure the
Government could do that, because it has previously shown its disregard for the wishes of the
people. It has shown that it is perfectly able to spend money like water while making sure it
gets its way. The only good point about this clause is that the date included will mean that it
will not be Hon Joe Berinson making the decision to comply with the law but someone else.
Therefore, the money of the people of Western Australia will probably not be spent on going
to court. I hope that Government members will not behave like tax evaders and try to avoid
meeting the requirements of this Hill. I hope the Government will take the decision of this
Parliament in good faith and will get on with the job of doing what the representatives of the
people of Western Australia have instructed. It may be able to get away with disposing of
the wishes of Parliament when they are put in a formal motion, but I sincerely hope the
people of Western Australia will let the Government know their feelings if it does not obey
this Bill.
Amendment put and a division called for.
Bells rung and the Conmmittee divided.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon Doug Wenn): Before
the Noes.

Division

Division result as follows -

the tellers tell 1 give my vote with

Hon lit. Caldwell
Hon George Cash
Hon EJ. Charlton
Hon Reg Davies
Hon Max Evans

Hon J.M. Berinson
Hon T.G. Butler
Hon Kim Chance
Hon Cheryl Davenport
Hon Graham Edwards

Ayes (13)
Hon Peter Foss
Hon R.H. Lockyer
Hon N.E Moor
Hon Muriel Patterson
Hon P.O. Pon"a

Noes (12)
Hon John Halden
Hon Tom Helm
Hon Sam Pianiadosi
Hon Torn Stephens
Hon Bob Thomas

Hon R.G. Pike
Hon Derrick Tomlinson
Hon Margaret McAleer
(Teller)

Hon Doug Wenn
Hon Fred McKenzie

(Teller)

Hon DJ. Wordsworth
Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon Barry House
Hon Murray Montgomery

Hon Kay Halishan
Hon Garr Kelly
Hon B.L. Jones
Hon Mark Nevill

Amendment thus passed.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Does Hon Reg Davies know whether the Government has clear title to
the site on which the old brewery stands? If not, does the Attorney General have any
information on that matter?
Hon REQ DAVIES: When I was researching this and the original Bill I recognised that a
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tangled web of financial deals was involved in getting to the bottom of the ownership of the
old Swan Brewery. It has changed hands at various times; at one stage it was owned by Alan
Bond. However, I know that the land did belong to the WADC but if that is incorrect I
would appreciate it if the Attorney General could correct me.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: The Parliamentary Secretary and I do not have any information on
the ownership of this land and whether any other interests than those of one or more
Government agencies are involved. The question Hon Phililip Pendal raises is interesting and
the uncertainty about this matter adds to the undesirability of the clause as it is now
amended. I do not accept the view put by Hon Peter Foss that the amendment in this form,
which relates to a denial of the right to allow a building to remain on the site, can glibly be
convented by his words into an impression that there would be a direction by the Parliament
to one or more authorities or private proprietors to positively demolish the building. If the
Bill intends to say that the building should be demolished by some particular ponty, that is
what it should say. I go no further than that. The member has indicated his understanding of
it and I have indicated that for my part I do not accept that understanding and I do not believe
that should be taken as going together with the decision of this Committee. On the first
question I come back to the direct answer: I have no information as to the ownership of the
land in question or of any subsidiary rights which might exist in respect of it.
Hon PETER FOSS: I have no idea who owns the land and I have the same information as
other members in this place. If it was owned by the Western Australian Development
Corporation it would, subject to legislation passed last year, be invested in another corporate
body known as the liquidators of WADC. The Attorney General is shaking his head.
Hon JLM. Berinson: I am not disagreeing with you, I do not know.
Hon Max Evans: We did not pass the liquidation Bill.
Hon PETER FOSS: I stand corrected, I thought it had been passed.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: The reason I asked the question is that my understanding is that the
most recent owner prior to the Government was Yosse Goldberg. It would certainly make a
difference to my vote if we were intending to demolish the property of a private citizen. It is
implicit in this Bill and implicit in the Opposition's attitude for the last six years that we are
dealing not with someone's private property, but with property owned by the Government. I
will not spend time retreading the tortuous route through which the ownership passed once
the private owner, Mr Goldberg, was denied the right to develop the property for his own
purpose. I do not have any brief from Mr Goldberg, but I would take a different view to the
Bill if it is found that the tidle had never been cleared to the Government.
One might ask on what I base that sort of suspicion. I advise the Chamber that I cannot
understand what it is that has motivated the Government for the last six years to hang in on
this matter in the face of overwhelming public opposition. This Government has proved
itself very professional, if in no other area, at knowing when to bail out and cut its losses on
particular issues. It has been a constant source of amazement to me that the Government has
been prepared to hang in on an issue of this kind, knowing that the public is overwhelmingly
against the building remaining ther and, knowing as it does, that it has cost a lot of money to
keep the debate going. In recent times this has led me to wonder whether there is something
beyond what we know as members of Parliament that motivates the Government
Hon 3.M. Berinson: I have never heard of anything that would remotely match that
suggestion and I am confident I would have heard if there had been something of that sort
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I am grateful to receive that answer from the Attorney General. I
would have thought that the ownership of the property has been decided beyond dispute, but
it crossed my mind that if Mr Goldberg still held title to it he would not be in much of a
mood to leave his hacienda in the Spanish Riviera to visit Western Australia to lay claim to
the building. From the Attorney General's interjection, I presume that we arm dealing with a
building which is owned by the Government.
Hon MAX EVANS: I have been through the 1990 accounts of the Western Australian
Development Corporation which mention Port Kennedy and Underwater World, but there is
not one mention of the old Swan Brewery being one of its properties. I find that rather
strange.
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Hon J.M. Berinson: It looks as though we will run out of time to finish the debate tonight. I
will certainly undertake, by question time tomorrow, to see if this can be clarified
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon Max Evans' contribution reminds me of a scene out of the
Gondoliers where die Grand Inquisitor stands up and says -

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon Doug Wenn): Order! Is this related to the clause?
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes, htis.
Hon J.M. Befnson: That is the Mikado.
Hon PETER FOSS: Not, it is not. No-one could tell who was the prince or the gondolier's
son - of that there was no shadow of doubt, no possible, probable shadow of doubt whatever.
Hon Max Evans has told us there is no possible doubt whatever and we still do not know
who owns the property.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 5 put and passed.
New clause 6:
Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page 2, line 22 - To insert a new clause 6 as follows -

Standing
6. Any person shall have standing to enforce the provisions of this Act.

Hon TOM STEPHENS: I do not understand this new clause in the context of the member's
failure to move new clause 5 as listed on the Supplementary Notice Paper. I ask the member
for the intent of the clause in the absence of the earlier clause.
Hon PETER FOSS: The intent of the clause is to give standing to any person who enforces
the provisions of this legislation.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: What does that mean?
Hon PETER FOSS: It means that anyone has the standing to enforce the provisions of the
legislation. I cannot put ina any more clearly than that-.
Hon 3.M. Berinson: What is enforceable?
Hon PETER FOSS: If anybody states that something is unlawful, in order to enforce that
somebody must bring an action to prevent the person carrying out an unlawful act- There are
usually difficulties with doing that and normnally the only person who would have the right to
enforce a public law such as that would be the A ttoney General.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again, on motion by Hon Reg Davies.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - ORDINARY
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [ 12.01 amn]: I move-

That the House do now adjourn.
Adjournent Debate - Quality Assurance Policy - Business Accreditation Costs

HON MURIEL PATTERSON (South West) [12.01 am]: I ask the House not to adjourn
until I inform members about the little known State Government purchasing quality
assurance policy. A number of business people have expressed concern to me about the
problem I now draw to the attention of the Government. For clarification purposes, "quality
assurance" means overall management and "quality control" involves operational techniques.
A State Supply Policy Council booklet of August 1991 states -

In July 1989, the State Supply Policy Council adopted a policy of quality assurance to
apply within the State Government purchasing process with the objective of
encouraging suppliers to Government deparnments and agencies to achieve
appropriate standards of quality in the products and services provided.
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The booklet states, later -
These guidelines have therefore been produced to give effect to the Quality
Assurance Policy which has effect from 1 August 1991.

The need for Australian industry to improve the quality of its products and services in order
to enhance its level of domestic and international competitiveness is well documnented. I
have no problem with that. I ant worried about the statement which appears in the book as
follows -

Non-conformance to quality requirements after 1 August 1991 is sufficient grounds in
its own right, to pass over an offer or not deal with a supplier, provided, the business
is awarded to a supplier meeting the specified quality requirements.

My problem is that to understand quality assurance requires a minimum of 72 hours for an
intrductory course to do an accreditation program. Training can be done in the city through
TAFE. To my knowledge there is nowhere to train in the country. The booklet recommends
reading 10 books costing $210 to understand the course. They can be purchased from the
State Government Bookshop. Brochures, books, academic papers, videos and magazines are
also available to help understand this policy. It takes up to one year to become accreditect
that is, to rewrite the standard procedure manual, re-establish business procedures and meet
many other requirements. There has to be an audit every six months with accreditation
renewal every three years. There are 18 different categories and up to five pages are required
to be filled in properly relating to each category including the listing of suppliers the business
deals with.
I understand if there are two suppliers and only one is accredited the business must go to the
accredited supplier regardless of the quality of the goods of the other supplier. Accredited
quality management consultants are busy here in the city and have enough work to keep
them going for a long time without going into the country, which they have not even
considered yet. The cost of accreditation of a business is unknown for country areas,
although a TAFE lecturer estimates the cost in Albany would be $5 000 plus the cost of the
accreditor's air fare, accommodation and other expenses. One Albany businessman costed
accreditation of his business at $11 000 in three years.
A point to nowe is that the accreditation is not geared to business size. The cost alone clearly
precludes small businesses from the market. For practical purposes this means the exclusion
of most country people as Perth has the population to sustain business and cheaper costs.
The State Government, through this State supply policy, has adopted this quality assurance
policy requiring potential suppliers to have in place an accredited quality management
system before a tender to supply goods can be considered. I believe the bureaucracy has
little understanding of small business. This is a bureaucratic paper and the accreditation
program is clearly geared to large companies.
I support quality, but let private enterprise control it. This could be worked out with either a
business expert in the work place for a few days or a trained person from the Chamber of
Commerce or some other business organisation monitoring quality control. Ideally, market
forces set standards of quality. A need exists to notify all businesses of the need for better
guidelines and for realistic accreditation costs. We should by all means encourage
businesses to raise their quality of manufacturing and services, but let the costs be within
reason.
I urge dhe Government not to add this and other burdens to small business as it cannot punch
a cloud, which is what it is doing now by continually imposing costs on small businesses
which have no more resources. A further collapse of small business will add to the
increasing number of jobless in our State and further break down our social structures. I get
the nervous feeling that this quality assurance approach will seep into all businesses and
become another licence or business impost cost, and even though that may not be the intent
at the moment, to be fair the Government should at least give country suppliers a two year
moratorium to enable businesses to seek a cheaper method of accreditation and to become
aware of this regulations.
Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 12.08 am (Thursday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

SWIMMING POOLS - ROEBOURNE PROPOSAL
Fundfing - Hamersicy Iron Contribution

239. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:
(1) How is the proposed new swimming pool at Roebourne to be funded?
(2) Is it correct that Hamersicy Iron is to make a contribution to -

(a) the capital cast of the pool; and/ar
(b) the operating and maintenance casts and if so, why is the company

making a contribution?
(3) What proportion of the operating and maintenance costs of the pool is to be

met by the Shire of Roebourne and what is the anticipated annual cost of the
shire's contribution?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1) It is envisaged one-third of the estimated $500 000 funding will be provided

through the community sporting and recreation facilities fund, and the Shire
of Roebourne is resolving the remainder of the funding.

(2) (a)-(b)
Should be directed to Hamnerslcy Iron.

(3) The operating costs axe the responsibility of the shire.
IRON ORE MINING - IMPACT ON WATER RESOURCES

Hypersalinity Projections
315. Hon N.F. MOORE to Hon Tom Stephens representing the Minister for State

Development:
(1) Would the Minister advise whether the Government has any projections of

hypersalinity occurrence in mined-out iron ore pits and the resulting salt
plumes into fresh water aquifers?

(2) If these studies have been carried out, would the Minister table the projected
results?

(3) If these studies have not been carried out, why have mining agreements been
fimalised without due regard to the protection of our underground waters?

Hon TOM STEPHENS replied:
The Minister for State Development has provided the following reply -

The issue of impacts of iron ore mining on water resources has been
considered in the environmental impact assessments for projects approved
under agreements negotiated by this Government. Further the management
plans put in place through that process provide a mechanism to deal with such
problems should they develop. The EPA assessment documents are publicly
available and agreement Acts normally have an environmental clause.
However agreement Acts negotiated by previous Governments may be
deficient in this respect. Where appropriate this Government is negotiating
with the relevant companies to rectify that situation.

MEIYU (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD - COX BAY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT,
SOUTH OF MANDURAH

337. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for the
Environment:
(1) Is a major development planned by Meiyu (Australia) Pry Ltd at Cox Bay,

south of Mandurah still being held up despite assurances given in the
Legislative Council on 13 June 1991?

(2) Is it correct that the delays ame being caused by local/State agencies?
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(3) When given the go ahead, will this project provide the area with much needed
employment opportunities including the provision of up to 50 building jobs
during the five year construction phase and up to 20 permanent jobs when
completed?

(4) Is the Minister aware of concerns by the proponents that this project has been
bagged down in bureaucratic bungling for nearly two years?

(5) Did the Minister include this project in his review of all development
proposals before the Government which was the subject of his reported
comments in The West Australlan on 4 June 1991?

(6) If it was, why has this project not been expedited through all approval stages
both at a State level and local government level?

(7) When can the developers of this project expect to be given all necessary
approvals to commence construction?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
TMe Minister for the Environment has provided the following reply -

(1)-(2),(4),(7)
Two proposals were referred to the Environmental Protection
Authority by Meiyu (Australia) Pty Ltd, one for the land based
development and one for the offshore dredging. The EPA provided
environmental advice to the planning agencies on the land based
development on 23 May 1990. Environental approval for the
offshore dredging was issued on 7 April 1992. The Minister for
Planning would be able to advise on the status of the relevant planning
approvals.

(3) Employment opportunities are outside the scope of the environtmental
approval process.

(5)-(6)
If the article referred to is that on page 21 of The West Australian on
4 June 1991 headed "Minister to Check Delays", that a 'rticle refers to
the Minister for Planning, not the Minister for the Environment.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

POLICE DEPARTMENT - WEST COAST HELICOPTERS PTY LTD
Contract Cancellation - Settlement

235. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:
(1) As the Police Department has cancelled its contract with West Coast

Helicopters Pty Ltd some 12 months before the contract was due to expire,
can the Minister advise the House whether the contrc was paid out in full?

(2) Was any agreement reached with West Coast Helicopters Pty Ltd in
settlement of cancellation of the contract and, if yes, can he indicate the terms
of settlement?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1)-(2)

I ask that those questions be placed on notice.
EDUCATION, MINISTRY-OF - MESOTHELIOMA CASE

Crown Law Office? s Actions
236. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Minister for Education:

(1) Is the Minister aware that an officer of the Crown Law Department
approached a work colleague of a former Ministry of Education teacher who
is now dying of mesothetioma seeking evidence to use against the teacher
whose case is to be heard in the Supreme Court next week?
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(2) Is the Minister also aware that the Crown Law officer initially misled the
teacher's colleague by advising that she was from the Ministry of Education
and that the call was in relation to a survey on apprenticeship training?

(3) Is the Minister also aware that the Crown Law officer eventually advised the
teacher's colleague that she was ftom the Crown Law Department and was
seeking evidence in support of the Ministry of Education in the case involving
the Asbestos Diseases Society for Russell Wright v' James Hardy and Co Pty
Ltd and the Ministry of Education?

(4) Did the Minister authorise the actions of the Crown Law officer and, if so,
why?

(5) If the Minister did not authorise those actions, does she know who did?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

(1)-(5)
I am certainly unaware of the actions of a particular officer regarding the
questions asked. It may be useful for the member to put those questions on
notice, and I am thinking in particular of the later questions, so that I can
provide a reply.

The PRESIDENT: The question will go on notice.
KWINANA INTEGRATED EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - REPORT

SUPPRESSION
Warning Sirens System Recommendation Reason

237. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Police:
(1) Is it correct that the suppressed Kwinana integrated emergency management

system report contains recommendations for an extensive system of warning
sirens throughout the southern metropolitan area from Rockingham to
Melville?

(2) Is that the reason he has suppressed the report?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(I)-('2)

There has been no suppression of the rep ort which has been made available to
various community groups, local authorities, other groups involved in
emergency services and to industries involved in the Kwinana strip which are
quite concerned that this matter be handled properly and not used to play
politics. Despite the fact that I have offered Mr Pendai a copy of the report, it
is unfortunate that he has chosen not to accept my offer. In my view he has
chosen that course because if he accepted the report he would be in a position
of having to deal with the matter responsibly. He has chosen not to do that, so
I do not intend commenting further on the matter.

KWINANA INTEGRATED EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - REPORT
SUPPRESSION

Pendal, Hon Phillip - Report Offer Conditions
238. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:

Was the offer to Hon Phillip Pendal conditional and, if so, what were the
conditions attached to that offer?

IHon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I am pleased that the Leader of the Opposition is now forced to ask his own
question on this matter and is not in a position to do what he did a little while
ago; that is, whisper it to Mr Pendal. I did not place any conditions on the
offer of the report to Mr Pendal.

Hon P.G. Pendal: You did so!
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Like what?
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Hon P.G. Pendal: That I would keep it confidential and suppress it as the Minister
would suppress it

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I would have thought the member's own
commonsense after he read the report -

Hon N.E. Moore: You misled the House!
Hon George Cash: You said there were no conditions!
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I would not think that was a condition. If members

opposite wish to further that charge through you, Mr President - that is, that I
have misled the House - I suggest they take the appropriate action.

Hon P.O. Pendal: We might do that.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Members opposite have threatened me twice. Do it!

PRISONS - CASUARINA
Burnt Prisoner Hospitalisation - Charges

239. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Corrective Services:
(1) Is it correct that a prisoner at Casuarina has been hospitalised following burns

sustained when he was dowsed with a flammable fluid in the printing room?
(2) Has anyone been charged with that horrific offence and, if so, with what

result?
Hon J.M. Berinson: Can you give me the date of the incident?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I understand the incident occurred about a fortnight ago.
(3) What compensation, if any, is available to the injured man?
Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

I do receive reports on serious events in the various prisons. I must confess,
however, that I do not have in mind details of the case to which Mr Pendal has
referred. I will check on the matter and if further detail can be provided I will
ensure that it is provided to the member. In any case where an allegation of
an offence, let alone of a criminal offence, against another prisoner is raised
that matter is immediately brought to the attention of the police in the same
way as offences outside of prison are dealt with. That is done with a view to
avoiding any suggestion of in-house treatment of matters which go beyond
disciplinary breaches or other matters which can reasonably be dealt with by
visiting justices. In this instance I am in a position where the question of
compensation is hypothetical and I am unable to respond.

MICKELBERO CASE - DOCUMENTS PROTECTION
240. Hon REG DAVIES to the Minister for Police:

I refer to a letter from Mr Ray Mickelberg written to the Commissioner of
Police and dated 19 May, a copy of which was sent to the Minister for Police
and the Attorney General.
(1) Will the Minister assure the House that he will take all measures

within his power to ensure the immediate protection of all documents
relevant to charges laid by police officers against the Mickelberg
family, including handwritten notes of alleged recoids of interview, to
ensure the documents are not lost?

(2) Will he also ensure that a list of the documents so secured is provided
to Mr Mickelberg. as requested in that letter?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

(04-2)
I know that a letter has been sent to the Commissioner of Police, a copy of
which was sent to me. I will forward the member's questions to the
commissioner as I have full confidence in his handling of tis matter.
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POLICE - HELICOPTER
Crash Findings - Pilots' Nigiu Plying Ability

241. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to the Minister for Police:
(1) Has there been any preliminary finding in the case of the recent crash of the

police helicopter?
(2) Are the people who are to fly the leased police helicopter employees of the

Police Force; and if so, do they have the ability to fly helicopters at night?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1) 1 have been briefed by the Civilian Aviation Authority on some matters

relating to the investigation of the crash of the helicopter. That briefing is
confidential at this stage and I am not in a position to convey any of that
information. I was made aware only of some interim matters, which relate in
part to the reason for the cancellation of the contract referred to by the Leader
of the Opposition in an earlier question.

(2) The two people who will fly the leased helicopter are police officers. In
addition, a civilian pilot will be used. The police officers do not currently
have an endorsement for that particular helicopter, however, I understand that
they could be quickly endorsed to fly it. The helicopter in question does not
have a night sun fitted, but it has a capacity to have one fitted. I am not sure
whether those pilots would be endorsed to fly at night and that part of the
question should be placed on notice.

POLICE - HELICOPTER
Crash Findings - Civil Aviation Awhority Report Tabling

242. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to the Minister for Police:
Supplementary to my previous question, will the Minister give an undertaking
that when the full Civilian Aviation Authority report concerning the helicopter
crash is available he will table it in the House?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied.
I cannot give that undertaking. I am not experienced in the nature of Civil
Aviation Authority reports and there may be some parts of it which -

Hon P.R. Lockyet They issue a public report.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: If that is the case I would have no hesitation in tabling

that report.
WESTERN WOMEN FINANCIAL SERVICES PTY LTD - MINISTER

RESPONSIBILE FOR THE WOMEN'S INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
EXCHANGE

No Financial Impropriety Comiplaints
243. Hon FRED McKENZIE to the Deputy Leader of the House:

Is it true that information which has become publicly available today
corroborates her assertion that she never received complaints about financial
impropriety on the part of the Western Women group while she was the
Minister responsible for the Women's Information and Referral Exchange?

Hon KAY HALLAJIAN replied:
I thank the member for drawing this matter to my attention because I
understand that information that is very clearly in the public arena today
supports the position I have taken in this place and in other places that I had
not received complaints about financial impropriety on the part of the Western
Women group when I was the Minister responsible for the Women's
Information and Referral Exchange. I have also made it very clear on every
occasion that had I received such complaints Western Women's services at
WIRE would have terminated forthwith.
I understand that today Margaret Wort, the former Director of the Office of
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Women's Interests, supported dhe position that I have consistently taken on
those matters. I understand that either in a statement made by her or as a
result of questions put to her she indicated that she had felt some unease about
Robin Greenburg's style but said that she had had no complaints about
financial impropriety on the part of Western Women to which she could have
drawn my attention and upon which I could have taken action. Given the
history of this matter I think it is understandable that I would want that drawn
to the attention of the House.
Far from attempting to assist people who have lost their money following the
collapse of Western Women, which is very regrettable, the Pike committee
seems to be on a taxpayer funded mission on behalf of the Liberal Party.

The PRESIDENT: Order! Ihe last pant of the Minister's answer gave an opinion,
which she ought not to do; nevertheless, she did.

SWIMMING POOLS - ROEBOURNE PROPOSAL
Hanterstey Iron Pry Ltd Contribution - Government Discussions

244. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:
I refer the Minister to question 239 on today's Notice Paper which relates to
the Roeboume swimming pool and ask -

(1) Did he or any person fr-om his department have any discussions with
Hamersicy Iron Pty Ltd about the company contributing to the cost of
the pool?

(2) If so, what was the basis of those discussions and were any decisions
made?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1)-(2)

I have not had any personal discussions with Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd that I
can recall. If any officers from the Ministry of Sport and Recreation have. I
cannot recall that that has been reported to me. However, if they have there
would not be anything unusual in that. Often officers of the ministry are
involved in discussions with private enterprise groups in relation to spant and
recreation facilities.

Hon N.F. Moore: In relation to their contributing money?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Certainly. For instance, the Marble Bar swimming

pool involved an immense amount of work and contribution by private
enterprise, and I think at least one other swimming pool, in the wheatbelt, has
had private enterprise contributing in one way or another.

Hon N.E. Moore: Why don't you just tell me whether Hamersley Iron contributed to
the Roebourne pool? flat was the question but you have not answered it.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The pool has not been built. As to whether an
approach has been made to get Hamersley Iron to contribute, I have said that I
am not aware of it.

Hon N.E. Moore: But you announced during the Ashburton by-election that one
would be built.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: If an approach had been made I would not have a
problem with that. Why is Hon Norman Moore so opposed to this swimming
pool?

Hon N.. Moore: lamn not opposed toit atall.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Why is the member so opposed to the people in

Roebourne having a swimming pool facility?
Hon N.E. Moore: I am not opposed to it.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I remind the Minister that he must answer the questions,

not ask them.
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POLICE - REGIONALISATION
Opposition - Deployment Option

245. Hon E.J. CHARLTON to the Minister for Police:
As a result of the widespread opposition to the regionalisation of traffic police
patrols in country Western Australia, did the Police Department investigate
the option of putting more police officers in a greater number of areas than
previously, rather than centralising them all in a small number of regional
centres?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
It is an assumption that this proposal has widespread opposition. I have had
discussions with people in country areas, some of whom are opposed to the
idea in principle and many of whom are very supportive of it. Their position
depends upon how the impacts of regionalisation will effect them. A great
deal of work has been done on the management of resources in country areas,
and on how officers could be best deployed in order to meet the task at hand.
The deployment of police officers is not something that is my prerogative but
rests entirely with the Commissioner of Police. If the member has some
specific questions with which I can deal, or if he would appreciate a further
briefing, I am only too happy to help.

REID, VERNON - WORLD WINDSURFING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Morrison, Greg~of Solutions Advertising Promotions - Promnotional Support Offer

246. Hon MAX EVANS to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for Tourism:
Prior notice of this question has been given.
(1) Did an EventsCorp employee, Mr Vernon Reid, make contact with

Mr Greg Morrison of Solutions Advertising Promotions regarding the
World Windsurfing Championships, of which the company considered
it was to take charge and to which Mr Reid offered promotional
support?

(2) Did Mr Reid or any other EventsCorp representative subsequently
contact the professional board association in London and obtain
promotions work for EventsCorp?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I thank the member for prior notice.
(1) Mr Reid has twice had contact with Mr Greg Morrison regarding a leg

of the Professional Boanisailors Association world cup; however,
promotional support was not offered or discussed.

(2) No.
CASINO (BURS WOOD ISLAND) AGREEMENT - FOURTH SUPPLEMENTARY

AGREEMENT
247. Hon MAX EVANS to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for Racing

and Gaming:
Nror notice of this question has been given.
(1) Has a fourth supplementary agreement to the Casino (Burswood

Island) Agreement been prepared and signed by all parties?
(2) If not, will such an agreement be drawn up and when will it be tabled

in Parliament?
(3) If no further agreement is to be drawn up. what undertaking has the

Minister obtained regarding the shortcomings in the third
supplementary agreement raised in Parliament?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I am advised as follows -
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(1) Yes. The fourth supplementary agreement was laid on the Table of
each House of Parliament on 31 March 1992.

(2)-(3)
Not applicable.

MICKELBERG CASE - DOCUMENTS PROTECTION
248. Hon REG DAVIES to the Attorney General:

(1) Is he aware of the precedent in the United Kingdom in relation to the
Bin~ningham 6 case when, following an approach to the Home Office by
Mr Michael Mansfield, QC, the Home Office acted immediately and carried
out its own test on documents and, as a consequence, secured and placed in
custody all documents pertaining to the Birmingham 6 case?

(2) Based on that precedent, and on the evidence now before the Attorney
General which demonstrates fabrication of evidence, will the Attorney act
immediately, or will he instruct the Director of Public Prosecutions to do so,
to secure all documents relevant to the trials of any member of the Mickelberg
family?

Hon 3M. BERINSON replied:
(1) 1 am await in a general sense of the Birmingham 6 case; however, I amn

unaware of any details of the procedures involved.
(2) I regard it as unfortunate that Hon Reg Davies should suggest chat any

material, either forwarded to me or someone else, "demonstrates the
fabrication of evidence". As far as I am aware, that has not been
demonstrated at all, although it has been claimed or alleged. I hardly need
stress to the House that quite an important difference exists between those
concepts, and it is one we should continually keep in mind.
I have updated the advice provided to the House in response to a question
from Hon Reg Davies, I think asked earlier this week; if not, it was the last
week we met. Tme goes by so fast when one is having a good time.

Hon George Cash: Why do you not look a little happier?
Hon JMX BERINSON: Updating my previous advice, just as I informed the House

on an earlier occasion, I have seen no submission on this matter from either
the Nlickelbergs or their counsel. That is still the position today.

SITITINGS OF THE HOUSE - AUTUMN SESSION CLOSING DATE, 4 JUNE
249. Hon FRED McKENZIE to the Leader of the House:

Can he confirm the position as indicated by the Leader of the Opposition that
the House will definitely complete the present session on 4 June?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
I am afrid that the beszIcan say is thatlIvery much hope so. I certainly
confirm the indication by the Leader of the Opposition that Hon Eric
Chariton, the Leader of die Opposition and I have looked to a firim sessional
closing date of 4 June. However, that was subject to the further agreement in
line with our previous practice of ensuring the passage of a specific number of
essential Bills. Going on past experience, I have no doubt that the House
could achieve both of those objectives, given a reasonable transmission of
business from the Legislative Assembly.
I have spoken to the Leader of the House in the Assembly, both yesterday and
today, with a view to stimulating some movement in this direction. I hope
that this will occur in good time. However, I understand that this will depend
on a similar practical approach to dealing with business that this House has
previously adopted. I hope that will be forthcoming, and in that case we
should have no difficulty in meeting the 4 June deadline. Depending upon
circumstances, that may have to be reconsidered, I very much hope that that
wil not be necessary.
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WELLNESS DAY - BENEFITS
250. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:

(1) Is today Wellness Day?
(2) What is Wellness Day and what are its benefits?
(3) Who is taking part in Wellness. Day?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

I thank the member for some notice of the question. Today is Wellness Day,
in which the Ministry of Sport and Recreation and local government are
heavily involved. Basically, it involves people making a decision to
undertake at least 15 minutes of physical activity and then recording this
activity with their participating local government authority or the Ministry of
Sport and Recreation. In that case, it will be noted that they have taken that
step. This is designed to improve the material wellbeing and the general
health of the residents of this State.
We have received a number of reports today confirming that schools have
undertaken special activities, as have frail and aged care institutions. The
Police Force, Army, Navy and Air Force have all participated, as have
recreation centres and private citizens. We have heard from the Mt Barnett
Station in the West Kim berley, which rang through to indicate that people had
been involved and indicated the participation numbers. Chair aerobics
activities have taken place, which have included people between 75 and 95
years of age. Approximately 400 "prime movers", or people over 50, were
involved in moving to music at the Esplanade over lunch time.

Hon Barry House: Why do we not adjourn for 15 minutes to go for a walk?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: If the member has not been involved, he might take the

opportunity to become involved over the dinner break. I encourage him to do
so and to confirm that he has been involved either at his local government
authority or at the Ministry of Sport and Recreation.

KWLNANA IN4TEGRATED EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - REPORT
Copy Request

251. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:
Will the Minister provide me with a copy of the Kwinana integrated
emergency management system report to enable me to gain a better
understanding of the extent of the need for an upgrade in emergency
management schemes in the Kwinana area?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I suggest the Leader of the Opposition see Hon Phillip Pendal and get his
copy. I will be happy to provide a copy to the Leader of the Opposition. The
report was prepared for emergency service groups; not for the public. It has
been written in the terminology applicable to emergency service groups. The
report has not been suppressed; all the emergency service groups for whom
the report was wiitten have received a copy, including local authorities and
industry groups which of course have primary respnsibility -

Hon P.G. Pendal: All people have been asked to suppress it
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: That is Hon Phillip Pendal's view. Not one industry

person has approached mue to suppress the report. If Hon Phillip Pendal has
information contrary to that I suggest he play gamnes with it as he attempts to
play games with many things. In supplying the report to the Leader of the
Opposition I make the same request to him which I made to Hon Phillip
Feudal.

Hon George Cash: If it is a conditional offer, I do not want a copy.
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Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: If the member will let me finish -

Hon Kay Hallahan: You do not want to be responsible.
Hon George Cash: I do.
The PRESIDENT: Ordier! The Minister is trying to answer a question.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Thank you, Mr President. I ask that the member keep

that report confidential; I am prepared to trust him, but if he is not prepared to
give me -

Hon George Cash: I will not have conditions applied to the arrangement.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: If Hon George Cash is saying that he is not mature or

responsible enough to handle a confidential report written for emergency
services, how in the hell can he expect to govern?


